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House's NAFTA approval gives Clinton big win
By ALAN FRANI
Associatod Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Emboldened by its come-frombehind triumph, the White House
said today that House approval of
the North American Free Trade
Agreement would strengthen
President Clinton as he seeks a
more elaborate global trade
treaty.
"This will give the president
the leverage he needs to convince
other countries around the world
to start reducing the barriers they
have erected to U.S. products,"
Vice President Al Gore said as
Clinton prepared to fly to Seattle
later today for trade talks with
Asian leaders.
Aides also launched a quick
effort to mend fences with labor
leaders and dozens of dissident
Democrats who fought NAFTA
but saw their efforts crumble
beneath a dominating block of

Republican support.
With a last-lap frenzy of persuasion and deal-making, the
White House transformed itself
from underdog to an easy winner
Wednesday night, muscling NAFTA through the House by a surprisingly comfortable 234-200
margin.
"At a time when many of our
people are hurting from the
strains of this tough global economy, we chose to compete, not
to retreat, to lead a new world
economy, to lead as America has
done so often in the past," Clinton said after the vote, saluting
the House.
In the Senate, where debate on
NAFTA may begin as early as
Friday, leaders of both parties
believe the pac• will get close to
60 votes, perhaps more, without
any arm-twisting at all.
In an AP survey, 52 senators
said they probably would vote for

NAFTA. 31 said they are likely
to oppose it and 17 were
undecided.
The measure is a major prize
for Clinton, who hopes NAFTA
will pave the way for a [TIMPacific agreement and give him
clout and credibility as officials
from around the globe seek a
world trade arrangement by Dec.
IS.
At home, Gore said the administration would work quickly to
smooth relations with its usual
allies — organized labor and
Democratic lawmakers — who
worked against NAFTA but
whose support will be needed on
such major issues as health care
reforrn.
"We're uncomfortable being
in disagreement with folks we
normally fight right along side,
on the same side, and we'll fight
on the same side again many,
many, many times," the vice

Senate expected
to pass NAFTA
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pony-nine senators firmly support the
free trade pact with Mexico and Canada, giving it nearly all the
votes it needs to clear the Senate, according to an Associated Press
survey.
Leaders of both parties, and even opponents of the pact, predict
far more senators will sign on, and it will pass with plenty of votes
to spare.
"It will not be a close vote. The outcome is not in doubt in the
Senate." Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell said Wednesday.
The House approved the pact 234-200 late Wednesday.
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Darren Howard, 11, (left) gets a chance to pet the horses at a rodeo for mentally challenged students. Jennifer Jasmine, an MSU student, holds
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University courses spark debate

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable
urged the Governor's Higher
Education Review Commission to
decide which duplicated programs should be eliminated to free
up money for more important
courses.
"Do we truly need five institutions offering agriculture education?" he asked. "Do we need
eight colleges of education? Does

ig Sitting around a table and firing away
like this is not the right way to do this. This
is big-time stuff. Ji
...Thomas Meredith
offer economics, anthropology
and psychology as majors. Only
four would, in general, offer
those and other subjects excluded
from the administration's proposed list of core programs.
University presidents quickly
criticized the list, which was
unveiled Tuesday during a meeting of the commission, which
Jones created to streamline higher
education.

a state like Kentucky need six
MBA programs? Do we really
need ... six journalism schools?
That's the kind of analysis we
need to do."
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration thinks students at all
eight state public universities
should have the opportunity to
major in English, mathematics
and philosophy.
But not all the schools would

EVENTS

NOTICE

II The Murray State University Percussion Ensemble will perform a special
memorial concert in honor of Charles
'Chuck' Simons tonight at 8 p m at
Lovett Auditorium. Simons was Murray
State's first percussion instructor

• Because of the Thanksgiving holiday,
garbage pick-up will run one day in
advance in some areas Nov 22-26.
Those customers regularly scheduled
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday are
asked to set garbage out one day in
advance Customers with questions can
call 762-0330 ext 120

address issues important to
unions such as worker retraining
and education.
The administration also

Once approved in all three capitals, the agreement creates the
world's largest trading bloc —
370 million people in the United
States, Canada and Mexico.

Local airport
plans expansion

+••••••11i.b.

Duplication
is target of
administration

•••

In the days before the vote the
administration agreed to help
everyone from tomato growers to
producers of window glass —
dealings that NAFTA opponents
resented.
"I think there's a big misunderstanding about the so-called
deals," Gore said as he made the
rounds of the morning talk
shows. He described the arrangements as "giving assurances that
the provisions of the treaty would
be enforced" to protect American
industry and jobs.

II See Page 2
president said.
William Daley, Clinton's point
man on NAFTA, said the victory
would be a "springboard" to

defended itself against criticism it
went too far in corralling House
votes by offering federal largesse
to wavering lawmakers.

When the programs committee
met later to start analyzing the
programs, the university presidents questioned how the administration's list of proposed core
programs was developed.
Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith said
the schools had worked in the
past with a longer list of core
programs, which contained about
21 programs compared with 15
on the new list. The list was
developed about five years ago
by the schools' chief academic
officers.
Meredith asked why the administration had cut programs withII See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Lawn cost will be paid for by the
Staff Writer
FAA.
•
"We have room to put it now,
In order to meet the needs of a
hut we are trying to acquire some
changing economy within the
land to put the localizer so it
community, efforts arc undcrway
doesn't have to be moved in the
to expand Murray-Calloway
future," Fain said.
County Airport.
Currently, the airport has one
Also known as Kyle-Oakley
paved runway that is 5,000 feet
Field, the airport is located
approximately five miles north- long and 75 feet wide. When the
west of Murray on KY 783. airport was originally built. the
Because of its size, no commer- runway was 3,000 feet long.
"The localizer has to be within
cial air service is provided.
1,000-1,200 feet of an existing
The airport recently was
selected to receive a localizer, runway," Fain said. "We could
put it at the end of our runway
which is a device that will steer
now, but it will have to be moved
instrument-rated aircraft to land
if we expand in the future."
in unfavorable conditions. It
In order to get the localizer
operates by shooting signals from
installed in a permanent position,
an antenna to the aircraft.
"Right now, we don't have a
the airport board is hoping to
localiter operating at the airport," acquire land that would enable
said Jim Fain, chairman of the the runway to be expanded.
airport board. "We hope to have
"We are looking at expanding
the localizer installed by next the runway about 1.000 feet and
year.
there arc about four to five diffeRepresentatives from the Fed- rent parcels of land that we are
eral Aviation Administration vis- looking at acquiring," Fain said.
ited the airport and told Fain that
The airport has already leased
once the localizer is installed, it land northeast of Murray where a
will have to be moved at the airport's expense. The initial instal- • See Page 2

Murray firefighters
ready to be Santas
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
It will be here before anyone
knows it. Yet, for some children,
it is just another day. The Murray
Fire Department tries to change
that.
Christmas provokes thoughts
of toys and Santa for most people. But for those who cannot
afford gifts, the Murray Fire
Department is helping.
Anyone on public assistance
can sign up at City Hall to get
toys for their children, according
to Chief Pat Scott.
The fire department has met
with other groups who offer
assistance and have coordinated
efforts to avoid duplication.
"We are working together to
see every needy child is served,"
he said.
The fire department concentrates its efforts on providing a
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II Friday's Murray High-Fulton County
playoff game features two 01 the top six
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nice Christmas for children only.
Other community organizations, such as Need Line, are set
up to help adults.
"With our resources, we have
to draw the line somewhere,"
Scott said. "We wish we could do
more."
However, in order to what it
does, the fire department asks for
donations.
"The only means of support are
donations from the public.
"We are supported by individuals we don't even know," he said.
Scott said numerous churches,
civic organizaWns and physic
individuals contributed to the toy
drive.
Last year, 452 children got
Christmas presents thanks to the
generousity of Murray and Calloway County, Scott said.
IN See Page 2
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Attendants' union strikes American
DALLAS (AP) — The flight
attendants' intim went on strike
today against American Airlines
• and said it would stay out until
after Thanksgiving. The carrier
said it intends to keep flying.
The strike, which began at 7
cm. Eastern time, forced several
flight cancellations at American's
main hub, Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport, and other
airports. Other flights were getting out, sometimes with delays.
"We are in the process of
shutting it down," said spokesman Ray Abernathy of the Association of Professional Flight
Attendants. The airline would not
-,say what proportion of flights
were being affected.
The airline, the nation's
largest, and the union failed to
reach a new contract agreement
in two days of federally
mediated, last-ditch talks. They
are split over pay, staffing and
other issues. Twenty bone-weary
inegotiators called it quits around
2 a.m. CST today in New

Orleans, and the strike began font
hours later.
The union, which represents
21.000 flight attendants at American, said its members would be
off the job for 11 days, including
the Thanksgiving travel period,
among the year's busiest.
American spokesman Al Becker predicted that "large numbers
of our flight attendants will cross
the picket line and come to
work." For the ones that do
strike, the airline said, there may
have no jobs to come back to.
Passenger Zelda Smith, who
was returning to her home in Bermuda from Raleigh-Durham
International Airport in North
Carolina, said she wasn't worried
about the strike.
"No. I'd be worried if I had to
fly with a quickie pilot, but since
the pilots aren't on strike, I'm not
concerned," Smith said. "As far
U I'm concerned, as long as I
can get home, they don't even
have to have a flight attendant"
The Allied Pilots Association,

representing American's 10,000
pilots, was voting by mail on
whether to strike in sympathy
with the flight attendants. Results
weren't expected until Friday, but
it was possible some pilots might
not fly before then.
A federal judge granted American's request for a temporary
restraining order barring the carrier's 30,300 mechanics and
ground workers represented by
the Transport Workers Union
from waging a sympathy strike.
At Chicago's O'Hare International Airport, Kathy Lord, a local union offical, said 300 to 350
flight attendants were picketing.
"Everyone's pumped," she said.
American spokeswoman Mary
Frances Fagan at O'Hare said the
airline would try to maintain its
flight schedule using managers to
fill in, and would try to get customers on other airlines if no
American flights were availalble.
"We are asking our customers
to please understand we are in a
labor dispute situation," Fagan

said.
The airline said it uses about
6,000 flight attendants on any
given day, but could fly with
fewer and still meet Federal
Aviation Administration standards. The company said it did
not know exactly how many it
needs.
American trained some other
company workers in a shortened
course to replace striking flight
attendants.
Union president Denise Hedges
said if no contract agreement has
been reached by Nov. 28, she
will ask the union's board of
directors to send the flight attendants back to work and pursue
other steps.
But Becker said "there are
going to be fewer flight attendant
jobs at -American Airlines as a
result of this, and the flight attendants who strike are going to be
permanently replaced."
On Tuesday, the two sides
returned to the table for the first
time since negotiations broke off
Oct. 30.

sion project, part of ForestColeman Road would have to be
relocated. ,Although the runway
would not extend that far, federal
guidelines require that a runway
must be a certain distance from a
road.
"I don't know at this point who
would be responsible for relocating the road," Fain said. "It can
be federally funded or the money
could come from state or local
sources."
Expanding the runway would

greatly improve the quality of the
airport because bigger 'planes
could land, Fain said.
"It might be possible for a 707
to land now, but unless it hit the
runway just right, it would hit the
trees at the end of the runway,"
said County Judge/Executive
George Weaks.
Weaks said planes from Vanderbilt Chemical Company have
difficulty landing at the airport.
With an extended runway, Landing bigger planes would be

easier.
"We really need an extended
runway because an airport is the
first thing industries ask about
when thinking about relocating,"
Weaks said. "When you have a
good-sited airport, you usually
have a large number of industries
in the area. It is quite an asset in
recruiting. •

III Airport...
FROM PAGE 1
low tower will be placed The
rest of the localizer equipment
will be placed at the end of the
runway.
Airport expansion would be
funded with a grant the board is
hoping to receive.
"The grant would represent
throe to four years worth of hard
work begun by Dr. Hugh Oakley
who inititated the grant process,"
Fain said.
As part of the proposed expan-
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•University...
FROM PAGE 1
out lapin from the presidents and
their academic officers.
James Miller, commission
chairman, said liable had developer! the radiated list to help the
commission focus on which
courses could be duplicated and
which should have to be justified
if they're taught at too many
schools. liable was at another
committee meeting.
U of L President Donald Swain
asked whether the list shouldn't
include economics. Meredith said
the arts should be better represented because they are important
in the Kentucky Education
Reform Act, which is guiding the
state's primary and secondary
schools.

Sherry Jeluna. chairwoman Of
the programs committee, asked
whether anything else should be
eliminated or added to the list.
Meredith said a committee
debate was the wrong way to
proceed.
"Sitting around a table and firing away like this is not the right
way to do this," he said. ''This is
big-time stuff."
He said the debate much
involve university faculties,
academic officers and boards. He
suggested a meeting of the
schools' chief academic officers
to develop an updated list of core
programs before the commission
meets Dec. 3. The university
presidents will arrange such a
meeting.

•Senate...

"Besides, this is supposed to
be the best little airport between
Chicago and Atlanta."

CLARIFICATION

FROM PAGE 1
Mitchell and about 20 other
lawmakers had breakfast this
morning with President Clinton
to discuss trade. On the way out,
Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va..
predicted "an easy victory" for
the pact in the Senate.
"I think it's always been the
case in the Senate," Rockefeller
said.
The AP count showed that as
of Wednesday 49 senators — one
short of the 50 needed — had
committed to the North American
Free Trade Agreement. Three
others said they are leaning that
way.
There are 25 senators against
the pact, six leaning against and
17 undecided.
Mitchell said that he already
had more than 51 senators committed to NAFTA and expected
the final tally to be well above
thai
Even NAFTA foes said it
would not be close in the Senate.
They had always focused on the

•Because of inaccurate information provided to the Ledger, a
cutline on Tuesday's Education
Page was wrong. Jason Barnett
and Paul Campfield, students at
Calloway County High School,
won first and second place in the
First District Woman's Club Arts FROM PAGE 1
The toy drive began in 1966
and Crafts Show. They were conwhen
the Firettes, the women's
gratulated by their instructor
Glenn Leckie and Hilda Bennett, auxiliary, were able to repair broHazel Woman's Club arts and ken toys and collect groceries for
families.
crafts contest co-chairperson.
Since then, the Murray Fire
•Because of incomplete information provided by Calloway Department has continued to
County Middle School, Lindsay serve the community's needs.
"It's 3 lot of work but we have
Chamberlain was omiued from
the As and Bs list in the TNT-8 a lot of fun with it," Scott said.
Once the sign-up deadline has
class.
passed, firefighters begin organizing lists and picking out toys.
Wal-Mart and Kmart put up
angle trees to help the fire
department.
"We got lots of top-quality
toys that way," Scott said. "Toys
PICK 3: 3-4-0
we couldn't otherwise afford."
Usually, each gift ranges in
THE PICK:
price from $4 to $10 and each
6-20-24-27-38-39-43-47
child get three to four toys.
LOTTO:
Last year, the fire department
1-20-26-31-40-43
spent approximately $8,000 on
Sponsored by:
toys for the county's needy
children.
"That is what it's all about,"
Scott said.
Just as children have faith that
Santa Claus will come down the
0
chimney, Scott has faith the comShell
munity will come through with

•Santas...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pi99IY %WW1'

House.
One AFL-CIO official said the
labor federation conceded the
Senate weeks ago when an informal Democratic survey showed
the NAFTA forces winning a lopsided victory, with perhaps as
many as 65 senators voting for
the pact.
The only question in the
Senate is if any of the opponents
try to use parliamentary procedures to delay a vote for a few
days.
Mitchell, a NAFTA supporter,
said he won't let the chamber
break for the year — as it hopes
to do by Thanksgiving — until
there's a vote.
"We're going to stay in session until it's passed, so there's
no benefit in delay," Mitchell
said.
With the House's approval,
NAFTA now needs the quick
approval of several Senate committees, but that could be done in
a matter of minutes by the panels
this morning, setting up a Friday
debate.

financial support.
-The public has never let us
down. The funds have always
come through," he said.
In years past, the department
has sometimes been overwhelmed
with the number of children
signed up. However, people in
the community have been generous enough to take up the slack,
according to Scott.
"I don't think there's anyone
who will say its not a good program," he said.
To sign up children for toys,
parents or legal guardians can go
in person to the fire department,
located on the second floor of
City Hall. They must have proof
of public assistance.
Donations can be mailed or
delivered to the Murray Fire
Department, 207 S. Fifth Street.
Scott said those who want to
donate can call the department
and firefighters will come pick
the money up.
"There's just all kinds of ways
we'll collect money," he said.
All bar codes on toy boxes are
marked. Any exchanges must be
made through the fire department,
not retail stores.

•Baldin
Hello...it
'
s me again

November 23, 1993

'
I d like to continue our
conversation on the
Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager

Starting at

Mini-Vans.
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'
s has a great selection

Various Sizes & Styles

of'
em right now

Medicine

and each one
'
s been

Cabinets

specially priced.
So pick one out today
and save a bunch of money.

Reg. 19.89
1

3900Reg

125

Heck, my friends at Cain
'
s will even
throw-In a pint sized mini-van for two

51.39
10" Sidekick Motorized

14 Pc. High Speed

Miter Box

While Supply Last

Drill Bits

Tool Box

for your "pint-sized" kids or grand-kids
Saving money and a great gM tool
Now, doesn
'
t that make sense.

Treas Lumber DoiCenter

I thought so.
And as always,
thanks for listening.
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More U.S. MIA remains uncovered
HANOI. Vietnam (AP) — U.S.
search teams have recovered
what are believed to be the
remains of Americans missing in
action in Vietnam. Laos and
Cambodia and plan even bigger
missions in the three countries in
December and January.
President Clinton has made the
recovery of MIAs a condition for
lifting a U.S. trade embargo and
establishing normal relations with
Vietnam. The ban was eased earlier this year, but not lifted.
U.S. officials said cooperation
was good in the just-completed
efforts.
"We were once again encouraged by the cooperation team
members encountered," a
spokesman, Lt. Col. David L.
Fredrikson, said today in summing up the 27-day search mission in Vietnam.
"What has been steadily
increasing is the number of
Americans we devote to the
'effort and the number of cases

we're able to investigate because
we've gotten better at it and the
Vietnamese have gotten better at
it and the cooperation has been so
good," Fredrikson said.
For the first time, the United
States will launch an investigation next month with Vietnamese
and Laotian search teams, concentrating along the VietnameseLaotian border where many
American pilots were shot down.
The next joint search in
Vietnam, which will be the 27th
since September 1988, when the
Americans were given access, is
scheduled for January.
''We anticipate it will be the
most ambitious that we have
attempted." said Fredrikson.
The Vietnamese have agreed to
allow)he Americans to increase
the number of teams in the field
from seven to eight.
POW-MIA and veterans groups
in the United States have said
that they support Clinton's position that any further improvement

in relations with Vietnam
depends on progress in resolving
the MIA issue, including 62 socalled discrepancy cases involving 80 Americans.
These are cases where downed
Americans were last known alive
and in imminent danger of being
captured.
In the search just completed in
Vietnam, 74 U.S. specialists participated, finding both human
remains and physical evidence
that will help resolve some of the
cases of the 2,248 Americans still
unaccounted for in Southeast
Asia.
There will be more than 80
Americans in the field in
Vietnam in January.
Fredrikson said he could not
disclose how many sets of
'American remains were recovered in Vietnam until completion
of a joint U.S.-Vietnamese forensic review scheduled for early
December followed by repatriation. He said some of the remains

recovered were those of nonAmericans.
The Vietnamese Foreign Ministry, said in a statement that "a
number of investigations and
excavations obtained more information and remains that helped
clarify the fate of many American
NtlAs."
In neighboring Laos. U.S. specialists completed a 24-day
mission.
The team investigated 24 cases
and conducted two excavations of
suspected aircnift crash sites in
the Laotian provinces of Xekong
and Salavan.
"Some remains were -recovered." said a statement from the
Headquarters Joint Task ForceFull Accounting in Hawaii.
"Team members also found
material evidence, including military aircraft wreckage at the
excavation sites. That evidence
will be analyzed to determine if it
correlates to any of the task
force's unresolved cases."
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.The boy, who can only be
identified as Child B, is heard
sobbing and crying for his mother
as police gently questioned him
in interviews played Wednesday.
"You're going to put me in
jail," Child B sobs to officers.
"For nothing mum, they are."
The court was expected to hear
the remaining four interviews
with Child B today. Prosecutors

Both boys, who were 10 at the
time, have pleaded innocent. In
tapes played earlier, Child A
admitted to police that the two
boys took lames, but said he had
not harmed James. Instead, he

said, Child B used bricks and an
iron bar to batter the 2-year-old,
ho was crying and calling for
his mother.
Two police officers-conducted
the five interviews with Child B
while his lawyer and mother were
present on Feb. 18-19.
The detectives told Child B
that Child A had said the pair had
seen James at the mall.
Child B said: "God's honest
truth. I'm telling you, we never
(saw James). He was too scared,
he was probably too scared,"
referring to why Child A told
police they they had seen the

toddler.
Asked why Child A would say
that Child B left the shopping
center with Jamq, Child B says
"He's a liar," and has a temper
tantrum.
Child B looked down at his
hands while the court heard the
tapes. His father, sitting . with
elbows on knees and head bowed,
occasionally wiped his eyes.
Child B's -mother, who has
attended most of the proceedings,
remained in another room.
Child B told police he didn't
want to skip school on Feb. 12.
but that Child A had convinced
him to play hooky.
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"See Us For Your Best Deal."

All Vehicles Well Equipped,
Low Miles and Extra Sharp!!
•

1993 Lincoln Town Car

NOW '24,895

Gold. 08996

1993 Lincoln Town Car

LU
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White 0228b

NOW '24,995

1993 Lincoln Town Car
Si!ye,, 08972

NOW 124,.*95

1993 Lincoln Town Car

NOW '22,750

1993 Lincoln Town Car

NOW '23,995

White, 09180

1993 Lincoln Continental
Signature Series
Blue, 01900

NOW '25,995
4A

1993 Mercury
Grand Marquis LS

NOW '17,995

Gold, 04594

1993 Ford
Crown Victoria LX
F—

NOW '17,795

Gold 07703

1993 Ford Taurus GL

NOW '14,795

Gray, 07822

1993 Ford Taurus GL
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Some Mexicans fear getting 'bum deal
rejection of the protectionist vision," calling the treaty a "good
instrument, one more instrument
for building a better future for
Mexico."
The president reassured Mexicans that they would have time to
prepare for competition with the
economic powerhouses north of
the border by suggesting the treaty's full impact would not be felt
for years.
But it wasn't just politicians
and businessmen talking. Here's
a sampling of Mexican voices
from other walks of life:
Reynaldo Estrada, a musician
in a gray sombrero who can be
found most nights in the mariachi
hangout of Garibaldi Plaza, said
he hoped NAFTA would land
him a new guitar.
"I think the treaty will bring
down prices and maybe even help
me get a good guitar from the
United States," he said as he
plucked a well-worn guitar
loaned from a partner:
He couldn't afford the $125
price to buy his own.
Mariachi trumpeter Enrique
Gutierrez, 74, said he was too old
don't
to follow such news.
know anything about that trade
treaty. But I'm here every night,

How About Something A
Different for Thanksgiving?

1993 Ford Taurus GL

Rib Roast

$6399
S DA Choice
lb. -U
Boneless

Lamb Legs

-Boneiess Whole

Port Loin

power, and it's going to be a very
just 20 pesos (about $6.50) a
harsh transition for many Mexisong," said Gutierrez, in black
cowboy outfit with silver can businesses that simply will
not be able to compete,— said
buckles.
Aridjis.
Alcjandra Lozada, owner of a
He warned of a rise of
72-year-old ice cream parlor in
"Spanglish," a mix of English
Mexico City, said NAFTA would
mean more American ice cream
and Spanish,' and a collision of
heading here. But that doesn't the hamburger culture with the
worry her. She still has the edge. taco culture.
"We make our own ice cream
"The Americanization of the
fresh every day, no artificial
Mexican world is inevitable. But
ingredients," said Lozada, who on the other hand, we arc enterchurns out vanilla walnut ice ing into a new era for Mexico:
cream each day in a tub turned by
We arc at the start of an economan old-fashioned hand crank.
ic revolution," he said.
"No, I'm not afraid of competition at all, my customers are loyRaul Figueroa, 70, a retired
al," Loz_ada said.
bureaucrat with the state electric
Novelist Homero Aridjis said, monopoly, said the treaty was a
the treaty promises to modernize
bum deal for Mexico.
Mexico, but may help erode its
— Canada and the United States
uniquely Latin culture.
have the better technology and
"I guess we will have to put
are going to cat our lunch. The
up a sign all along our 2,(X)O-mile
United States is also much stronborder saying 'Welcome to USAger politically and economically
Mexico," he said.
and will take advantage of us,"
"We are entering into a new
he said as he relaxed on a street
relationship with a great supercorner with friends.

1993 Mercury Sable GS

13 Mercury Sable
f,

NOW '14,395

08154

1993 Ford Thunderbird
Green 07158

LX

NOW '13,995

LX

NOW '13,995

1993 Ford Thunderbird
Red, 01069

1993 Ford Mustang LX
Green, 04898

1993 Mercury Topaz

1993 Mercury Topaz

NOW '9,375

Slyer, 03751

1993 Mercury Topaz

NOW '9,495

White, #5753

1993 Ford Tempo

NOW '9,495

White, 04491

1993 Ford Club Wagon
15 Passenger, White, 02959

MURRAY
ROTARY'CLUB

NOW '9,995
NOW '8,995

Gold, 01486

1993 Ford Club
Wagon XLT
15 Passenger, Blue/White, 02640
sis

1993 Ford Aerostar XLT
Red Gray. 00229

1993 Ford Aerostar
Extended XLT

NOW '17,595
NOW 117,950
NOW 114,995
NOW 115,595

sq99
•a lb

1993 "Ford Tempo GL

$2791b

1993 Ford
Super Econoline 250

Gold, 06056

Boneless

Shrimp SO99lb

Rump Roast

Telethon Sponsor

NOW '8,995

Cargo extended, Safety equip, White,
Tilt, Speed control,
Great for Hauling, 03458

NOW 114,995

Happy Holidays!
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"You Will Be Satisfied"

TONIGHT
Community Focus
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MURRAY STATE CHANNEL
CALLOWAY COUNTY CHANNEL
MURRAY HIGH CHANNEL
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FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Featuring Local Talent
and Programming

We will be closing at 5 p.m.,
November 24th and will re-open
Monday, November 29th

v.•

NOW 113,975

Charcoal, 08578

$2991b. 'USDA Choice

'
16.20 Count

Jumbo

NOW '14,895

Green 01083

Gray Blue, 05216
'USDA Choice

NOW 114,895

White, 04308

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Mexican businessme* cheered U.S.
lawmakers' vote for free trade
like it was a football game, a
mariachi band member hoped it
would bring him a better guitar,
but others feared Mexico got a
bum deal.
The North American Free
Trade Agreement won approval
in the House late Wednesday in
an event closely followed by
those Mexicans whose livelihoods will likely 41ange with
creation of the world's largest
trade zone.
Enrique Zambrano, president
of the Monterrey Chamber of
Industry and Manufacturing, was
happy, saying: "We think reason
prevailed over fear."
There also was gloating.
"Where is that sucking sound
now? It's just the empty wind in
Ross Perot's head," said Roberto
Madrigal, a Mexican businessman who watched the vote on a
large-screen TV at the U.S. Trade
Center here. Perot claimed that
passage would mean a giant
"sucking noise" from jobs leaving America for Mexico.
President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari hailed the vote in a televised address: "This action was a

753-MEA1;)

7-10 p.m. Each Evening
Proceeds this year go toward scholarship programs et this local
public schools and the university.
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'Child B' weeps, denies harming dead toddler
have said Child B admitted to
police that he threw bricks at
James.
Prosecutors say the two
11-year-old boys lured James
away from his mother in a Liverpool shopping mall on Feb. 12
and led him about two miles
across town. His body was found
beside a railway track two days
later.

—a
0
0

Siker. 09266

PRESTON, England (AP) —
One of two schoolboys accused
of killing toddler James Bulger
wept hysterically as he repeatedly
denied the crime, according to
police tapes played in court.
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FROM OUR READERS
Rumor of DUI 'absolutely untrue'
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the editorial by Gina Hancock of
Nov. 11. Specifically I take issue with a particular comment in that
article. Ms. Hancock states, "I have learned that there is often a
little truth behind most rumors." I want to point out that it is also
possible that a rumor can have no truth behind it
An example is the current rumor being spread by irresponsible
persons which concerns me. It has come to my attention that the
gossip is that I have been charged with Driving Under the Influence. This rumor is absolutely untrue. I have never been charged
with DUI in this state or any other state. I have not been stopped
by any law enforcement officer for a DUI. I have never even
received a speeding ticket.
I do not know the source of this rumor. However, a judge enters
rulings in the course of performing her duties which sometimes are
adverse to the parties involved. This can even include incarceration
and it would be possible that some persons would be disgruntled
and revengeful. In any event! have committed no criminal offense.
In an effort to clear my name, I have ordered a copy of illy driving history record which will be available in the Circuit Clerk's
Office to anyone who wishes to look at it.
I normally believe that idle gossip doesn't merit response, but
this rumor is so widespread that it has become harmful to the integrity of the District Court, in addition to hurting me personally.
I want to thank the many people who have voiced their faith and
support in recent days.
I encourage everyone to come to the Courthouse Annex and
observe the courts in operation. District Court is in session every
Monday through Friday and anyone is welcome to attend. I would
also welcome the opportunity to discuss the court system or my job
with any citizen who is interested.
I have in the past six years sincerely attempted to live up to my
oath of office and perform my duties fairly and I pledge to continue
to do so in the future.
Leslie A. Furches, Judge
Calloway District Court

MHS teachers developed interests
Dear Editor:
The move from Austin, Texas, to Murray and my enrollment in
Murray High School jolted my way of life. University School at
Austin had over 600 students in two grades. Murray High had less
than 200 in four grades but what it lacked in size and facilities was
made up for in having small classes, excellent teachers and being
more than just a name in a sea of names.
My three years (1937-39) gave me the opportunity to continue
my study of science and math but it also developed interest in new
subjects and fields such as English composition, public speaking
and dramatics — areas in which I had no previous experience or
interest. The teachers were responsible for the development of
interest in these new areas and encouraged all of us to participate.
Myra Bagwell certainly improve my writing, but more important
practically forced me to be in class plays and other activities that
required public speaking. We have forgotten what Ty Holland
taught us about playing football, but remember what he said about
teamwork, sportsmanship, how to handle winning and losing.
The math and science teachers gave us a new approach to these
subjects by not just getting answers or memorizing facts, but teaching us to analyze, reason and think.
I give Murray High School much credit for any success in college and my career.
Pat Gingles, Architect
Murray High Class of '39
2111 - 20th Street
Nashville, Tenn.

'Unnecessary elements'at MSU?
Dear Editor:
Maybe Tom Barlow is right! We won't need an interstate highway here because the MSU task force says teachers, agriculture
specialists, homemakers, artists and musicians, scientists, pharmacists, doctors, counselors for those who want and need to improve
their lives, stockbrokers, bankers and financial managers are
unnecessary elements for our civilization. We can manage nicely
without them.
All we need are carpenters, plumbers, electricians, engineers,
mechanics, brickmasons, landscapers, computer programmers and
Adolpho to have a complete life-style for the 21st century — and
those must be in the upper quarter of their high school classes in
order to obtain their baccalaureate degree.
Read this report, west Kentuckians. These are your children's
lives they are referring to. Even big industrial giants support the
arts, homemaking and university-level institutions. We will have .
none to offer them. MSU will become the best mediocre trades
school in the U.S., given these conditions.
Helena Ferguson Lotz '
1512 Johnson Blvd., Murray ,

Unsung heroes deserve much credit '
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my deep appreciation to Sgt. Bobby Holmes of the Murray Police Department and paramedics Kenny Reynolds and Gary Blakely of the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service for the prompt and efficient service rendered to me
on Oct. 13.
They and their fellow workers are our unsung heroes. They are
well trained for any emergency and are on duty or on call 24 hours
a day and receive little or no recognition and low pay.
Guy C. Turner
501 South 7th Street, Murray
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Reform concept now getting scary
It's a scary and uncertain time
for higher education in Kentucky.
Gov. Brereton Jones has
instructed our eight state universities to limit their missions.
His administration fired the
first volley Tuesday when
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable
presented a leaner list of core
programs to the Higher Education
Review Commission.
Hable urged the commission to
decide which duplicate programs
should be eliminated "to free up
money for more important
courses." (The quote is not a
direct one from Hable but is
wording used by the Associated
Press.)
He asked, "Do we truly need
five institutions offering agriculture education? Do we need eight
colleges of education? Does a
state like Kentucky need six
MBA programs? Do we really
need...six journalism schools'?
That's the kind of analysis we
need to do."
Why didn't Hable make the
same observations about the
state's duplicate graduate programs in medicine, dentistry and
law?
Just the funding for UK's dental school (estimated at around $8
million )alone would be enough
to help ease the financial crunch
all our schools are experiencing.
Jones' indecisiveness and inability to lead the General
Assembly through health care
reform makes me question his
promotion of a list of core
courses that should be offered by
the universities.
Governor and Mr. liable,
please take a look at your own

ba;:ksards of Louisville and Lexington before you send your curriculum paring knife to Murray.
Hahle's comments reflect what
I find most frightening about this
debate
Granted, my fears are based on
a philosophical and idealistic outlook on what higher education is
all about.
If Jones presses his directive,
the mission of Murray State University will change drastically.
Last week's report from
MSU's Task Force on Academic
Restruk curing proved just that.
The first three pages of MSU's
undergraduate bulletin will have
to be rewritten if the school's
mission changes..
As I read down the first page, I
saw another kind of list. I saw a
list that lives and breathes. A list
that tells us who we were and
who we can become.
The bulletin tells us the following things about MSU's mission:
•MSU is publicly supported
for the essential purpose of meeting the education needs of the
people of West Kentucky and this
region.
*In serving West Kentucky and
the region, MSU "will assume a
leadership role in enh.-ilcing aesthetic and cultural life...."
'The university should enrich
the personal, social, cultural and

educational qualities of student
life in formal and informal
settings.
•MSU should strengthen its
leadership role in areas of public
serivce.
*Nurture academic freedom.
Of course, that's not MSU's
entire mission statement, but I
think the list reflects the high
points.
For each one, I can give exampies of how MSU fulfills those
goals every day.
Without WKMS Public Radio,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
and Wickliffe Mounds, MSU's
public service role would be
greatly diminished.
Limited course offerings in
music, an, philosophy, the sciences, agriculture, economics,
business education and office
systems will also change the face
of the- university.
Eliminating all this reduces
MSU from a regional university
to a college.
I am not advocating a university environment that never
changes. And I wouldn't argue
with the fact that some courses
do need to be overhauled. I also
realize the tremendous task and
burden Jones has placed on each
university to do just what the task
force has done.

Many of MSU's programs have
taken the entire life of. the institution to build and their contributions cannot solely be measured
by how many students graduate
from each program.
I do not hold majors or minors
in history, philosophy or English,
but I took several classes in each
discipline when I was a student at
MS1J - because I tad a personal
interest in those areas.
I did not graduate with a double major in agriculture but
because of my love of animals.
Dr. Eldon Heathcou allowed me
to tag along with his classes in
animal husbandry. Dr. Heathcou
made me castrate the calves and
burn off the horn buds along with
everyone else.
He also let me reach inside a
cow to feel her, unborn calf.
When I was a student, I went
to the plays but not many of the
music offerings. Now I attend
many of the music programs
scheduled.
The music department's string
program may not have 30 students majoring in the discipline
but the department sponsored a
very successful quad-state program in strings that brought well
over 200 students to the campus
this fall.
Governor, it isn't all dollars
and cents to areas like western
Kentucky and the Jackson Purchase. Campuses like MSU open
the world for us.
I urge you to look first at eliminating some of our duplicate
graduate professional programs
and spreading that savings around
before we change the face of the
entire higher education system.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Paducah Sun:
Keeping Kentucky's legislative candidates on a short campaign
spending leash is a sterling idea. In light of v.hat has happened in the
state over the past 18 months, lawmakers e‘ilectively have little moral
standing to protest.
The state Registry of Election Finance, writing regulations to implement statutes previously enacted, is considering'hanning use of campaign funds' for some items except in the year of the election.
Recognizing that it is sometimes hard to separate legitimate campaign costs from personal expenses or those associated with being an
officeholder, the registry is inclined to draw the line where it can be
easily seen — on the calendar.
The registry is concerned about SUL h items as cellular phones,
copiers, computers and automobiles.
Since the election that counts in most cases occurs at the end of
May, the rule would restrict much of the pertinent campaign spending
to five months out of the two- or four-year cycles, but that should
cause no great damageto the political proL.ess or the public welfare.
The major result might be to the keep campaign expenses down.
The registry board also voted to put :ighter controls on campaign
debts, another move that seems well-conceised in light of experience.
The registry would construe an unpaid debt as a contribution if no
interest was charged and no attempt was lx rig made to collect it. ...
There is no substitute for honest people in elected offices, but until
confidence in government is restored, tough rules will have to do.

r

The Daily Independent:
With the stroke of a pen. Gov. Brereton Jones has taken a giant step
toward ending an injustice that has existed for far too long in Kentucky: the incarceration of mentally ill people who have not been
charged with any crimes.
It is now up to the Kentucky General Assembly to strengthen the
governor's executive order by enacting a law making it illegal to place
mentally ill people in jails without charges.
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A report published last year by the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill and Public Citizen, a Ralph Nader organization, said Kentucky has the nation's highest percentage of jails holding mentally ill people who have not committed crimes.. ...
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Althougg Jones' order immediately banned the placement of the
mentally ill in jails, other state officials said it will take a "few days"
to fully implement the change. The governor must not waver from his
order; state officials must immediately do whatever is needed to keep
the mentally ill out of jails.
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The governor's order came just hours before Dr. E. Fuller Torrey,
the principal author of last year's critical report, spoke in Louisville to
kick off Mental Illness Awareness Week. That caused some mental
health advocates to question the timing of the order, but regardless of
the timing or the motives of the governor's action, Jones did the right
thing in correcting an injustice. He deserves praise for his action.
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The Never-Never Land mentality
FRANKFORT — In the Never
Never Land that Frankfort sonic times becomes, everyone is happy
everything is wonderful and every
wish is fulfilled by a state treasurs
spilling over with excess tax mon
It's that way here right now
Never mind that the 1992-9.4
budget has been cut more times and
in more places than anyone can
remember.
Gov. Brereton Jones has been
committing himself to finance everything from a new Ohio River
bridge to a Kentucky history. museum. People who don't live in
Never-Never Land simply shudder
With less than two months before
the 1994 General Assembly convenes, the quiet process of putting
together a two-year executise
budget is now underway. Individual
agencies are coming up with the
dollar figures they want in that
budget. Those figures will be sent to
the governor's budget office, which
will snip away millions here and
move more millions there and the
whole thing will then be put
together in a nicely-bound book and
turned over to the legislature to have
its way.
With all the budget cuts the last
two years and no real expectation of
huge new sources of tax revenues
the next two years, only the NeverNever Landers believe money will
be plentiful to pay for very much
new in the next biennium.
Exactly how vast is the gulf

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
\AL espes cation and reality was
(I,.,,r last week when the state Board
LI,Inentary and Secondary Edun met to look at a proposed
ear education budget that tops
out at S1 billion. That's about $800"
million more than was provided for
hools in the current budget and is
the amount necessary to fund fully
all the requirements of the 1990
Kentucky Education Reform Act
KERA.
The next day, the board learned
that the ambitious $240 million
program to put computers into every
Kentucky classroom and tie the

whole system together with the
Department of Education actually
will cost more than $560 million,
that's another $140 million for the
computer program alone.
It goes without saying the only
way to fund KERA fully is with a
huge tax increase and that isn't
going to happen. Even a 55(/0
million two-year increase in funds
for schools is unlikely, because that
would take most of what ever new
revenues come in through growth
over the biennium.
Even board members and Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page'by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letter* must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's addreas and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than SOO words. Lettas should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

recognite the impossibility of getting all the money they want and
KERA requires, but even their list
of top priorities will strain what the
new budget is likely to allow.
And none of this recognizes that
state employees will expect — more
likely demand — meaningful pay
raises they didn't receive the last two
years. It ignores the lawsuits by
federal and private retirees seeking
repayment of millions in state inconic taxes collected on their pensions. while state and local government retirees were illegally exempt.
Higher education is going to want
and realistically need more money,
perhaps a lot more money in view of
the steep cuts universities underwent last year.
The list goes on and on.
Jones believes his reorganization
of state agencies and reduction of
the state payroll by 2,500 workers
will pay a lot of the bills the last two
years of his term. Not by a long shot.
When fully funding education
and paying the higher cost of school
technology requires the impossibility of state revenues growing by
more than 10 percent a year, some
mighty hard decisions are going in
have to be made before the next
budget is approved.
Is anyone making those decisions
yet? There's surely no evidence ofit.
Meanwhile in Never-Never
Land, everyone is happy, everything is wonderful and the treasury
is spilling over with money.
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Students from new states enrolled at MSU
Ten students from the Newly tow of agrocukural saes and resourIndependent States, formerly the ces in Calloway County.
"MSU faculty take a strong and
Soviet Union,are enrolled in undersupportive interest in students,"
graduate classes at Murray State
University during the 1993-94 points OUCle Johnson, interim
academic year. Although the stu- director cr't Center for Internsdents had not been acquainted beuonal Programs. "These students
fore they were selected to study in
have been delighted by the interacthe United States, they have discov- tion with professors—and by the
ered a number of interests and chances to learn more about the
aspirations in common. The stuUnited States both in and beyond
dents, represenung Estonia, Uk- the classroom." Academic ads isers
raine, Moldova, Russia, Armenia for the students Include Drs. Terry
and Kazakhstan, share a sense of Canerdy, Dewayne Dnskill, Gene
pride in the newly restored independence of their home countries.
Trim Paige explains that her
home country'. Estonia, is undergoing a "period of transition. We must
reorganize our economy. As the
USA has been the best example of
free economy, we are eager to get
their experience and follow their
example. Therefore it's a good
opportunity to learn economy in the
United States."
Andrei Apruda, from Moldova,
agrees that "this opportunity of
studying in the USA is very important and useful in my future work."
Among the advantages of studying in the U.S., according to Dmitry
Govorukha of the Ukraine, are the
opportunity to improve his corn' mand of English, to learn "as much
as possible about U.S. life, culture,
politics, environment and people,"
and to "communicate with U.S.
students and to get new friends and
acquaintances."
The students also share an eagerness to participate in campus life at
Murray State, where they have
become involved in Residence Hall
Association leadership, International Student Organization activities-and pre-professional as well as
social opportunities through MSU
clubs and academic departments.
Andrei Tonka and Aleksander Naman, for example, pre-veterinary
majors from Estonia and Armenia,
MISSES' DONNKENNY
attended the Mid-America VeterinPULL-ON PANTS
ary Conference in Louisville last
d g $ne
month. Govorukha and Peeler
Pedaja traveled with N1SU's agricultural engineering club to tour the
John Deere plant in Waterloo,Iowa.
And Dr. Bill Payne, professor of
agra:ulture, invited the group for a
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Garfield, Roger Macha,Gil Mathis,
Charles Maxwell, Bill Payne and Ed
Zinirnerer
One of the greatest benefits.
according to Apruda, is experiencing "the was Amer-scan students
Ilse, work and study."
Paige adds that "it's vital to know
the ways and traditions of other
people by going among different
nationalities and getting in touch
with them. Ow society has been so
closed, but now we can expand our
horizons."

All 10 students are enrolled in
agricultural universities in their
home countries. Their academic
year at Murray State is Tonsured by
the United States Information
Agency and organized through the
American Collegiate Consortium.
Murray State's Center for International Programs is administering a
grant of $118,760 in federal funds,
which provide full scholarships for
out-of-state tuition, residence hall
and meal contracts, book and travel
allowances and monthly stipends.

sar
Dr. Dewayne Drisk 111 01 the Murray State University department of agriculture
advises students from the former Soviet Union on class offerings for the
spring semester. The students are studying at Murray State to the academic
year. Pictured with Driskill are (from left) Aleksander Nanian of Armenia
Reeler Pedaja of Estonia, TrIlln Paige of Estonia, and Andrei Tonka oi
Estonia.
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IMPROVE YOUR
LOOKS, HEALTH AND
POPULARITY.

•refeigont

OFF
30%
NOVELTY FLEECE TOPS
FOR MISSES
Sale 21.99 Reg $32 Misses'screen
print sweatshirt

30% OFF

SAVE ON

ALL BILL BLASS TOPS
& JEANS FOR MISSES

30% OFF

HUNT CLUB" SPORTSWEAR
FOR MISSES, PETITES &
0
WOMEN

ALL MISSES' DENIM
JEANS

Sale 19.99 Reg 29 99 Baggy lean

30% OFF

40% OFF

• LADIES' NATIONAL
BRANDS SPORTSWEAR

Bike-A-Thon
raised money
for St. Jude's
Recently there was a bike-a-thon
held on behalf of St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital.
Participants were Edwin Richerson, Jennifer Alton, Kim Myatt,
Amanda Causey, Tyler Owen,
Kelly Chrisman, and Clint Myaui
Altogether they helped raise
$328.86 for the hospital. Prizes
were awarded for first, second and
third places,over $30 collected,and
over $75 collected.
First place was awarded to Jennifer Alton ($50 savings bond from
Dee's Bank of Hazel), second to
Edwin Richerson($20 cash donated
by Donnie and Minnie Myatt), and
third to Amanda Causey ($10 gift
certificate from Ann's Country
Kitchen).
Those that collected $30 and over
received a t-shirt from St. Jude's and
were as follows: Edwin Richerson,
Tyler Owen, Clint Myau, Kim
Nlyau, Amanda Causcy, and Kelly
Chrisman.
Jennifer Alton collected 596.86
and received a t-shirt and a sports
bag. Every participant received a
certificate from St. Jude's. Ann and
Milton Stokes, coordinators of the
bike-a-thon, would like to express
their appreciation to their "helpers"
and local businesses for their
monetary and food donations.
Their helpers were Mike Enoch,
Julie Myatt, Tom Richter, Sharon
Mau, Jan Underwood, Jennifer
Young, Patrick Smith, Edwin Richerson, Minnie Myatt, Rubye Harris, and Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church congregation.
The businesses were Dee's Bank
of Hazel, Dan Farris Auction Co.,
Taco Bell, Taco John's, Kentucky
Fried Chicken, McDonald's, Sonic
and Ann's Country Kitchen,
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• SELECTED SWEATERS
FROM WORTHINGTON'
PULLOVER &
CARDIGANS

• Koret
• Requirements

• SELECTED NATIONAL
BRAND JUNIOR
SPORTSWEAR

• SELECTED
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SPORTSWEAR FOR
MISSES

• 62 East
• Byer
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SPORTSWEAR

30% OFF
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JACKETS
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SLACKS
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By Shirley T. Johnson

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Greater Hope plans Songfest
A Gospel Songfest will be sponsored by Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church on Saturday, Nov. 20. at 6 p.m. at Weaks Community center. Selections from area churches will be presented in
this building fund effort. Refreshments will be served. On Sunday,
Nov. 21, at 3 p.m. a fellowship program by the church will be at
Main Street Youth Center. The Rev. Lester Peoples and the Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church will be special guests. The public is
invited, according to the Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor.

Singles (SOS) plan Saturday event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Saturday, Nov.
19, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The coup will carpool to Hopkinsville to join the SOS group there for a dance at the
"Q." Jeanne will be hostess. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Bethel plans bazaar Saturday

Gordis and Drucilla James
•

Down a country road, turning
left off a right angle, you are first
impressed by the giant oak tree.
Then continuing into the drive of
a lovely country home, Cordis
James greets you. He has just
come from a ride on his favorite
horse. He rides everyday on some
part of the 100 acres which has
been in the family for over 125
yen. It is another -impressive
sight.
Drucilla and Cordis returned to
Calloway County in 1980 from
Michigan. She had been a supervisor in the data processing and
computer information system of
American Motors. Her father was
with Fisher Body and a brother is
an engineer with Ford Motor
Company.
Cordis was employed with the
Excello Corporation as a machine
tool and hydraulic pipe fitter. His
father was Aubrey, a well-known
carpenter. His mother was Daisy
Radford and she named him. That
has been a source of curriosity as
to how she found his unusual
name.
The James' met in Highland
Park, Mich. It is uncanny how

Stacy Green, bride-elect
of Scott Reid, has selected
gift items from our bridal
registry.
Stacy and Scott will be
married December 18,
1993.

A0114116
Hoffman'sirtMurray
C 759-4512
1 mile 94 East
or•C7

some meetings change one's life.
She was from Henry County,
Tenn., and he was born in the
Kirkscy community, just down
the road from their present home.
Drucilla's parents were Newton
and Bertic Hurst. Bess Parks who
will be 101 years old on Dec. 4,
1993, is a great-aunt of hers.
Drucilla and Cordis have a
daughter, Sheryl, and three
grandchildren. Joe Pat James is
Cordis' brother.
Great-grandfather John Zachariah James brought his wife, Elizabeth, a sister, a daughter and a
son to Stella in 1858 from Richmond, Va. The original old house
once stood on this land and parts
of it are incorporated in the present James' home.
The support posts from the
front porch are an integral part of
the kitchen pass-through and as a
visual divider in the entry hall. A
stairway has been restored and is
_a practical part of the garage_
A photographic gallery provides an amazing array Of family
members as well as a picture of
the old house showing the porch
posts. Robert Henry James, a
grandfather, made wonderful
baskets for everyone around the
Kirksey area. He was also adept
at penmanship as it was called at
that time in this country. Beautifully done, it is a fine example of
calligraphy.
Cordis and Drucilla love the
land on which they live. This is
in evidence in the two plots
which arc planted each year. One
garden is 68 feet square; the
other 68 by 100 feet. As
expected, they harvest beans,
corn, peas, onions, tomatoes and
beets, to name a few. This past
season 18 pounds of succulent
cantaloupes were enjoyed and
their yellow (yes! yellow) watermelons were extremely sweet.
Peanuts are also grown and the
bounty they don't give away is
stored in the pantry and two
freezers.
In addition to the vegetable
gardens, Drucilla likes to dig in
the dirt of her flower gardens;
Cordis can be found bushhogging
the pastures as they both enjoy
their retirement. They have
friends from Michigan who found
Calloway County to their liking
and retired in the area. All of
them celebrate together: their
lives, their land, and their good
fortune.

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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Why pay more for men's shoes,
when you can get them at
Factory Discount Shoes!

All Leather

Amy Celese Knight and
Wayne Anthony Russell Robinson

Knight and Robinson
wedding to be Dec. 17
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Knight announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Amy Celese Knight, to Wayne Anthony Russell Robinson, son of Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Robinson.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Irene Knight and the
late Cecil Knight and of Mrs. Mildred Canady and the late Mason
Canady of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Gladys Robinson of Murray and the late Omer Robinson and of the late Paul and Sarah
Tanner.
Miss Knight is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mr.
Robinson is employed by Paschall Truck Lines.
The wedding will take place on Friday, Dec. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Invitations will be sent. -

Nunn Bush • Stacy Adams • Eastland
(f)
U.1
0

Factory Discount ;k
Shoes
753-9419
100 8. lith St.

Chestnut Grove plans meals
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church will sponsor a pre-Thanksgiving
meal on Saturday, Nov. 20, from 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center. The menu will be plates' of fried chicken, turkey and dressing, and chitterlings. Plates of three or more in the
same area will be delivered in the city limits of Hazel, and plates of
six or more in the same three or four block area out of the city
limits will be delivered. For information call 492-8713 or
492-8171.

Craft Show at Paris Landing
Paris Landing Christmas Craft Show will be Saturday, Nov. 20,
from 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.a nd Sunday, Nov. 21, from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. inside the hotel at Paris Landing State Park. Original arts and
crafts including Christmas decorations will be featured by over 50
crafts people from six states. There will be shuttle service from the
parking area to the inn.

WOW Youth Lodges plan event
Woodmen of the World Youth Lodges will have a movie and
pizza party on Saturday, Nov. 20, beginning at 9:30 a.m. The
movie, "Adams Family Values," will begin at 10 a.m., but youth
are asked to arrive there earlier. The group will then go to Mr. Gatti's for pizza. This is only for Woodmen members. For more information call the area office at 753-4377.

Brewer baby girl born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Russell
Brewer of Rt. 1, Box 56. Kirksey.
are the parents of a daughter,
Sabrina Elizabeth Brewer, born
on Tuesday, Nov. 9. at 5:17 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Meta Matheny. The father is

employed at Riley Electric at
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Howard
Matheny and the late Martha
Matheny of Murray and Russell
and Sharon Brewer and the late
Bettie Lou Brewer of Benton.
Great-grandparents are Raymond
and Susie Matheny of Murray
and James and Lounell York of
Benton.

Church Women plan bazaar
The annual Holiday Bazaar of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Women will be Saturday, Nov. 20, at 8:30
a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. A variety of items will be
offered for sale including Christmas tree angels, wreaths, bears,
wood items, homebaked bread, cakes, pies, cookies and candy.
Margaret Boyd, president of CPW, invites the public to attend.

Benefit Bake Sale Friday
A Mennonite Benefit Bake Sale will be Friday. Nov. 19, at WalMart in Murray. Proceeds from the sate willygo toward the hospital
expenses of a baby.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Nov. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Jackson baby girl, parents, Karen
and Robert, 2109 Brookhaven, Murray;
Smith baby girl. parents, Nancy and
Peter, 219 W. Chestnut, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Myrde Marie Glover, Murray
Manor 15, Murray; Miss Amanda Wells.
Rt. 6, Box 312, Mayfield; Mrs. Paulette
Duncan, Rt. 6, Box 58E-4, Murray;
Mrs. Donna Henrich and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 48, Glibensville; Mrs. Bobbie Ulrich, Rt. 8 Box CR 12A. Murray;
Mrs. Edith Hutchins, 620 Ellis Dr.,
Murray; Kelley Whaley, Rt. 1, Box 268,
Farmington; Sidney Allen, 2623 Slickback Rd., Benton;
Mrs. Martha Smith, Rt. 1, Box 23,
Kirksey; Coy Moore, Rt. 1, Murray; Joe
Miller, 2116 Southwest Dr., Murray;
Harlan Bowden, Dyers Hill Rd.,
Cadiz; Arthur Proctor, Rt. 1, Box 200,
New Concord; Mrs. Lillie Pace, Mur
Cal Apt. A3, Murray.
•

•

•

•

CHERI THEATRES
1006 Chestnut
Murray, 1KY)1,
753-3314
Three Musketeers (Po)

Cards N Comics Show Saturday

Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Nov. 16, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Coleman baby boy, mother, Teresa
Camper, Rt. 2, Box 129, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Armstrong baby girl, parents. Klim
and Daniel, Rt. 2, Box 60F, Murray;
Davis baby girt. mother, Sherri
Green, Rt. 2, Box 335A, Murray.
Dismissals •
Jimmy Lee Harrell, P.O. Box 121,
Murray; Clint E. Forth, 1800 Westwood, Murray; Mrs. Adeline Lineberry,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Shelley E. Lawrence, At. 1,
Box 114 1-A, Calvert City: Mrs. Ginger
Fulton and baby boy, At. 5, Box 357,
k4a
Joey Dean Freeman, P.O. Box 656,
Calvert City: Mrs. Ruth Spann, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray:
Mrs. Angela J. Darnell, Rt. 2, Box
276-F, Murray; Mrs. Mary Alice Miller,
T. 2, Box 80, Hazel.

Cards N Comics Show will be Saturday, Nov. 20, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. at Murray High School, 501 Doran Rd., Murray. Kirk Rueter, Montreal Expos Pitcher, will be available for autographs from
1 to 3 p.m. Admission will be $I each with moms free. Concessions will be available. This event is being sponsored by Murray
Band Boosters. For more information contact Bobby Martin,
753-5411 or 753-6992.

'Meet the Lakers' will be Friday
The annual Calloway County "Meet the Lakers" basketball introductions will be Friday evening, Nov. 19, in Calloway County High
School gymnasiu. Tickets will be sold for a donation of $2 per person at door, but players and coaches will be admitted free. School
complimentary passes will not be recognized. Proceeds will be used
to support the Calloway County boys and girls basketball programs.

Alphas plan meeting Saturday
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Nov. 20, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Emily Wolfson will present
the program on "Great Books." Hostesses will be Marilyn Bazzell,
Eve Bernard, JoAnne Van ameringen and Effie Vaughn.

BPW meeting on Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will have its 66th
birthday celebration on Thursday, Nov. 18, at 6 p.in. at Seven Seas
Restaurant. All members and interested women are invited.

Expiration
Mn. Dorothy M. Banks, 117 Rama Dr.,
Martin,

Tenn.
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Bright's
congratulates
Charlotte
Lichtenegger
bride-elect of
Jimmy Tripp.

16th
Anniversary

1:30 3:40 7:10 1120

Beverly Hillbillies poj
1:30 3120 7:20 515

Flesh & Bone oe

$2895-$3895

Bethel United Methodist Church will sponsor a Christmas Bazaar
on Saturday, Nov. 20, at the George Weaks Community Center at
607 Poplar St., Murray. The hours will be from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Lots of crafts for Christmas giving, plus homemade baked goods
and hot tamales will be sold.

1:30 3:311 79D 525

lobo Cop 3"um
130 530 7:15 520

Look Who's Talking Now
mots)
1:30 3120 7e011 1030

One Day Only
Sat., Nov. 20

She has
selected her
personal trouseau from our
bridal registry.
Charlotte and Jimmy
will be married Dec. 18,
1993.

-Door Prizes
-Bargains
-Refreshments
Thank you for
being great
customers.
We appreciate
your business.
Dixieland Shopping
Colder
On Chestnut St
IAmy • 7S3-4821

Bargain Matinee's
Sat.. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

FREE GIFT
WRAPPIN_Q
Mary Kay fragrance gifts
are perfect for everyone on
your list. Select gifts for •
holidays, birthdays,
Mother's Day, Father's Day,
weddings, graduations or
any special occasion. And
the gift wrapping is free!
Call today.
•
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FACE TO FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'

Susan Cunningham
Independent Bociufr Consultcrit
Soles Director
753-2207

Career Opportunity
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Julie Lynne Bennett and
Paul Douglas'Hickling to marry

Bennett-Hickling vows
will be said on Dec. 18

szaar
ler at
p.m.
;oods

Julie Lynne Bennett and Paul Douglas Hickling, both of Murray,
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Bennett is the daughter of Jerry and Betty Bennett of Bowling
Green. She is the granddaughter of Ms. Flossie Bennett of Ypsilanti,
Mich.
Mr. Hickling is the son of Colin and Marilyn Hickling of Frankfort.
He is the grandson of Mrs. George Hickling of Leeds, England, and
Mrs. Anne Gudgn of Luton, England. •
The bride-elect is a senior geology and physics major and will graduate in December 1993 from Murray State University.
The groom-elect received his B.S. in Psychology and his M.S. in
Clinical Psychology. He is a clinical therapist at Carey Counseling
Center, Paris, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 18, at noon at Murray
Woman's Club House, Murray.
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The Blood River Baptist Association will hold its annual "M"
Night meeting on Monday, Nov.
22, at 7 p.m. at Briensburg Baptist Church in Marshall County.
Dr. BJ. Bennett..pastor of First
Baptist Church, Clinton, and professor at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Hickory, will be
the featured speaker.
"Disciple All...Serving in
Christ Spirit" will be theme of
the meeting.
The music will be under the
direction of Sherrill Coursey,
minister of music of the host
church. The host pastor, the Rev.
C.C. Brasher, will give the welcome. The scripture and prayer
will be by the Rev. Tim Adcock,
pastor of Hazel Baptist Church.
The Discipleship Training
Director, the Rev. Ronnie
McPherson, and also pastor of
Flint Baptist Church, hat invited
Mark Young, layman from Gilbertsville Baptist Church, to give
a testimony on "How the Course
Experiencing God Has Effected
My Life," and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Hendricks, laypersons from
Locust Grove Baptist Church,
will share on "How The Master
Life Course Has Effected Our
Lives."
Special music will be presented by the Choir of Grace
Baptist Church, Murray, with
Kevin Rudicil as director.
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Dr. BJ. Bennett

EASTWOOD BAZAAR — Libby Conley, left, and Cheryl Miner, right,
show some of the items that will be on saM at the Christmas Bazaar at
Eastwood Christian Academy, Highway 94, one mile east of Murray, on
Saturday, Nov. 20, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Featured will be crafts, baked
items, toys, books, Christmas decorations, pictures with Santa, kid's
room, beans and cornbread served throughout the day, hot cider, and
"Holiday Hair." For information call 7534744.

eotohmanh

Bibles

Calendars
Ornantents
Decorations
Stocking Stuffers

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
K. & U.K. Gifts

Gift Ideas For The
Entire Family.
Stop by & browse through our store.

Open Sundays 1-5 Now Until Christmas
Court Square • Murray • 753-7222
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

4
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Hoffman's
eLs- We Have 5kard On High'
Sun., Nov. 21st 1-5 p.m.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Nov. 18
Music Chorus of Murray Woman's Club/
rehearsal at 7 p.m/dub house.
Local Emergency Planning
Committee/4:30 p.m./Weaks Community
Center.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
"New" Bridge Club of Murray/7
p m./Weaki Community Center (use rear
door), Info/435-4137.
Bill Wicker program on Habitat for
Humanity/7 p.m./Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Public invited.
Breast Feeding Support Group/6:30-8
p.m/Room 416, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. In1o/762-1425.
Poinsettia orders and monies by Homemakers due Extension Office today.
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 p.m./Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Info/153-7743.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./800
North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Pet Therapy Tnp/3 p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7:30 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church. In1o/753-0781,
Murray Art Guild/open 6:30-9 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m/Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
St. Leo Catholic Church events include
RCIAr/ p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 am. and 3 p.m.;
BYW/7 p.m. at home of Kim Oakley.
Christian Men's Fellowship First Christian Church/7 p.m./Pagliars.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.; Church
Worners/7 p.m./home of Eve Wetmore.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Clubr7
p.m./Country Kitahen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p.m.
with officersrl p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./1:30
p.m/Farmn Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Advance Scheduling for 1994 spnng
semester at Murray State/8 a.m.-6
p.m./Curris Center.
Magic Show by Jim Purcell/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray State.
Great Anterkas Smokeout at Curris
Center. Murray State.
Murray State Reading Series/7:30
p.m./Pogue Library. Admission free.
Percussion Easeasbie Concert in member
of Chuck Simons/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State.
'tea la the Haresse/French film/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theatre, Murray Stale.
Admission free.
"Hit and Ren"f7 p.m./Chocolate Box
Theatre, Wilson Hall, Murray State.
Info/762-4421.
Calks, Rodeor/:30 p.m./West KersockY
Exposition Caster.
Wratber West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 19
Magazine Club/1:30 p.m./home of Libby
Hart.

The benediction will be pronounced by the Rev. John Denham, pastor of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.

Friday, Nov. 19
Teaching Our Toddlers About
Learning/I2:30 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chnst. bsfo/753-3070, Family
Resource Center.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County liospitaliChestnut Hills Shopping
Center, Murray/8.30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Stroke Support Group/2 p.m.ipnvate
dining roorn of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce to carpool to
Hopkinsville for dance at "Q." Info/
Jeanne, 753-0224. or Linda, 437-4414.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Korean Study Group/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm.
Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club.
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group/7 p.m./Wishing Well.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin Community Center.
Murray High School Speeds Team at
Glenbrook Speech Tournament
AA and Al-Anon/open to newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/
753-8136 or 435-4314.
Games for members only/8 p.m./Murray
Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Alpha Gamma Delta Rock-a-Thon/noon/
Murray State. Info/753-2490.
College Rodeof7:30 p.m./West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
All-American Concert/6:30 p.m./Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.
Tea in the Harems"/French fibnr1:30
p.m./Curris Center Theatre, Murray State.
Admission free.
"Hit and Run"f7 p.m./Chocolate Box
Theatre, Wilson Hall. Murray State.
Info/762-4421.
Advance Scheduling for 1994 spring
semester at Murray State/8 a.m.-6
p.m/Curtis Center. Also last day to drop
any second half semester course.
Wratlier West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a.m. and 2 p.m/Visitor Center.

KET... An
institution
oflearning
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When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late - to get started.

Christmas Open House
Hoffman's Garden Center A, Murray, Ky.
502-759-4512
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SitaqIITS
Harvest the Savings!
Ladies Footwear
Dress and Casual Shoes • Boots

.4

Values $36.00 to $98.00

1/4 to 1/3 OFF
Choose from Selby, Naturalizer, Nicole, Lifestride, and more!

Walking Shorts

Entire Stock

Fall Petite Sportswear

Flannel and Polygab
Regularly 32.00 to 44.00
Now

25% -33% OFF

23.99 to 32.99

Quality

Famous brand

Handbags

Sleepwear

1/4 to 1/3 OFF

1/4 OFF

a

Call for your free lesson today. 753-6928
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We know how beautiful you can be."'

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
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By SANDY UNN
Library Youth Sarvices Director
As the weather turns colder
and days grow shorter readers'
thoughts turn to finding a good
book to cozy up with. Many adult
readers are not aware of the many
good books that can be found in
the Junior Fiction Collection.
Some of our recent additions to
the Junior Collection will suit
nearly every preference.
Those who enjoy mystery and
suspense will like Someone Was
Watching by David Patneaude.
Thirteen-year-old Chris Barton
and his parents are trying to come
LID terms with the loss of Chris'
• little sister, Molly. Molly mysteriously disappeared while the family was picnicking by the river at
their summer house. She has been
listed as "Missing, Presumed
Drowned."
Chris cannot accept the idea of
Molly being dead. One night,
Chris views a video he made the
day Molly was lost. What appears
to be a normal family video harbers an awful secret. In the
middle of the night Chris awaWendy Dawn Stephens and
kens from a fitful sleep and
begins a journey filled with fear,
Tracy Lowery Joyce to marry
doubt and impossible hopes.
How does the mystery end?
Check it out. A must-read for
mystery fans.
Two other books recommended
for both young adult readers
(grades 8 and up) and adult readers are Shabanu: Daughter of the
the
announce
Kirksey,
1,
Rt.
Stephens
of
Bob and Sandra
Wind and Novell.
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Wendy Dawn
Haveli is the new addition and
Rt.
of
Ann
Joyce
and
Tony
Stephens, to Tracy Lowery Joyce, son of
is a sequel to Shabanu: Daughter
1, Hardin, and the late Sue Joyce.
of the Wind which was written in
Miss Stephens is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Urban Belcher
1989 and was chosen as a 1990
of Murray and of Mrs. Helen Stephens and the late Arnold Stephens
Newbery Honor book Both arc
of Wingo.
written by Suzanne Fisher StaMr. Joyce is the grandson of The lbert Joyce and the late Mrs. Elsie
I recommend reading them
ples.
Joyce of Rt. 1, Hardin, and of Russell Lowery and the late Mrs.
in order to enjoy the story to the
Gerthia Lowery of Rt. 2, Murray.
fullest.
The bride-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School
In Shabanu, readers are introShe
is
University.
and is currently a freshman at Murray State
duced
to the heroine for which
employed by Dr. Tim Miller, C.P.A.
the
book
is titled. Shabanu is an
County
High
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Marshall
11-year-old who is aware of her
Benton.
at
Wiggly
Piggly
employed
by
He
is
School.
peoples' customs and traditions,
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 1, at 4 p.m. at Bethany Baptist
Farmington.
near
Road
Farmington-Sedalia
Church on
but feels that there are many that
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
need changing.
Shabanu, who is the daughter
of a Chalistan Desert Nomad, is
pledged in marriage to a man
much older than she but with
wealth that will bring prestige
and honor to her family. She realizes she must accept her father's
decision or face the devastating
consequences that defying him
would mean.
rj:713)
.
This is an exciting and gripping novel of Shabanu's entry
Tupperware Microwave
into the adult world of modern
Candy Making Class
day Pakistan.
Candy recipes for the holidays.
•";
Saturday, November 20 • 1-4 p.m.
at

•

Stephens-Joyce vows
will be said on Jan. 1
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In Hayek Shabanu has been
married for seven years and has
grown into a mature and beautiful
young woman. She is the
youngest and most-favored wife
of Rahim, an elderly, powerful
clan leader.
Shabanu is belittled and treated
badly by Rahim's three other
spoiled and manipulative wives.
She must be on guard constantly
to protect herself and her sixyear-old daughter, Mumtaz, from
the other wives' malicious jealousy. She faces unbelievable
odds to survive as the victim of
Rahim's family blood feud.
How Shabanu protects herself
and members of her family will
capture your heart.
Staples is an incredible author
who has woven two fabulous stories that leave readers (myself
included) hoping for a third. Staples has meticulously researched
the material for these novels, and
they give readers a realistic
inside view of the lives young
people are expected to live in
Pakistan.
An Easy Reader book title is
Be Good to Eddie Lee by Virginia Fleming. This is a beautifully
illustrated book that will warm
your heart.
Eddie Lee is a Down's syndrome child. His friend, Christy,
has always been told by her mom
to "be good to Eddie Lee."
Christy has always tried to be
good to Eddie Lee, but almost
forgets these words when Eddie
Lee follows Christy and her
friend, Jim Bud, into the woods
to look for fish eggs. But it turns
out Eddie Lee makes the special
discoveries of the day and shares
the joys of his discoveries with
Christy and Jim Bud.
This is an excellent book to
share with primary children in
discussing the special differences
that make us all unique.
• • • •
To close, I would like to
encourage interested persons to
share some of their good fortune
with those less fortunate by
donating to the "Merry Reading
Program."
There are several collection
places in the community, the
library is one of them. We will
accept new, "good" used books,
and monetary donations. If you
are unsure of titles we would be
happy to suggest some for you.
The books will be distributed
by the Murray Fire Department
during its annual Christmas activities. Your donation will be greatly appreciated by children in our
community!! Happy Reading!!!

94 Things & More
For more information call Vanessa Conner 489-2259

0

SHE'LL ALWAYS

Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.
till Christmas
NEW OFFICERS — Playhouse In the Park recently held Its annual meeting to elect officersd and Install new board directors. New officers are
Pat Clement, president, Robert Valentine, vice president, Kathie Fleming, secretary, and Carol Bogard, treasurer. Pictured, from left, back
row, are Bud Blackle, David Fleming, Robert Valentine, Connie Alexander; middle row, Becky Potillo, Kathie Fleming, Pat Clement, Pam
Dawes; seated In front, Valerie Chapman and Carol Bogard.

ONE
TIME
ONLY!

a.m
Sat.-Nov. 20 10 p.m.
Sun.-Nov. 21 10

61/2 ft. '69

Murray Alpha Mu Chapter,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority will kick off its Golf
Fundraiser to benefit St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital at
Memphis, Tenn.
Golf stars Fuzzy Zoelier,
JoAnne Carnet and Peter Jacobsen will team up with two lucky
winners of the new "Go for the
Green" ultimate "skins" match
fundraiser to benefit St. Jude
Hospital.
The Murray Chapter of Epsilon
Simga Alpha (ESA) International
is supporting its "Go for the
Green" campaign working with
local golf clubs, including Murray Country Club, Oaks Country
Club, Miller Memorial Golf
Course, Sullivan's Par 3, Benton
Country Club and others.
The campaign will culminate
with a skins match on Jan. 1,
1994, at Koolina Golf Club on
the island of Oahu, Hawaii. Golf
clubs throughout Murray and surrounding cities will offer chances
for a voluntary donation of $24
each, to win a spot in the tournament. Two lucky winners will
play 18 holes of goilf as a team
(scdramble) in a head-to-head
"skins" format against Fruzzy,
JoAnne and Peter.
"Skins" matches are played on
a hole-by-hole basis, with prize
money going to the winner of
that hole. If a hole is tied, the
prize money carries over to the
next hole until there is a single
winner of a hole.
In launching the local "Go for

the Green" campaign, Kathie
Fleming, Kentucky State council
president of ESA and sponsor of
Alpha Mu chapter, of which she
is a member, said, "This is a
wonderful opportunity to make
any golfer's fantasy come true,
and at the same time to contribute
to the good work that St. Jude
does to fight leukemia and other
cancers that ravage our children."
Richard C. Shadyac, national
executive director of American
Lebanese Syrian Associated
Charities (ALSAC), the fundraising arm of St. Jude, said
"We're grateful to all of the ESA
volunteers who work hard to support the hospital. St. Jude patients
come from all over the world and
this golf match will strengthen
our links with the people of Murray and surrounding areas."
In total, two players (one winer
and his/her designated partner)
will be drawn from the pool of
entries to win a spot in this ultimate skins match. The prize
money is big — $3,000 each for
the first six holes, $7,000 each
for the next six holes, and
$15,000 each for the last six
holes with carryovers on holes
that are split. In total, the tournament offers $150,000 in prize
money.
Alpha Mu #4760 Chapter is
well known for its annual fundraisers for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, for the easter
Seal Campaign, and their contributions annually to many local
charities, including Need Line,
Project Graduation, Spouse
Abuse Center, and others.

Pastor Tim Huffman and the
congregation of Eastwood Baptist
Church of Murray will have
Thanksgiving services and a
Thanksgiving meal with turkey
and the trimmings on Sunday,
Nov. 21. They encourage the
community to attend.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with preaching service at 11
a.m. The Thanksgiving meal will
follow in the church's original
building following the 11 a.m.
service.
"Members and visitors are
invited for this special time of
Thanksgiving celebration," said
Pastor Huffman. "The services

and banquet will help to celebrate
God's hand of blessing on the
ministries of Eastwood Baptist
Church especially during this
year of 1993," Huffman added. A
time of testimony and song will
follow the meal.
"Unchurched folks, the homeless and those in need are invited
to be a part of the meal after the
services. We invited all members
and former members to attend,"
Huffman said.
The evening service will be at
6 p.m. at the church, located on
Highway 94 East, one mile east
of Murray. For more information
call 753-1834 or 759-1320.

•

(Weekend before Thanksgoring)

71/2 ft. - $99

Over 60 Crafters
on 3 Levels...

High Quality Artificial Trees
Now thru Sunday, November
21st

... inside ...

Paris Landing
State Park
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Chastain St. lora change
University Plaza
this holiday
Storm
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By HELEN STEFFEN
Staff Writer
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Christmas Trees
41
/
2 ft. $39
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Golf fundraiser will be
sponsored by sorority

Charles Frace • For 20 1 ears America's Master of Wildlife Art

Christmas
on the sidewalk
at Pier 1 imports

If•

MAGAZINE CLUB — Edith Garrison, left, was hostess at her home or
the October meeting of Murray Magazine Club. Eva Morris, second left,
presented a program on 'Along the River In Louisiana.- Giving the
devotion was Inez Claxton, second right. ToN Hopson, right, presided
at the meeting. The club will meet Friday, Nov. 19, at 1:30 p.m. In the
home of Ubby Hart.

Eastwood Baptist Church
plans Thanksgiving events
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'Wayfarers" continues Frace"s series of limited editions dedicated to our national
parks and the wildlife that inhabits them Grant Teton is host ki Frace"s trio of coyotes,
which are among the most intelligent and resourceful animals of this continent

The
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Reserve Your Print Today!

GALLERY
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301 N. 12th • University Square • Murra • 753-1019 • Mon.-Sat 9-5
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PECANS
ARE HERE

Kentucky Nut Corporation
Box ISO, Hickman, KY 42050
Phone 15021 236-2662

• Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
• Mundun Pecans...Boasisid/Salled
• Custom Cracking of Your In Shell
• \ew Chocolate Pecans & Almonds,
Roasted Cashews

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Con% enience Ness Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
- Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money
l)ailNIonday
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November Grand
Opening Specials
Kim Carrico (left) and Kim Thomas (right), both of Mayfield, portray
dolls In Bamaby's Toy Factory. They are escorted by Captain of the
Toy Soliders, played by Stephen Parker of Murray.

'Babes in Toyland'

1994 Chevrolet Beretta Coupe
Stuck #941::

Uncle Barnaby, played by Alan Clemet (right), consults with Gonzorgo,
played by Brentley Bennett (left), to plot an evil plan for Barnaby's
niece and nephew.

A
X

Local youth prepare Christmas program
It has become a tradition for
the Playhouse in the Park to present a children's theater production during the holiday season.
This year it is "Babes in Toyland," the Victor Herbert musicalthat features just about every
Mother Goose character imaginable plus a trio of memorable villains, some glamorous moths,
creepy spiders and a factory full
of living, breathing toys.
Children not only play all the
parts, they work backstage as
stage managers, running lights
and props and more. Murray
Middle School's "Eyes and Ears"
Newspaper Club has taken on the
job as publicists.
The following article was
submitted by fifth graders
Maggie Sasso and Alissa Volp.
Several children in Murray are
getting together a special Christmas gift for partents, friends,
relatives and the whole community. They are in the play called
"Babes in Toyland." The play is
still in rehearsal and will open
the first week in December.
The story is about some
Mother Goose characters who get

tomeivited
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lost with a couple of "wretched
orphans." The children find a
queen who was caught in some
webs. When the children free her
she grants them three wishes.
"I think this is an interesting
play," said Breanna Volp, who
plays the clown. "There are a lot
of adventures and cute stuff."
The actors agree that the costumes are an important part of the
show. Rebekah Travis, who plays
Jill of Jack and Jill, wears a
purple dress with long plaid
sleeves.
"I have to wear pigtails and my
cheeks look like roses," she said.
The actors also agree that people should come to this play
because "it is exciting and fun to
watch."
Appearing in the play are Alan
Clement as Uncle Barnaby, Maggie Sasso as Jane, Daniel Dunn
,as Alan, Jonathan Graves as
Roderigo and Brentley Bennett as
Gonzorgo.
Widow Piper is played by Tiffany Goldhammer and her children are Michael Swain as TomTom, Andrew Parker as Jack,
Rebekah Travis as Jill, Neil Man-

eck as Little Boy Blue, Kayla
White as Bo-Peep, Chris Naulty
'as Simple Simon, Emily Boberston as Contrary Mary, James
Williams as Bobby Shaftoe, Amy
Mcloan as Miss Muffett, Rebecca
Cripps as Goldilocks. Casey
Dougherty as My Son John,
Robin Fox as Lucy Locket, Sara
Jane Cunningham as Red Riding
Hood and Rachel Steinfeldt as
Polly.
In Spider Valley are Emily
Steinfeldt as the big spider, Kathleen and Katie Steinfeldt as little
spiders, Heidi Van Ameringen as
Queen Luna, Megan Havcrstock
as Lady Rose, Lindsay White as
Lady Lily, Rebecca Cripps as
Lady Gardenia and Tyla Tabers
as Lady Lilac.
In the toy shop are Adrienne
Steinfeldt as Bru, Elizabeth Miller as Floppo, Alissa Volp as
Coco, Kim Carrico as Colette,
Kim Thomas as Mirandy, Katie
and Kathleen Steinfeldt as baby
dolls, Aidan Schmeckpeper as the
lieutenant, Steven Parker as the
captain and Jennifer Steinfolitt as
Mrs. Santa.
Also appearing are Laura Bennett, Alexa Driver, Lindsay

Krouse, Tashecna Rowland, Ashley Butterworth, Jennie Jones,
Ashley Noffsingcr and Tyla Tabcrs as dancers and toys. The music box dancer is Alissa Volp.
The director of "Babes in Toyland" is Rebecca Potillo. Musical
directors are Mary and Ken SipIcy. The choreograhper is Mollie
Driver.
Set design is by Paul and Sandy Sasso. The costumer designer
is Cindi Cripps.
Several middle school and high
school students are helping
backstage. Erika Johnson is the
stage manager. She is assited by
Sarah McNeary. Cory Campbell
is the assistant director. Art
Cripps is in charge of props while
Keisa Bennett controls the
lightboard.
"Babes in Toyland" opens Dcc.
3 at the Playhouse in the Park.
Performances will continue
through Dec. 5 and Dec. 10
through 12. Friday and Saturday
night performances begin at 8
p.m. Sunday mantinees begin at 2
p.m.
For reservations call the Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

ARTS

The Arts & Humanities.

NEWS

There's something in it for you.
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Through Nov. 30
Drawing Exhibit — Dale
Leys Advanced Drawing
Class, free at the Murray Art
Guild.
Nov. 21
Concert — University Chorale and Choral Union, free at

2:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Nov. 22
Writers Meeting — West
Kentucky Playwrights Support Group, free at 7 p.m. at
the Playhouse.

For Electrical Service

Call 759-4960

1994 Chevrolet Cavalier RS Coupe
Stock #94153

10,77833
Overdrive
Transmission
AM-FM Cassette
Power Steering
Air Conditioning
Floor Mats

We want to help you
save money on car
insurance. See which
of these discounts
you may qualify for?
•
•
•
•

48-Plus Special Rate
Safe Driver Discount
Multi-car Discount
Good Student Discount

See us to see if you qualify
for these savings

Commercial

New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Intermittent Wipers
Carpet Floor Mats
AM-FM Stereo
Bucket Seats
Anti-lock Brakes

Rear Window Defogger
Tilt Wheel
Anti-lock Brakes
Power Door Locks
Full Console

Stock #94115

David Morris Electric
Residential
Industrial

Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Window Defogger
Cloth Interior
Driver Side Airbag
Power Door Locks

1994 Chevrolet C1500 WTI

Auditions set for "Death of a Salesman"
Mark your calendars for Dec. 6-7 for auditions for Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman."
Skip Hamra will direct the award-winning play, which is scheduted to open Feb. 4 at the Playhouse in the Park. The show will
contine Feb. 5, 11-13 and 18-20.
Parts are available for adult men and women. Call 759-1752 for
more information.
Anyone who wants more preparation for the auditions or is interested in a positive learning experience, may attend an acting workshop conducted by Bob Valentine on Nov. 18 from 8 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. for adults and high school students.
Scripts from "Death of a Salesman" will be used as part of the
workshop. There is no charge.

11,43425

SHELTER
1NSHR AN( I

NOM

staZi;iisi\g, cur:mil
:
0- it
92 85819
Overdrive
Transmission
Air Conditioning
Rallye Wheels
Short Wheel Base

Full Size Spare
Rear Step Bumper
AM-FM Stereo Radio
Cloth Interior

Over 100 New 1994 Cars & Trucks Available
For Immediate Delivery
Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company,

.PEPPERS.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St.- Murray

Hwy. 79 East • Lake Highway iccsrnc"e
2420 East Wood Street. • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

ICHEWIDLET
Gee

Well always be there for you.

Shelter Insurance Cm , Home Offlor 1817W Broadway. Colwribla. MO 65218

•-•

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Dealer retains any factory to dealer incentives All
prices taxes, title & license additional
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Letters of Appreciation
•

Dear Editor
On behalf of the Southwest
Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Orasaization(PTO),I want to thank
the many people and businesses
who contributed time and merchandise for use in our Fall Festival. Our
PTO is truly grateful for the outstanding support we received from
the community. Proceeds from this
event we being used to support
classroom activities and to purchase
special educational materials and
equipment that would not otherwise
have been possible.
The PTO would like to publicly
thank the following businesses whose support made the Fall Festival
possible: Allison's Photography,
Arby's, The Beauty Box, Benson's
Sporting Goods, The Bike Shop,
The Book Rack, Briggs and Stratton, Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy,
The Cherry • Branch, The Clothes
Doctor, Coast to Coast. Corn-Austin, Dennison-Hunt, D.K. Kelley,
D&M Market,Donny Boyd Motors,
D&T Foods, Dumplin's, Factory
Discount Shoes, Fantastic Sam's,
Farm Bureau Insurance, Finley
Jewelers, The Rower Basket,
Frame Village, The Gallery, Gene
& Jo's, Granny's, Grey's Properties,
Hair Art, Happiness Place, Hardees,
Hart & Tole, Headlines, Hih Barger, Holland Drugs, Jane's Attic,
J.T. Lee Jewelers,I & S Oil, Judy's
of Murray, Kentucky Finance, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Kroger's, Lad

and Lassie, Log Cabin Restaurant,
Louie's Steak House, Mane Event,
McDonald's,The Medicine Shoppe,
Moore's Auto Specialties, Mr. Ben's
Car Care, Mr. GatU's, Mr. i's/Lady
Is, Murray Fire Ex unguishers,
Murray Florist, Murray Home and
Auto, Murray Pharmaceuticals,
Murray Public Ice, Murray Sewing
Center, Murray Theatres, Nature's
Bounty, Neon Beach, Pagliai's, The
Panhandler, Papa John's, Pier One,
Piggly Wiggly, Pizza Hut, The
Place, Pocket's, Rite-Aid Drugs,
Roper's Donut Shop, Rudy's, Sammons Bakery, The Shoe Shack,The
Shoe Tree,Sirloin Stockade, SuperAmerica, Taco Bell, Tee's 'N
Things, The Tole Gate, Trees Do-It
Center, The Treasure House, Video
Gold, Video Mart, Wallis Drugs,
Wal-Man, Walter's Pharmacy,
Gymnastics
Kentucky
West
Academy, The Wild Raspberry,
Wolfe Tanning, Young-at-Heart,
Roy's Pharmacy and Radio Shack.
The residents of Murray and
Calloway County should be proud
of the active partnership that these
and other local businesses lay in our
city and county school system. We
value and appreciate their investment in our children's education.
Sincerely,

Wilson serves as field editor

Murray Khrranls Club named Bob Perrin as -Kiwanlan of the Year
1992-93." Perrin, left, top photo, accepts the plaque from Dr. Harold
Eversrneyer. New officers of Murray Klivanls Club Installed, were, bottom photo, from left, Vonnie Hays, vies president; Dr. John Beasley,
lieutenant governor of Division 15; BIll Call, president; Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer, treasurer, Dr. Leon Duoblnis-Gray.

Rick Lowe
PTO President
Rt. 7, Box 1212
Murray, Ky. 42071

MSU academic team wins
The Murray State University Division II academic team took the
championship trophy in the Pikeville College academic tournament
held in Pikeville on Nov. 6.
The team posted a 4-1 record,
including a convincing 33-18 victory over Pikeville in the final round
and earlier victories over Union
College, Alice Lloyd College, and
Hopkinsville Community College.

"I was very pleased with our play
today," Racer coach Ted Brown
said after the final match, "especially with the fact that everyone
contributed. This was our first tournament win of the season, but it
won't be the last if we keep playing
like this."
The MSU Division I team posted
an equally fine 4-1 mark at the
Pikeville tournament to finish in a
three-way tie for the best record.
Due to a complicated tie-breaking system based on total points,
however, the Racers placed third,
despite victories over Transylvania
University(the eventual champion),
Eastern Kentucky University, Union College, and Alice Lloyd
College.
"Division I did very well," Brown
said. "The tiebreaking system didn't
favor us today,but our record was as
good as anyone's,and we might just
as well have won. I'm looking for
some good things from this team the
rest of the season."
Representing MSU in Division II
play were Mike Evans, Zubin
Rivetna, Kurt Denton, Mitch Harris,
and Jeramie Howell.Playing for the
Racers in Division I were Brad
Kelley, Benjy Davis, Billy Parker,
and Dennis Ruez, Jr.
The- MSU Academic Team will
close out its fall schedule at the
Jefferson Community CollegeSouthwest tournament in Louisville
on Nov..20,
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In less than seven months, Taste
of home, "the magazine edited by
1.000 country cooks', has grown
from an appetizing idea to a loyal
following of 1 million subscribers
with the help of field editors like
Billie Wilson.
"This may be some son of record," says Kathy Pohl, Executive
Editor. "We honestly don't know of
any magazine auracting a million
subscribers in this short a time
before. But we do know that we're
delighted with this phenomenal response:
Billie Wilson is part of the new
Food magazine's "field stair of
1,000 home-based practical, cooks
who help produce each issue by
contributing their favorite recipes,
food tips, entertaining ideas and
regional food-related news.
The unique magazine accepts no
advertising—it's supported solely
by subscriptions. Part of the reason
for its fast growth is due to the
efforts of field editors. All of them
have personally introduced the unique ad-free magazine to friends and
neighbors, generating a groundswell of support and enthusiasm.
Field editors such as
son have enjoyed the attention and
notoriety their involvement has
brought_their way. For example,
Gladys DeBoer of Castleford,Idaho
says, —Since I became one of the
1,000 home-based editors and
shared my potato soup recipe, I've
received mail from relatives,friends
and strangers alike."
Each full-color 68-page issue of
Taste of Home includes 32 recipes
in a convenient "Clip & Keep"
recipe card section that allows readers to cut out the "card" and slip
them right into their kitchen files.
A National Recipe Contest is
spotlighted in,each issue, as well as
a "photo-tour" of the new or remodeled kitchen fàne of the 1,000
editors...plus features such as
"Cooking for Just the Two of Us",
"How I Get My Kids to Cook","A
Complete Meal in a Mauer of

Minutes","Good Food That's Good
for You" and "Fishing for Game
Recipes".
Other features include "Meals on
a Budget"(how to feed a family for
pennies a plate)..."When the Gang's
All Here" (recipes to serve large
groups)..."Perking Up the 01'
Brown Bag"..."Shortcuts Worth
Potluck
Sharing"..."Surefire
Pleasers"...and even a "Refrigerator Poster of the Month"!
Home-based cooks like Billie
Wilson come from every U.S. state
and 'province of Canada and are
listed on Taste ofHome's masthead.
They were selected after demonstrating their capabilities as cooks
by having recipes or food features
published previously in other Reiman Publications' magazines or
were personally recommended by a
county home economist or another
field staff member.
One-year subscriptions are available for $12.98. Send check to
Taste ofHome,5925 Country Lane,
Greenciale WI 53129. Or phone
toll-free 1-800-344-6913 from 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. (Central Time)
Mon.-Fri. or8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.Sat.
for orders charged to a credit card.

MSU faculty to take part in
English teachers meeting
Members of the Murray State
University faculty will take pan in a
program during the 83rd annual
convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English in Pittsburgh, Wednesday through Monday.
Doris Cella, co-director of the
Purchase Area Writing Project at
Murray State, will chair a session
titled, "Classroom as Social Paradigm: Exploiting Ethnic Diversity."
Cella is also the coordinator of the
Learning Center on Murray State
campus. Drs. Fred Cornelius, Michael Morgan and Steven Jones will
conduct the session by presenting
three different panels.
Cornelius, an as-soriate professor
of English, will deliver his presentation titled "Experiencing Racism
Through Language." The second
panelist, Morgan, a professor of
English, will present "Experiencing
Racism Through Writing about Literature." Jones,an associate professor of—
sociology, anthropology and
social work, will conclude the session with his presentation titled,
"Experiencing Racism Through
Reading and Role-Playing:" Carolyn Tucker,a middle school teacher
from Webster County,will act as the
associate chair.
"We learn the newest trends and
what's going on in our professions,"
said Cornelius about the experience
of attending the conference. In
addition, he said participants will
learn about English education, including writing and literature studies. "This is such a diverse
conference."
Approximately 5,000 teachers
and supervisors of elementary and
-secondary school English, college
faculty in English and rhetoric, and
educators from all parts of the
United States and Canada' will attend the convention. On the agenda

for the meeting are more than 400
concurrent sessions and workshops
focusing on all aspects of the teaching of English, Included in the
sessions are talks by well-known
educators and authors, exhibits of
new teaching materials, sessions of
working committees and business
meetings.
As pan of the conference,Cornelius and Cella will also attend two
additional sessions. Cornelius plans
to take part in a session titled
"Adolescent Literature." He and
Cella will also participate in the
"Directors of the National Writing
Project" session. The convention is
the largest conference held in the
field of English. Cornelius said.
The National Council of Teachers of English is a professional
organization made up of more than
100,000 teachers and supervisors of
English at all levels of education.
The council's aim is to improve the
teaching of English and language
arts in the nation's schools and
colleges. The council conducts
national meetings and conferences,
publishes journals and professional
books on problems and issues in the
teaching of English, and provides
other teaching aids. The council's
task groups carry out a variety of
projects to enhance the teaching of
English.

Freedom Fest
wins award
Freedom Fest was named an
award winning festival at the annual
conference of the Kentucky Festival
Association held recently in Louisville. Festivals, both large and
small, from throughout the state
competed in the Awards of Excellence Program.
Freedom Fest received the 2nd
place award for Best Overall Festival Display.
The Kentucky Festival Association is the only organization in the
state commituid solely to the festival business, and'is composed of
members from active festivals, special events and support members.
Freedom Fest is an annual festival held in Murray in conjunction
with the Fourth of July holiday.
Events include concerts, arts and
crafts shows, parades, West Kentucky's Biggest City-wide Yard
Sale, fireworks and much, much
more. Preparation is already in
progress for Freedom Fest '94. The
celebration is slated for June 24July 4, 1994.
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Minister: classrooms teaching witchcraft
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The public is invited to attend the
reception for "Monsoon Season" on
Sunday, Nov. 21, from 3 t'4 p.m.,
in the gallery on the lower level of
the Curris Center. Open hours for
the Curris Center are 11 a.m. to 10
p.m., Monday through Friday, and
noon to 10 p.m. on the weekend.
The Curris Center will be closedfor
Thanksgiving holidays, Nov. 2428. For more information, contact
Albert Sperath, director of MSU
galleries, at 762-6734.
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ERMAN', NOVEMBER 19, 1993
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your ow 11
dateof birth, call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! INTHE before you. Teamwork could lead to
YOt R LIFE: a financial bonus.
NEXT YEAR
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
Additional funds come your was.
thanks to your talents or another can expect to receive the active supperson's good will. Do not over- p)rt of others today. Make the most
spend and you will he able to build a of a race opportunity. Start right
secure foundation for the future. now to provide for your loved ones'
Early in 1994. family life could hold financial future. Consult investment
new responsibilities. Be more loving experts.
1,IBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
to your mate. A buSiness partnership
that is launched next spring will add Choices may be unclear where debts
to your prestige. A residential move and expenses are concerned. "Better
safe than sorry- is an excellent
is possible in late fall of 1994.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON motto. Be honest with any creditors.
THIS DATE: talk show host Dick Reorganize your financial records
Cavett. actress. Jodie Foster, sports- and pay off old accounts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
caster Ahmad Rashad, bandleader
Take someone's financial suggesTommy Dorsey.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: tions with a grain of salt and be retiCareer success depends on your cent if pressed for your own views.
resisting the temptation to mix busi- A friend offers assistance when you
ness with pleasure. Spend more time need it most. Show appreciation for
by yourself. recharging your batter- a favor.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ies. Review tax and insurance mat21): You have a sixth sense for spotters. Plan a fun outing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ting a bargain. Turn your attention
The grapevine could save you time. to real estate values. New projects
money or embarrassment today. will move smoothly. Go that extra
Stick to projects already under way. mile to keep a friendship on solid
Create a harmonious work atmos- footing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
phere by cooperating with others.
21 -June 201: 19): Behind-the-scenes events add
GEMINI
Flexibility is your greatest asset now. power to your plans. A friend's
Discard outmoded concepts. Be comments or group's support boosts
aware of your limitations and avoid your hopes. Being alone is not your
making snap judgments. Someone cup of tea tonight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
from your past could reappear.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Your instincts tell you who to
You can be a steadying influence on approach or avoid today. If you
your co-workers today. Familiarize must discuss a sensitive issue, a priyourself with a special project. If vate session will work best. Postyou get a chance to meet someone pone a public announcement or conyou have long admired, put your tract signing until Monday.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
best foot forward!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An project started today yields ies first
excellent day for tackling projects reward. Your charisma makes you
requiring concentration. You now especially effective when dealing
find the peace and quiet you have with younger people. Partner may
sought. Throw yourself into the task be in a difficult mood tonight.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are the most strong-willed youngsters of the
zodiac. Whatever they want to do. they generally do. and what they do not
want to do, no one can make them do. Piano lessons and other projects
requiring self-discipline and practice are highly recommended. Water
attracts these children the way it lures ducks. Adult Scorpios may enjoy
deep-sea diving or- surfing: With their many talents. these-Scorpios sometimes find it difficult to pinpoint a specific career to pursue. Vocational
guidance can be very helpful.
To order a revised and updated copy of June MOM.)hem -selling book "Yesterday. Todas And Fotes
er Hoss Ammlogy Can Help You Find Your Mere rri Con Pan." lend 55 95 pho SI postage and handling
64141 Make LlwalLs mat* uo
id. Andrews and McMeel. PO Box 419242. Kansas City. Mo
Andrew• and Mc Meei
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hospitalize him.
LaGRANGE, Ky. (AP) —
Ice was convicted in 1986 of
Convicted murderer Todd Ice, at
for the 1978 slaymanslaughter
one time the youngest person in
America to be on Death Row, ing of a 7-year-old neighbor girt.
was moved Wednesday to the , He had already served eight years
after being convicted of murder
Kentucky Correctional Psychiatrin 1980 and sentenced to death,
ic Center.
but that conviction was overIce,
to
The process could lead
turned by the Kentucky Supreme
now 30, being placed in a mental
Court in 1983.
hospital involuntarily. Otherwise,
In an interview Wednesday
he is scheduled to be released
before the move, Ice told WLEXfrom the Kentucky State Reforhe deserves to be released.
TV
15
Dec.
on
LaGrange
matory at
But he said he doesn't know
after serving 15 years of a
where he would go and what he
20-year sentence with time off
would do for a living. He told the
for good behavior.
station he wants to
Lexington
Psychiatrists are scheduled to
study science in college.
examine Ice and determine
He also said his grandmother
whether he is dangerous. If they
once told hini he could live with
conclude that he is mentally ill
her but that now she is having
and dangerous, the state by law
thoughts.
to
second
judge
court
district
a
must ask

in
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Phoutharansy is the son of Kong
Seng and the late Nou-Deang
Phoutharansy of Vine Grove. After
graduation from Murray State, he
plans to move to Atlanta to set up a
studio.

Now Open

uolua:

Wa Phoutharansy, a bachelor of
fine arts candidate in the department
of art at Murray State University,
will present an exhibit of his work.
titled "Monsoon Cycle." at the Curris Center Gallery on Murray State
campus through Nov. 30.
The paintings, drawings and
lithograph, all done during his past
two years at Murray State, deal with
Phoutharansy's remembrances of
the landscape of rice fields and how
they are affected by the monsoon
cycle in his homeland of Thailand/
Laos. He paints with both brush and
palette knife, and sometimes with
his fingers, to achieve the dynamic
effects of these pieces which range
from an intimate to a very large
scale.

Don't Fret!! For Your
Shopping- Convenience...

.111114•11.1..

Marlon Tisdale, a student at the Earle C. Clements Job Corp, was awarded a
$1,000 scholarship from Murray State University for his award-winning essay
at the ninth annual Honors Day Banquet for Distinguished Black High School
Students at Murray State, November 5. Presenting the scholarship and
plaque is Doris Clark, coordinator of African American Student Recruitment
and Retention at Murray State.

* geonped

MSU student to preseht work

's Good
Game

The lawmakers were upset
with Adams' public comments
that education reform in Kentucky promotes homosexuality and
witchcraft. Adams appointed
himself to the position and is not
paid by the state.

U!' •wk-tta a, *

Susan White of United Way (second from right) accepts 1346.00 worth of
pennies donated by students living In Murray State UrUversity'S 10 residence
halls. Eric Kehehet, Senior Citizens Center, and Kathie Gentry, Need Line,
both United Way-supported agencies, were on hand for the presentation.
Paula Hulick (right), director of housing at MSU,said students at Springer Hall
donated $275, followed by Elizabeth Hall residents, $165, and Richmond Hall,
$145. This is the third year MSU students have conducted the fund-raising
drive for United Way.

organizations.
Adams, 47, who for 11 years
has billed himself as chaplain to
the General Assembly, was
informed by legislative leaders
last month that he does not have
an official title in the legislature.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
Bloomfield minister who has proclaimed himself legislative chaplain says he has proof that Kentucky classrooms are teaching
witchcraft and homosexuality.
The Rev. Joe Adams said
Tuesday he will present the proof
Friday to Penny Sanders, head of
the state Office of Education
Accountability.
"My evidence is all conclusive," Adams said. "It can't be
refuted, and 1 will be accolnpanled by several _pro-family

$10.00 A Month with No Down Payment 8t
No Interest Charges for 1 Full Year. Purchase a
Single Item Or A Complete Housefull From
Broyhill, Thomasville, Lane, la-Z-Boy (Benton Only), Sealy,
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SPORTS
Motivated Tigers set for Pilot rematch 1
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After more than two months
and 10-straight wins, the Murray
High Tigers find themselves back
where they started before facing
First District rival Fulton County
— no respect, no chance, no
hope.
Though they're 12-0 and one
of only six teams still unbeaten in
Kentucky high school football,
the Tigers are searching for
respect. That was proven when
Associated Press voters dropped
the Tigers from No. 2 to No. 4 in
the latest Class A poll.
"It doesn't matter if you win."
Murray head coach Rick Fisher
explained Thursday, "they want
you to kill people.

"We've used that all year
long," he continued. "Even
though we're 12-0, we're not recognized as a good football team."
"It motivates us even more,"
sophomore Jon Bell said of the
ranking. "People have lost confidence in us. But, the big motivator is: we want No. 1, not No. 4."
Adding to the uncertainty is
the fact that most observers feel
Fulton County will knock off the
the Tigers, despite the fact that
an unranked Murray team
defeated Fulton, then ranked No.
7, 28-0 on Sept. 10.
On Nov. 19, the Tigers will be
playing without leading rusher
Chris Cheaney and are coming
off two subpar playoff performances against Todd County

Central and Heath.
"Our kids have had a lot of
struggles this SCSW11;" Fisher
explained. "This is our chance to
regroup and rally around a cause
and get after them (Fulton)."
Murray will get their chance to
prove themselves, and win the
Class A West Kentucky Conference championship, when they
host Fulton County (10-1) at Ty
Holland Stadium Friday night at
7:30.
"We're ignoring the pressure,"
senior Mitch Downey explained.
"Really, we don't feel any."
Fulton County is worthy of
their current No. 6 ranking and
their optimism. In four weeks, the
Pilots have defeated Heath 53-0
and highly-regarded Russellville

36-17 in last week's playoff
game at Russellville.
Fulton County head coach
David Gallagher points back to
the ;8-0 loss to the Tigers as a
springboard for his team's eightstraight wins.
"I think in the long run it probably helped us," said Gallagher.
"We didn't want to lose, but in
the long run we're a better team.
We'll find out Friday night."
Fulton County has a two-game
winning streak at Ty Holland Stadium, winning the 1990 and 1992
regular season matchups. Gallagher and Fisher, who talk frequently during the season, admit
that the two teams have common
bonds as well as friendships.
"We get along well with Mur-

ray, but that won't have any bearing in this game," Gallagher
admitted. "We're going to war."
Gallagher brings a couple of
Links and several rockets to the
war.
Fulton has several players —
Kirk Barnett, Mance! Elam, Jerome Warren and Steve Cheirs —
that are being heavily recruited
by Murray State and Kentucky as
well as other Division I schools.
"We contained their athletes in
the last game," Fisher said. "If
we don't let them 'big play' us,
we can beat them. They have the
athletes to score from anywhere
on the field, but they don't like to
drive the ball."
II See Page 13

Tigers playing

without Cheaney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & TITO.

For the second-straight week,
Murray High will be without the
services of junior Chris
Cheaney.
Cheaney, the area's top
rusher, suffered ligament damage in his right knee in the
Tigers' win over Todd County
Central in the first round of the
Class A State Playoffs on Nov.
5.
Cheaney will be re-evaluated
next Monday.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Gressler
selected
North Carolina finer
All-Mid East as Tar Heels down
by NSCAA Western Kentucky
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.
— Murray High's David
Gressler was among 10 of the
state's top high school soccer
players selected to the MI-Mid
East ttall3 by the National Soccer Coaches Association of
America.
Greasier, a senior midfielder
for the Tigers, was also
selected this year's Most Valuable Player in the First Region
for the second year in a row.
Gressler is also a placekicker
for the Murray High football
team.
The All-Mid East team
Includes players from Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio and West Virginia.
Lexington Lafayette goalkeeper Greg Hilvers and Louisvine Atherton midfielder Erin
Wilson were named high
school All-Americans by the
NSCAA.
Other Kentucky players
named to the All-Mid East
team were midfielder Tom
Morgan and back Sean
O'Leary of Lexington Dunbar,
forward Scott York of Owensboro Apollo, forward Brien
Baltzell of Louisville Ballard.
midfielder Jeff Bauer of
Louisville St. Xavier, midfielder Tom Ryland of Boone
County and forward Jerry Rot.
ter of Lexington Henry Clay.

By DAVE DORSCHAK
Wednesday's Results
AP Sports Writer
Nonh Carolina 101, W. Kentucky 87
Cincinnati 90, Butter 72
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — The
Kansas 69, Western Michigan 50
first half-court steal and dunk of
California 81, Santa Clara 74
Jerry Stackhouse's career at
Thursday, Nov. 18 •
North Carolina drew a huge ovaCleveland State at Massa+setts
Alabama State at Georgia
tion and brought back visions of
Towson State at St. John's
another Tar Heel star of the early
Rice at Minnesota
1980s — Michael Jordan.
His second attempt, a missed
tucky in the first round of the
reverse slam that almost bounced
Preseason NIT.
to mideourt, got a loud foot
Stackhouse, the most heralded
stomp from coach Dean Smith.
of the three freshman in the
"I thought Jerry Stackhouse
nation's top recruiting class,
did some good things and some
didn't start for the top-ranked and
things we wished he hadn't,"
defending NCAA champion Tar
Smith said Oiednesday night following his team's season-opening
101-87 win over Western Ken- • See Page 13
dr.
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UC moves on in NIT play
The Associated Press
First, though, let Cincinnati
fans
enjoy their freshman
Dontonio Wingfield will have
phenom.
a hard time coming up with an
"I just went out and tried to
encore.
The 6-foot-8 freshman center play my game and everything fell
had the best debut in Cincinnati into place," he said after scoring
history Wednesday, scoring 30 two more points than Oscar
points and grabbing 12 rebounds 'Robertson did in his Cincinnati
as the 19th-ranked Bearcats beat debut in 1958.
Wingfield finished 10-for-15
Butler 90-72 Wednesday night in
from
the field and 5-for-7 from
the opening round of the Preseabehind the 3-point line —
son NIT.
impressive numbers, although not
Next up: top-ranked North Carexactly the kind of numbers
olina on the road in the second
coach Bob Huggins would like to
round on Friday night.
see from his center.

Spurs stop New York again
The Associated Press
The San Antonio Spurs, who
handed New York its only loss in
eight preseason games, did it to
the Knicks again.
The Spurs, who defeated New
York 76-75 at San Antonio in an
exhibition game, again sent more
than 18,000 fans at the Alamodome home happy on Wednesday
night with a 95-90 victory over
the previously unbeaten Knicks.
San Antonio outscored New

Fl

Wednesday's Games
Boston 105, New Jersey 100
Atlanta 92, Philadelphia 90
Washington 117, Milwaukee 104
Utah 115, Miami 111
Charlotte 130, Sacramento 113
Detroit 98, Orlando 92
San Antonio 95, New York 90

York 29-18 in the fourth quarter
to overcome a 72-66 deficit after
three periods. Patrick Ewing,
John Starks and Charles Oakley
managed just three points in the
final 12 minutes.

"We beat the guys that were
7-0," Spurs coach John Lucas
said. "What does that say about
us? I stress to the guys that the
season has started. Sometimes
they don't remember that. We
played with some emotion that's
been lacking."
Dale Ellis scored 21 of his 25
points in the second half, while
David Robinson scored 32 points
and Dennis Rodman grabbed 20
rebounds, his sixth time in eight
gres with 20 or more.
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Murray High golfer Adam Grogan signs with Ole Miss Wednesday, as Murray High golf coach Judy Muehleman, and Grogan's parents Jerry and Sheila Grogan.

Grogan heading to Ole Miss
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray High golfer Adam
Grogan capped an outstanding
high school and junior golf
career Wednesday by signing a
national letter-of-intent with the
University of Mississippi.
Grogan, who won the Kentucky High School Athletic
Association (KHSAA)state title
as a junior, and took second
place last month in the state
tourney, picked Ole Miss over
Murray State and Louisville.
"The last few weeks, it's
been tough," said Grogan, who
also punts on the Murray High
football team. "This college
business has been taking a toll.
Ole Miss is away from home,
but not too far away, and I
wanted to play golf in the

SEC."
Even so, Grogan said it was
tough to turn down Murray
State, whose golf coach Buddy
Hewitt has been helping Grogan
throughout his career.
"Coach Hewitt has been helping me since I was 12," Grogan
said. "I called him the other
night and he was behind me all
the way, and was very
supportive."
Grogan made the decision
after visiting Ole Miss over the
weekend.
In addition to having some
other MHS graduates on campus, Grogan also knows two
other Ole Miss signe,es from his
extensive junior golf efforts
across the country.
"I've already play with some
of my teammates, so I know

what kind of guys they are,"
Grogan said.
After winning the KHSAA
crown last year, and playing an
extensive summer schedule,
Grogan took some time off
from golf this fall and didn't
play in all of Murray High's
matches. But once tournament
time came around, Grogan was
back in true form, finishing
strong in the regional tournament and also making a strong
run at defending his state tide.
His second place finish at
state, coupled with his play in
the summer won him Kentucky
Golf Association's Junior Player of the Year honor.
"It's a point system and that
was quite an honor," Grogan
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EARN
5.75%
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FARM
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INVESTMENTS

A.1 GMERS Book says Webber offered money by MSU
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

—Replacement Windows

)t)ps

*Lifetime Guarantee*

TIRES

FREE ESTIMATES

(

Bob
lison

announced he would go to the
University of Michigan, Mayce
Webber got three phone calls
asking him to send Chris to State,
according to the book "Fab Five:
Basketball, Trash Talk, the
American Dream," by Mitch

Albom of the Detroit Free Press.
An excerpt was published in Sunday's Free Press.
"That's the most ridiculous
thing I've ever heard in my life,"
State men's basketball coach
Richard Williams told The

Clarion-Ledger. Athletic director
Larry Templeton said State did
not recruit Chris Webber.
Albom said Mayce Webber
told him the story during one of
several interviews for the book.

—Vinyl Siding

Also Available As I.R.A.

00.7, 753.4703

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A
new book says an unidentified
"friend of Mississippi State"
offered former Michigan standout
Chris Webber's father $150,000
if his son would attend State.
Minutes before Chris Webber

American Made - American Owned

CALL
753-7020

WAREHOUSE TIRE
,.

400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

NOW OPEN
State Line Western World
Hazel

Wholesale and Retell
Caution Light
Murray
Western Wear & Tack
641
(502) 492-6144
Rt. 1 BOX 13A
Hwy. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
SHOP AND
Larry & Lynda Ward
COMPARE!
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641
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Williams making
UK Moe better
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — DoCt0111 gave Louisville senior forward Dewayne Morton the go-ahead to play basketball again Wednesday, just five weeks after be broke his right wrist.
"It's healing faster than we expected it to do and all in all we're
quite happy," said team physician Rudy Ellis.
Ellis said he removed Morton's cast Wednesday morning and
preliminary X-rays show that the 6-foot-6 Morton should be ready
to play in Louisville's regular season opener against Kentucky on
Nov. 27.
Morton was not available for comment_
Morton broke his shooting-hand wrist during pre-season Conditioning on Oct. 19. He has worn an electronic stimulator over his
cast for 10 hours a day since the break to increase blood
circulation.
"Obviously it makes me feel good, primarily for Dewayne,"
said coach Denny Crum. "We were anticipating eight to 10 weeks.
but the way it turned out, he should be ready to go in the next twO
weeks."

Collins named Astro manager
HOUSTON (AP) — Terry Collins, a successful minor league
manager over 11 years and Pittsburgh's bullpen coach the past two
seasons, was named manager of the Houston Astros on Wednesday,
replacing the fired Art Howe.
Collins, 44, promised to make the Astros a championship tram
through dogged persistence.
"How long it took me to get here is a part of what l'n% made
of," Collins said during a news conference. "I'll do everything it
takes to bring us a championship."

Braves deal Hunter to Pittsburgh
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Brian Hunter, the Atlanta Braves first
baseman who beat Pittsburgh with a three-run homer in Game 7 of
the 1991 NL playoffs, was traded to the Pirates on Wednesday for a
player to be named.
The deal gives the rebuilding Pirates another bat in the middle ot
their lineup and might allow general manager Cam Bonifay to
acquire much-needed pitching by trading either Orlando Merced or
Andy Van. Slyke.
Hunter, 25, homered off John Smiley in the first inning of Atlanta's 4-0 victory in Game 7 of the 1991 playoffs. He had 12 homers
as a rookie that season and 14 in 1992, but wound up in the minors
last season after the Braves dealt for Fred McCriff.
"We feel he will give us right-handed power and run production," Bonifay said.
The Braves planned to send Hunter to the Montreal Expos in the
Dennis Martinez trade last August, but Martinez vetoed the deal.
Hunter is glad to leave Atlanta for the chance to play everyday

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky's Moe Williams has a
new goal this season.
When he arrived on campus
several months ago, the freshman tailback wanted to earn a
starting spot on the roster. He
achieved that in the fifth game
against Mississippi.
He wanted to help the Wildcats (6-4) to a winning record.
They accomplished that goal
last weekend against East
Carotins.
And he wanted the Wildcats
to reach a bowl. That will be
official on Saturday when
Kentucky accepts an invitation
to the Peach Bowl.
Along the way. Williams
has been churning out the
yards — 63 vs. Kent, 109 vs.
Florida, 32 vs. Indiana, 55 vs.
South Carolina, 73 vs. Mississippi, 106 vs. LSU, 159 vs.
Georgia, 80 vs. Mississippi
State. 91 vs. Vanderbilt, and

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
•yow tan* insurance needs •
'See
meti

305 N. 12th St.. Murray
(next to Century 21

129 vs. East Carolina.
That adds up to 897 yards.
Is rushing for 1,000 yards a
goal?
"It is now," said Williams.
who missed the second half of
the Indiana game and the first
half against South Carolina.
Williams, a 6-foot-2,
205-pound athlete from Columbus, Ga., came to Kentucky
as one of the nation's top high
school running backs. He
rushed 254 times for 1.973
yards and scored 17 touchdowns in his senior season at
Spencer High School.
Williams thought he would
have an impact at Kentucky.
"Everybody talks about the
SEC as being real tough," he
said. "I just worked hard over
the summer and I wanted to
come in and be a big impact.
That's the main reason 1 came
to Kentucky."

III North Carolina...
FROM PAGE 12—
Heels, but did play more minutes
- 27 — than three starters.
The 6-foot-6 forward was
impressive at times, with 15
points, six rebounds, three assists
and two steals. •
Suckhouse and fellow freshmen Rashe,ed Wallace and Jeff
McInnis all entered the game
within the first four minutes and
were on the floor together for
It was kind of scary to tell
vou the truth,." joked senior center Eric Montross, who had 21
points and 10 rebounds. "I think
the whole team was proud of
them because they have been
working real hard during .the
summer and in preseason to fit
into a. group that they knew it
wasn't going to be easy to make
a dent in.
'If I would have to give them

13
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a grade I would give them a B,"
he added. "They blended in real
well. The freshman mistakes are
going to happen the first time in
front of a big crowd."
Wallace, a 6-10 forwardcenter, played 14 minutes and
scored six points and had three
rebounds, whik McInnis had
some early foul trouble and problems playing the point guard position, finishing with six points
and five turnovers in seven
minutes.

753-9627
Lone a good neoghbor,
State Farm is there
Stale Farm Insurance C,oinpanies
Horns Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Gallagher is more concerned
with Murray's physical play,
especially on offense. Even the
Tigers' loss of Cheaney isn't a
crucial point as far as Gallagher
is concerned.
"The speed backs haven't
bothered US this year because
we're fast enough to catch them,"
the Fulton coach said. "The big,
tough backs have given us trouble...Downey is that kind of back.
He scares us."
Downey, at 5-10, 185 pounds,
is a punishing runner who ripped
Fulton with crucial carries in the
first meeting.
"I think we have to run the ball
right at them," Downey said. "I
believe that's what we'll really
do."
Fisher, who moved Downey to
tailback at the end of last week's
14-6 win over Heath, may set
him back there again.
"Mitch is our ace in the hole if
things don't work out," he admitted."We will go to him but we're
going to stay with Marcellous
(Foster) and Victor (Perry)."

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

NOW...RECYCLE YARD
WASTEASYOUWNIU
Introducing the revolutionary
NEW TROY-BILTA
Chipper/Vac!
• Breakthrough
• Vacuums up leases, small Rs Ts!
• Self feeds anti ,hips branches up to 3 1/2
• Re cc into valuable landscaping mukh!
• tio no
raking, pile-making or bagging!

•Grogan...
FROM PAGE 12
said.
Grogan also said his football
playing didn't hurt his recruiting — despite dislocating a finger late in the season.
"I'm sure glad I decided to
do it," Grogan said. "We've got
one of the best learns in the
state, and hopefully, we're
going to play until December.
I've enjoyed being part of it,
and I'm glad I got away from
golf for awhile."
Murray High golf coach Judy
Muehleman said Ole Min is
getting a good one.
"Adam Grogan isn't lucky to
be going to Ole Miss, Ole Miss
is lucky to get Adam Grogan,"
Muehleman said. "I think it's a
good decision for him."
Grogan's work ethic, and his
natural ability earned him the
scholarship.
"He has a wort ethic that
surfaced at an early age,"
Muehleman said. "Working
hard doesn't quite say enough,
but it's the best way to put it."
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WHY PAY FOR THE WHOLE CAR
WHEN YOU ONLY WANT TWO
YEARS' WORTH. Laasolf have fh• %son
but 15 not °bigoted to purchese the vehicie al lease end ea a prim
riegolisted war+ the dealer 51 5516 signing. Refundable wanly deposit,
first month's lame psyment Si down gement clue at lease Inception
lessee is responsible Mr moms west and tear Lamm subject to all
approval arkl insure/May as determined by Fore Crisal lease payment
includes NM use has and /cense sees.

1994 FORD F-150 XLT
• Standwd Drvvers Air Beg
• Air Condiboning
• Automatic Orowdrwe
• A/NFM Stereo Cassele(Clock
• Tilted Glass
• Power Locks II %iodates

• Speed Control/Tilt Steering
• lighVCorrienience Group
• Chrome Styled Steel Whee4s
• P235
(75%15 WSW Toros
• 302, V4
PEP 507A

Monthly Lease Payment (24 rims.)

$259.46

Monthly Lease Payment (24 mos)

$323.25

Refundable Security Deposit

$275.00

Refundable Security Deposit

$325.00

Down Payment

$1,350.00

Down Payment

, -0-

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception $1,884.46

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception

$648.25

Total Amount of Monttiy Payments $6,227.04

Total Amount of Monthly Payments

$7,758.00

SEE ONE OF OUR AWARD-WINNING SALESMAN
Joe Parker
John Parker
David Parker
Joe Rowland

753-2656
753-1833
759-1980
753-8013

Greg Bailey
Nick Ryan
Ron Wright
Larry McCully ....

435-4266
436-2486
753-0156
753-4552

Thomas Jones ...
Dwight McDowell
Joe Atkins
Charlie Hargrove

753-5405
753-4902
759-9859
753-0303

See You at the MSU Rodeo
November 18-20!

T13-42

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

murray,

753-2571
753-4110

FORD
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"You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street
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Service
CAR
WON'T RUN?

•

24 Hour

•

4.4

CALL #1
753-9132

1

•
•
•

•

Woodmen offers a wide variety of
We insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features
To find the plan that meets your
needs, contact'

oc1

.
TIGER

FOOTBALL

759-1542

tA

MURRAY HIGH

ll%4E111

-(12,;0)

II

VS.

TACOZELL.
gine

Fulton Co. Pilots

Ok Woodmen
of the World

Life

GO
TIGERS
GO!!!

ilISUrilikt Society

(10-1)
Friday — 7: 30 p.m.

Mow Ofncel Oamlia flebrooka

Robert Duncan
Woodman Elidg
3rd 11 Maple, Murray
7534050

753-8758

Ty Holland Stadium

FORD

44;i4,42(=

MERCURY
LINCOLN

A

Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

CITGO

•Self Service •Full Service
'Major Brand Oils

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Che,ron Card, Mawr Credlt Card. & Amenean Exprets Accepted
-Quality Sentre 01 Compelitite
•
South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr •
1615

701 Main Street

753-5273

Tackle A Pizza
At Gads.

Prescription Centers

Stop by before
or after the
game for our
All-You -Can-Ea t
Pins & Pasta
Buffet!

t!+.-JfAgit.
-

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Seryice

759-9245
12th & Olive
Murray
STEVE PARKE Fitt.edgor

Chestnut St.

753-6656

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

Vie C7CCP r•

thn 5frp,a0

s

VOCE'
_

Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

Tomos photo

Murray High senior Mitch Downey (32) will be chasing down Fulton County balicarriers Friday night when the No. 4
Tigers host the No. 6 Pilots at Ty Holland Stadium.

Tiger Offense
C- 55 Willie Wells
OG- 69 Jon Bell
OG- 67 Gene McDonald
OT- 62 Adam Blalock
OT- 64 Chad Caldwell
TE- 44 Robert Weatherly
SE- 9 Ted Booth .
OB- 15 Brent Keller
FB- 32 Mitch Downey
TB- 25 Victor Perry .
FL- 2 James Curtis .

Tiger Defense
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr
Sr.
Sr
Jr.

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

80
62
44
9
69
64
32
22
5
2
25

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight .
Chris Allen
Jamie Curtis .
Victor Perry

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

IL Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411
A

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

Racer's
/ii••••4
0,0y1114

st,t.•

Coastal Mart

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

Pilot Offense

Pilot Defense
DEDEDTDTLBLBLBCBCBSSFS-

5
44
74
68
9
30
11
4
3
8
1

Freddie Thomas .... Jr.
Kirk Barnett
Sr.
Will James
So.
Charles Buntyn
Sr.
Mance! Elam
Sr.
Joe Cheirs
Jr.
Edric Caldwell
Jr.
Brad Carlton
Jr.
Tyrone Irwin
So.
Steve Cheirs
Jr.
Jerome Warren
Sr.

C- 60 Daniel Conder
OG- 76 Adam Cagle
OT- 55 Bobby Giles
OT- 75 Jerome Agnew .
OT- 68 Charles Buntyn
TE- 9 Mancel Elam
FL- 30 Joe Cheirs .
FB- 44 Kirk Barnett
TB- 8 Steve Cheirs
OB- 4 Brad Carlton
SE- 1 Jerome Warren

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

All Major Credit Cards

11.11111 kiva
Domino's Value Pizza
Carry-Out Only

$1099

Your

choice of one topping only

Expires 12-31-93

753-3030
NOBODY s
KNOWS I
LIKE
.DOMINO'Ss
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GO
TIGERS!

GO TIGERS!

LAIJNDRY

M&T Painting
Contractors

immojolyi
605

Main • Murray • 753-2552

4
--r

114.4

Free Estimates

753-9382

753-04E7

Pool Mylii0

Sunny TWINY

Compliments of

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
DRIVE!"____
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PARTY MART - Paducah 's Most hzteresting Store

Take A Drive To Party Mart And Fill
A U-Haul With These Great Values.
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LG&E company
to split in two

ins claim is t •

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The holding company that runs
Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
will split into two business units
as of Jan. 1 in response to
increasing competition, a company executive said.
LG&E Energy Corp. Chairman
Roger Hale said one business unit
will run Louisville Gas & Electric. the company's utility and its
leading business. It will focus
primarily on psoviding service to
its 585.000 customers.
The second unit will be called
LG&E Energy Services, it was
announced Tuesday. That unit
will manage all of the holding
company's utility and non-utility
power generation, including
Louisville Gas & Electric's 2,700
megawatts of power. The energyservices unit also will sell and
broker power nationally and
regionally.
The changes won't be noticed
by customers and won't affect the
way the company is regulated by
the Kentucky Public Service
Commission, Hale said.
He said the changes stem from
increasing competition created by
the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
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Charles W.(Chuck) Farris
Charles W. (Chuck) Farris, 75, of Main Street, Murray. died
Wednesday at 6:57 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. His
death followed an extended illness.
He was a retired Federal Government Defense Contract Auditor. A World War 11 veteran, he was a member of First Baptist Church and Baraca-Fellowship Sunday School Class. He was
a former member of Kentucky Lake Bowling League.
Born May 27, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Lloyd L. Farris and Gertye Gearin FuffiS Evans. One
brother, Clifton Farris, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Churchill Imes Farris,
and one son, Bill Farris and wife, Linda, Murray: several
.cousin.s.
Services will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and Dr.
Greg Earwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Gideons
International.

Troy Vance
Troy Vance, 80, Rt. 6, Murray, died Wednesday at 11:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a retired
employee of Murray Division of Tappan Company.
His wife, Mrs. Elain Vance, died March 10, 1992. He was
also preceded in death by one granddaughter, Tertssa Vance
Garner; one sister, Mrs. Bcauton Underwood; and one brother,
Edwin Vance.
Born March 3, 1913, he was the son of the late Clancy
Vance and Allie Williams Vance.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Allie Mae Eveland and
husband, Jerry Vance and wife, Sue, Rt. 6, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Wanda Coy and husband, Howard, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Frances Paschall and husband, Billy, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Robbie Sykes, Trenton, Mich., and Mrs. Beatrice Kniffen,
Hunnington Beach, Calif.; -two brothers. Coffield Vance and
wife, Frances, Murray, and Jimmy Vance and wife, Edna, Rt.
I. Almo.
Also surviving are three grandchildren, Mrs. Anita Crass and
husband, Mark, Mike Vance and wife, 1Crista, and Mary Vance
and friend, Todd Dick; a grandson-in-law, Steve Garner, six
great-grandchildren, Alicia Garner, Robert Crass, Chelsea Crass,
Laken Vance, Sustin Vance and Cameron Dick.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Lone
Oak Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Friday.

Johnny Morris Yuen

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning
Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
No Annual Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Cail Now For Nom Informasoa
On Tax-disferred Amami:ars

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

Wayne D. Hopkins

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880
Goldon Hula Insurance Company Rated A.
(Supenor) by A 61 Host Thus nun/ Indlactos
finannal strength •nd stabllity
*nue annuity Includes a 3% flret roar bon.
Hate -as of 11-193. subsat to change,
Form G611 AN 10

221A 1083

A memorial service for Johnny Morris Yuen will be Friday
at 2 p.m. at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Friends may call at the funeral home after noon on Friday.
The body will be cremated.
Mr. Yuen, 44, Buchanan, Tenn.. died at 4:10 p.m. Monday at
Henry County Niedical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Born June 5, 1939, he was the son of Johnny Yuen and
Phyllis Vickery Young.
Survivors include two daughters, Allyson Yuen, Albuquerque,
N.M., and Elizabeth Yuen, Murray; one son, Jonah Yuen, New
Mexico; his mother, Mrs. Phyllis Vickery Young, Buchanan; his
father, Johnny Yen, New York; half sister, Mrs. Janice Mischki,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; half brother, Eric Jones, California.

Wayne -D. Hopkins, brother of Dr. Irma Collins and son of
Mrs. Irma Hopkins of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 8, in a hospital in Texarkana, Texa§.
Dr. Collins has been a member of the music faculty at Murray State University since 1976.
Funeral services for Mr. Hopkins were held at East Funeral
Home and East Memorial Gardens with Dr. David Davies, longtime friend and Presbyterian minister, officiating.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of contributions to the Texarkana Hospice in Texarkana, Texas.

Seafood
Favorites Special Good Everyday

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
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Catfish & Fried Shrimp Combo
- FABULOUS VARIETY OF SEAFOODS

-

Fri. gt. Sat. Seafood Buffet
tr•

turn #tas
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Immediate Opening For

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.

Circulation Manager
Full time, benefits available. Must be knowledgeable
of Murray area, able to work with the public, and selfmotivated. Experience helpful but not necessary.
Send resume or apply in person at

TI-Nerocirtv

fkfary Ann Littleton
Certified Bodruorkor
Massage Therapist

Massage can relieve:
• muse*. tension.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

• Wor* stress and strain
• Chronic pain.

Call for Appointment

753-3390

Massagepromo/es refaxistion
arid well being
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Eleventh Annual

Mrs. Minnie Freese
Mrs. Minnie Freese, 85, Benton. Ill., died at 10:50 a.m.
Wednesday at MUNI Health Care Center, Benton.
She was married to George Freese who died in 1942. She
was member of North Benton Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 4, 1908, in Bonnie, Ill., she was the daughter of
the late Willis Denham and Ella Gulley Denham.
Survivors include three daughters. Mrs. Phyllis Kearney,
Alma, Ill., Mrs. Diana Irby and husband, Jim. Murray, and
Mrs. Judith Clark and husband, Bill. Evansville. Ind.; three
sons, George Wendell Freese and wife, Wanda, Peoria,
Denny Freese. Benton, 111., and Dick Freese, Pittsburg. Ill.; use
sisters.
Also surviving are 14 grandchildren including Jimmy lrby and
wife, Teresa, and Mrs. Patti Sweatman and husband. James of
Murray; 12 great-grandchildren including. Russell Sweatman.
Katie Sweatman and Matthew Irby, Murray; one great-greats
grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by a daughter. a son, a granddaughter, four sisters and three brothers.
'The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Morton and Johnston Funeral Home, Benton, Ill. Burial will follow in Masonic Oddfellows Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Friday.

Ralph Wells Clark
Ralph Wells Clark, 86, Mountain Home. Tenn., died Wednesday at Veterans' Administration Hospital there. He was a former resident of Calloway County.
He was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church and a veter
an of World War II.
Born Doc. 4. 1906. in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Henry C. Clark and Lura Wells Clark.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Imogene Clark Usher and
hsuband, John, Eddyville, and several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Florence Cotton Outland
The funeral for Mrs. Florence Cotton Outland will be Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Kyle Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Outland, 68, RL 1, Almo, died Tuesday at 1:41 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born Dec. 18, 1924, in Edmonson County, she was the
daughter of the late Charflie J. Gipson and Nola Blair Gipson.
One brother. Cal Gipson, also preceded her in death. She was
of Baptist faith.
Survivors include her. husband, Joe B. Outland, to whom she
was married on May 20, 1950; one daughter, Mrs. Marsha Parrish and husband, Danny, Rt. 2, Murray; one son, Wade Outland and wife. Debrah, Columbus, Ind.; four sisters, Mrs.
Temple Rogers, Murray, Mrs. Margie Lay and husband, BuLky,
Pioneer, Tenn., and Mrs. Elzora Yocom and Mrs. Marie Jaggcrs
and husband, James, Louisville; two brothers, Lawrence Gipson
and wife, Joyce, and Romie Gipson and wife, Geraldine.
Louisville.

Mack Murray Hester
Mack Murray Hester, 90, Dover, Tenn., died Tuesd:* at
Memorial Hospital, Clarksville, Tenn.
He had retired from Dover City Police `Department and was
a member of Corinth Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Manic Pearl Carney Hester, preceded him in
death. Born Sept. 23, 1903, in Stewart County, Tenn., he Was
the son of the late Lee W. Hester and George Ann Murphy
Hester.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Evelyn Barnhart, Elk
Grove, Calif., Mrs. Maxine Nance, Rt. 7, Murray, and Mrs.
Marjean Miller, Granite City, 111.; one son, Edward Hester,
Dover, Tenn.; nine grandchildren including Mike Nance and
wife, Becky, and Don Nance and wife, Pam, Murray; 10
great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m. in the Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. John Richardson
officiated.
Pallbearers were Kleeman Whitford, Neal Crockarell, Dalton
Bagwell, Alvin Earl Crutcher, Erchie Sykes and Henry D.
Blanc, active; local Law Enforcement officers, honorary.
Burial was in Mount View Cemetery at Dover, Tenn.

Jack Wilson Harrison
Jack Wilson Harrison. 78, Rt. 1, Farmington, died today at
8:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired dairy farmer, he was a member of Antioch Church
of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Seay Harrison, to
whom he was married on May 14, 1941; four daughters, Mrs.
Jane Steely and husband, Walter Lee, RL 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Deborah Smith and husband, Thomas, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Patricia Harrington and husband, David, Murray, and Mrs. Nan
Rogers and husband, Dwaine, RL 1, Murray; two sons, John M.
Harrison, Chicago, Ill., and David S. Harrison and wife, Rcnae,
Hodgenville; one sister, Mrs. Georgia Nell Jordan, Farmington:
14 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at .2 p.m. at Antioch Church of
Christ. Burial will follow in Antioch Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
Friday.
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GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

We carry several brands of car and home
stereos, cassette decks, CD players, VCR's,
CB's, scanners plus more. All In stock!

Congregational- Singing
on

Friday, November 19, 1993
beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Everyone Invited!!

The best prices around, the gigtvigagla.
You working people do have a choice,
shop and save with us.
Layaway Now For Christmas

222 So. 12th St.

753-5865
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A& A AUTO
RENTAL
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates
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Holiday
ing.
• 3404 Lone Oak Rd, ,r ters, looking for directon SALES Local company
Deceased, Shirley Par- Itf
5pm
after 5pm
Inn
nails
of
set
a
off
'5
;
personnel
=
Paducah, KY
and management support needs sales
Ann P. Wilson, rish, P.O. Box 361,
Swims,
show
Students
PRIMATIVE cubboard. orMSU
home
mobile
for
maCASH
502-5.54-7904
Call 753-1492 ask for knowledge of building
Circuit Court Clerk Murray, KY 42071 ExOpposite*
I D and recerve '2 oft
removed iginal dark red paint.
daily iS Sunday
&
Coen
axles
•
tires
helpful
hardware
teriafe.
Brenda.
any Service
ecutrix, Appt. 11-10trimmed in green, $350
WM be working with a comBE YOUR OWN BOSS! 436-2578
LEGAL NOTICE
$5 oil with this aml
A — '• •
93, C. Mark BlankenNall Art
Call 753 6855 after 6pm
work
business
to
able
proof
be
Must
Recession
puter.
of
nt
A final settleme
CASH paid for good, used
Available Wirmatrik
204 South Sixth
ship,
plus
40
plus
$100,000
y
customers
with
opportunit
accounts has been filed St., Murray, KY 42071
rifles, shotguns, and pis TAKE HOME A PIECE OF
Area Men's Young
hours per week Desire
potential Full or pan time tols Benson Sporting HISTORY' Huge antique
in the Calloway Dis- Attorney.
our
in
Cal
e
Apply
Training provided_
some experienc
Men's Fashion Store
Goods, 519 S 12th, cherry wardrobe, antique
trict Court by Betty
Louise Barnreuther,
Americas Second Car
person Myers Lumber, 500 recorded message to de- Murray
marble top kitchen cabinet
Seeks Young AgLou Guidash, Execu- 1003 Olive St.,Murray,
termine if you are eligible
So 4th St
Give that antique lover the
Manager.
gressive
of
estate
the
trix, of
1-800-942-9304, ext USED 4 wheeler utility perfect Christmas gift! Call
KY 42071 Deceased,
TRUCK driver needed
Nevada Mills, de- Betty Wagar, 300
trailer 753-2512
22125.
Send Resume To
(502) 3.17-5418 after 2pm
required
CDL license
ceased. Exceptions to South 16th Street,
1040G
ic
Box
P.O.
Boss
Telescop
days.
own
WANTED
BE your
615-232-7001
this settlement must Murray, KY 42071 Ex190
Locations Coast to Coast
Possible $2500 Part time crappie poles made several
Murray, Ky. 42071
615-232-7771 nights.
be filed in the Calloway ecutrix, Appt. 1.1-10Farm
$8000 Full time monthly years ago by Kodiak or
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
District Court on or be- 93, Sid Easley, 204
WANTED Dancers and
EquiPstefil
Processing insurance SOlifish Co Call 436-5838
waitresses for Foxy Lady claims for Physicians, Denfore 9:00 a.m. Novem- South Sixth St., MurCars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
WANT to buy 5 to 10 acres 630 CASE Fresh 0/H. new
CONVENANT TRANS- Club. Pans. TN No experitists. Healthcare Providers.
ber 29th,1993,the date ray, KY 42071 Attor112 So. 12th
clutch, new paint, new rear
Office: 753-6910
PORT THE ROAD TO ence necessary Phone Software purchase $59615 of land 753-2519
of hearing.
tires, w f . $3950
Murray, KY 42071
YOUR FUTURE LAST Charlie or Jeri at
CK
ney.
E-DU
1-800-TH
Computer
plus
Required
Ann P. Wilson,
753-1794
TOP TEAM 901 -64AI -0301
OUR
150
YEAR
Hutson,
Lee
Howard
1-800-722-SAMS
Lowest Rates in Town!
Circuit Court Clerk
$85.000
OVER
Articles
EARNED
CASE 530 tractor, 42HP,
Route #1 Box 138A,
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
For Sale
Starting at $ 27 to $ 29 Per
power steering, live PTO,
LEGAL NOTICE
Hazel, KY 42049 De$4500
Mile Plus bonuses to $ 38
Immediate opening for
Two,for good condtion,
A final settlement of ceased, Christel A.
Pro
brake,
FT
10'iS
per .mile, Solos welcome,
435-4567
filed
436-2701
been
vinyl siding
accounts has
Hutson, Route 01 Box
Spouse Rider Program,
Circulation Manager,
in the Calloway Dis- 139A, Hazel, KY 42049
Truck Driving School Gra1993 KUBOTA, 17 Horse,
200
trict Court by Noble and Howard A. Hutduates welcome. Paid Infull time, benefits available. Must
excellent condition
Sports
of
,
Seaborne, Executor
Motel Layover
surance,
6pm.
after
son, Route *1 Box
759-1274
area,
Murray
EqLipawt
•Swedish Massage
be knowledgeable of
Pay, Loading/Unloading
the estate of Lorena 139A, Hazel, KY 42049
•Reflexology
8HP wood splitter. SOLOFLEX, like new
Pay, Vacation, Deadhead
able to work with the public, and
Ruth Troutman, de- Co-Administrators,
Therapy
Muscle
•
Deep
474-8001
Age
nts:
Requireme
pay
to
ns
$400 753-6669
ceased. Exceptio
Appt. 11-10-93, Donald
self-motivated. Send resume or
•Energy Balancing
23, lyr verifiable over-theBOGARD trucking and exthis settlement must R. Green Jr., P.O. Box
apply in person at
road, Giros A CDL, with
'
cavating, inc. We haul top
be filed in the Calloway 2757, Paducal
KY
- Release fatigue 6i stress
us Materials.
muscles
Hazardo
sore
tight
Relax
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Times,
District Court on or be- 42002-2757 Attorney.
&
Ledger
friend
o
for
gift
Murray
o
or
1-800-441-4394.
A treat for yourself
Firewood
rock, rip rap 759-1828.
fore 9:00 a.m. NovemGift Certificotes Rvailoble
Ann P. Wilson,
M, Murray, KY 42071.
1040
Box
P.O.
Do
GED?
a
need
you
DO
of
on
date
the
PRICES
ber 29,1993,
CHECK OUR
Circuit Court Clerk
E.O.E.
DAVE ESTES
you need hope for the fuA FIREWOOD for sale
dog, cat & horse food
hearing.
t
Therapis
solid
Massage
a
get
lo
help
and
ture
licensed
Corn, bird seed We any 437-4667
Ann P. Wilson,
career? We have 22 JOB
50t-753-3801
out to your car Keith's
Circuit Court Clerk
FIREWOOD, also tree ser16 thni

TiUglyPuckling
CIAMEMEMII

MASSAGE TO YOU

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by HafTord
Adams Jr., Executor,of
the estate of Letie H.
Hopkins,deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. November 29th,
1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

03
.3
•
00
00
30
60
60
34
00
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00

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages lot $4000 policy

Oh, no! Say
it isn't so!
Owen
Norsworthy
is 50 years
old!

age 50
age
age
age
age
age

55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$1116
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

$856
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

4

HUNTERS/
DEER
avalable at New Concord
Market-check in station,
weighing 'caws, Big buck
doe contest. Adult & juve270
nile division
Ruger-M77to be raffled off
Nov. 20111, 12noon. /idiots
sold at niwitet. 4365756

a

4
•P

PY AVAILABLE'

$5.00 Coltirnn inch
JO% Drecouts and I.
% Discount ied Sun
V/I AO MotIA WO 6 Day Ara*/
$1.75 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday CShoppIng Guide)

•

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

McCONNELL-1
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
1-900-455-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE

openings for people
21 that are not MI time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8-00am-3:00pm.
We are an EOE. This propact a funded by two Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA.

D RIVERS -NEW
GROWTH' NEW SHORAUL
H
T
OPPORTUNITIESSellersburg, IN Based-Late
Model Tractors, Home
Weekly, Excellent Pay, Immediate Medical Coverage
For Oualified Expenenoed
Drivers(First of Month After
DOH), $500 Sign-on
Bonus/Serviai Credit for
Vacation (Experienced
Drivers). Call AnytimeBURLINGTON MOTOR
CARRIERS:
1-800-JOIN-BMC (Ext
106), EOE.
MINIMUM wage lobar. Advancement based on per
I altitude. No
phone calls Apply Ni person at 612 So. 91h.

Lawn A Tractor, Hwy 94E

vice Cal 436-2562

GOOD crib, new mattress,
$35 474-2382 9arn-9pm

FIREWOOD $1750 a na
759-2570
up
I
MICROWAVE/Utility cart in 8 30ern 5pm
new condition, 361c21 5,
220
solid oak wood lop, cabinets, wine rack, on
Wiled
wheels, $120 753-8291
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36'cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and getvalume Secondary
if available. 4892722 or
489-2724.
OFFICE furniture
753-4641 Ram-4pm

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedseven,day,including the Shopper,
foe S16() a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

MANDOLIN, new, never
been used, beautiful instrument, $100 Call 753-6855
after 6pm
PIANO tuning John
Gottscha&, 753-9600

Call

SPINET Console Piano.
Wanted responsible pally
POLE-Builders, contrac- lo make low monthly paytors, farmers! New manu- ments See locally. Cal
facturer of metal roofing 8 1-800-327-3345
siding. Custom out lengths WANTED -LEXINGTON
Galvanized, galvalume AREA Lewd singer for Fkick
socessopainted Trim
Band Classic and Current
DAVCO
ri•s
Cal 806-224-4032, *eve
le
STEEL,Danvil
Telleige
1-800-474-4321.
POST Frame Buildings
Size 2411447x9*. Ewe Price
Pit4 °might
$492°
WU Builsizes availeble.
ders 141004120- 1324.

CLASSIFIED
1

14.4.

4

•
44.1

•

•
#

.• 4ist

41
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18. 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

tar:

•
Mille
Haase For We
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains, Galintag. Chapels (Since 11111K))
No Tests No Waiting
:7holograpy. music flowers, videography. recapsons. latousines Honeynoon Suess (Fireplaces,
Hear t- Shaped Jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev
rd Taylor 1-800-346-2779
IAPEL IN THE VALLEY
_latlinburg $ Original Wed
ing Chapel) Thoughtful
erince is rendered through
riUSIC flowers. photovideos and receptions 1 AM-922'4573

-

10a56 2914 on 100a1017 12,3130 apls Furnahed,
corner lot. car Wale. very nios neer MSU No
112.900 inlays Skil Shore p•ts.
753-1252
area 4355806
days.753-0606 aleir 5pm
28R motile home, newt/
remodeled Must see to deprecate 753-3084

1 OR 2tx apts near downtown &array. 753-4109.

SUNDAY, NOV. 21, 1993 - 1:00 P.M.
AT THE PARISH CENTER, 700 WEST BROADWAY

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

•.

COME AND DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!'
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR USTI!
DO•4A7ED BY LOCAL AND AREA MERCHANTS
ANO NOIYIDUALS TO MAKE TWS AGAIN
TIIE Fill RAISINS EVENT SF TIN TIAN II
r.,E [ ,,ONATF D
UK Basketball Game Tickets• UK Night
• • .).oned Basketball • UK 1993-B4 Signed Print w/Rock Plena A Prayers Donated By The Bob Wright Family •
Precious Moments Dolls Donated By The Good
News Sh0004 • Childrens Toys • Old World Sanas • Honnom Afghans • Hand Quilted Quilts • Ky
B,
d Hand Made Cull• Dinner For Four Al Stacey's,
LosouNn• TranSpOrtatiOn Donated By Turbo
Compressor Servioas • Dinner For TWO At The Whalers
Catch Donated By St Joe TeaCharS•Framed Pnnl Dolated By Goi,am Thompson Furniture • Many (Duality
. Crah kerns • Beautiful Chnstrnas Decorations •
L',yrokitery 'Decorated Christmas Tree Sot UP In
'cotir Home Donated By Ernie Nelson. King's ROWp,s • Rernote CAyrroi Sound Design Stereo System
Dorated By Wai•kilan• Computer Supple, Donated By side Othos
suncikii Small Appliances• Hand Toois• A Dessert a month DoBy Happy House • Baby Sitting Services Donated By Robe's
• Clothing Items CKEYKY Description • Panasonic Answering usc.ipr-e • Motorola Cellular Phone Donated By Coma Crouse• Deecirrus Baked items • Catered Goternei Dinners•Party For 8 Donat•I
ed By McDonakts • Golf Lessons • Hair Care Items•JAYCO vacsFor Spnrig Break On Ky Lake Donated By Youngbloods RV !
Cer ter • Sayings Bonds• Gift Certificates•Diamond Rev • Jewelry
• and On And On Each Ciass We Produce A 'Work 01 Arrn
NEW QUALITY ITEMS!!• RAFFLE DRAWING AT 3:00!!
EVERYONE WELCOME!! PLENTY OF DOOR PRIZES
MANY ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT "SILENT AUCTION"
HAKE PLANS no SPEND THE AFTERNOON
REFRESHMENTS - PLENTY OF SEATING - LOTS OF FUN r
1

JAMES R. CASH -Ift
or,

AUC TiONF f R •

r.

H1c, 1 14 ml'

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
All Dog
Grooming

I

Wed
Taub

Fat-ale

1991 310 414 BLAZER
1 ACRE. 3, 1 balh, lull
Seat bkidi vadiercoal
basement, carport, red Mar,loaded. 21)0(X. real
brick an Gibb Store Road sharp, $14,500 753-7710
Cal 753-8633
after 6pm, 759-4192
38R, 1% bah, basensenL- 8een-3prn. Serious inquires
large deck, screened only.
porch, gas heal, large
kitchen. one car garage$54.500 759-4820

759-1768

MOBILE HOME REP06 28R duplex an Northwood.
FOR SALE Singles/ $350/mo 756-4406
doubles Financing avail- 4BA, 2 bath ape *valeta,
able Clean, late model for Jan occupancy Centel
homes Green Tree Finanappicances furnished.
cial Corporation/Kentudry, Located on Diuguid Coleor man RE 753-9898
T LI N BURG Summit 3rd 606-223-1010
night free except holidays. 1-800-221-8204
CHESTNUT STREET
fireplace. balcony, lut:hen.
MOBILE Home Loans, mo- TOWNHOUSES 2tic 14
clubhouse pool -iacuzzis
tisle home financing 1976 bath, deck, all appliances
Honeymoon, Weekend
and newer from Green Tree including washer & dryer,
Specials, Individual units
financial, competing)rates, ceiling fans Free lawn
onted by Sciwrigert Enter:015es Free Brouchure fast, friendly service Cal care $435/mo Coleman
for an application today! RE 753-9898.
800 242 4853, (205)
1-800-221-8204
968 5139
DUPLEX apt, 1416 MiOUR pledge to you. It you chelle Drive, 2br, 2 tuN
KILL ROACHES' Buy ENcompare quality. insulation, baths, all maw appliances.
FORCER Overthe Roach
°peons and set-up, you wil
Spray or OverNite Pest find that we have the very wid hookup, garage, 1yr
lease required 753-0262,
Control Concentrate
best value for your housing 527-2370
Makes 2 gallons Kills
' Dinkins Mobile
dollar,
roaches overnight or your
Homes. Inc, Hwy 79E, EMBASSY 2br, central
back
money
gas, appliances furnished
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
3UARANTEED!
Coleman RE 753-9898
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN
2611
UKE new 2br duplex, carWEDDINGS-Romantic
Mobil
port deck, gas heat. Lease
candlelight ceremonies by
Naas For RIM
No pets_ 753-7457.
ordained ministers
Chapels in both Pigeon 10x55 26R trailer at Gro- LOVELY 2br duplex in exForge & Gatlinburg No gan's Park, $160/nio with clusive subdivision, miblood test or waiting period' lease & deposit 759-2570 nutes from Murray, one
block from lake, water &
Special %merles: rates! or 753-3860.
appliances furnished,
1 800 729-4365
12x65 MOBILE home for peace & quiet, for only
TIME share units and rent 2br, 1 bath, Riviera
$375/mo. 527-9639
campground member- Trailer Cis. No pets.
ships
Distress sales- $260/mo plus security de- MUF1-CAL Apartments now
cheap, Worldwide selec- posit Cal 753-6253 after accepting applications for
tions Cal VACATION NET- 5pm or leave message.
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
WORK US and Canada
Phone 759-4984_ Equal
305 563 5586 Free rental 2BR Grogan & Mobile Housing Opportunity.
information 800-543-6173. Home Village. Appliances
& water furnished. Cole- NEW super spacious 2br
WEDDINGS OLD— man RE 753-9698.
duplex in quiet wooded
FASHIONED Candlelight
area. 753-4573.
ceremonies outdoor wed- 2BR Mobile home, on 5
dings Mountain Chapel acres, newly remodeled. NICE duplex 2br, central
overlooking river, near Gat- References 8 deposit re- h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
iinburg Everything pro- quired Call 753-3084.
vided Accommodations
2BR, stove 8 refrigerator, NOW taking applications
Romanec Carriage Ride central
h/a, $200/mo plus for Section 8 low rent housReasonable prices Charge deposit
No pets. ing_ Apply in person at
Cards
accepted
Southside Manor, 906
474-2100
Heartland/
Broad St Extended, be1 -800-448-VOWS (8697)
FOR sale or rent 12x50, tween 8am- 12noon. No
appliances, w/d hookup, phone calls please. Equal
new underpinning, plumb- Housing Opportunity.
250
ing, wiring & floor. 217 RiviBusiness
era Courts. Kyle 653-4802 SHERRY Lane Estates.
Services
2br apartment, like new,
or 653-2951 business.
K T I and Associates offercentral gas heat, central air,
ing a full line of investigative SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, all appliances, inciuding
services Bel Air Center electric or gas. Walking dis- washer and dryer, bay
tance to college. 753-5209. window, tree lawn care
753 3868 or 436-6099
Coleman RE 753-9808
27R
Mobile
TAKING applications for
Homes For Sale
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bedGATEWAY Mobile Homes.
2 CAR body shop for rent rooms, handicap accessi799% APR No payments
Air compressor, bathroom, ble. Equal Housing Opporuntil January, 1994. 1994
gas heat After 4pm tunity Apply HiNdale Apts.
Gateway 16x80 3+2
437-4465
Hardin, Ky. or call
$206/rno 1994 Lifestyle
502-437-4113
16)(76 2.2 S205/rno. 1994 4 CAR garage with office
Lifestyle 16x80 3-i.2 paved lot 753-4509
TOWNHOUSE duplex. 2br,
$214/mo 1994 Clayton
16 baths, appliances furn16x60 2.2 SI9Ormo 1994 800-2200S0 ft Coleman ished $450/mo. 753-3343
RE
753-9898
Clayton 14x70 2+2
$174/mo 1994 Clayton BUILDING for rent, 404 N. UNFURNISHED 2br du14x52 2.2 $160imo AN 4th Four overhead doors, plex with carport, washer,
include tax, central air & gas heat, floor drain, sepa- dryer, stove, refrigerator,
,urting 20 Used Homes to rate office. $325/mo dishwasher, disposal furnished References rehoose from Gateway Mo- 753-3018
quired. Call after 4pm
Homes 527-1427
COMMERCIAL building for 753-5333.
A K E LAND (Duality rent on 12th Street Extenlomes Featuring Patriot sive remodeling on outside VERY nice 2br, 2 bath dutomes 5 Year Warranty being done Great location plex, appliances furnished,
•• Down 799% APR 8 parking for business CM central gas ha Northwood
Dr $475/mo. 1 month deI! )00 Discount 1994 753-7435 or 753-3966.
posit. 1 year lease No pets
i•1•56 180mo at $378
1994 28x48 180mo at RETAIL or Office Space in 753-2905.
1268 1994 16x80 180mo S Side Shopping Center
330
it $199 1994 16x60 753-4509 or 753-6612
Rooms
•Rrimo at $169 1994
.4)(68 180mo at $149
For Rae
310
1994 14x56 180mO at
1614 OLIVE, all utilities
Ward
$I /9 5% Down payment
furnished, kitchen 8 living
Rat
To
7 99% To qualified buyers
Oak Nov 201h Jack HOME with store front in room privileges Coleman
'IRE 753-9898
Thompson, Terry Lynch, the business section o
Lakeland Duality Homes Murray. Call collect (214)
64 1 N
Benton
Ky 709-8056
527 52"

(CHRISTMAS AUCTI

a laNdlon

Ai breeds al sizes
Ask about specials

CUM4INGS Maw Poles.
Specralizing in mobile
home elect= sermon 203
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

A.......LTHE ANNUAL ST.JOSEPH)*

I

38R, 2 car garage, appliances furnished, 4 miles
from Murray $500/mo
lease 8 deposit required
759-4664
3BIR brick, carport, 905
Forking, $450/mo Coleman RE 753-9896
NEWLY redecorated 3br,
14 bath, gas heat, central
air, tags shaded lot, near
Southwest School, ample
storage. $500/mo.
753-7920, 753-1664
3;0
Fer Rae
Or lases
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available CM 753-2905

16 YOUNG Red Poll cows,
bred to calve, March 1994
Night 7539778 753-5890,
492-8302
BART Rudolph Farm Fencing. Barb woven, high tonsil
8 electric Call for tree estimate 462-3224 or
55G-2801
QUARTER Horse, 15hh.
Gelding. 10yrs old. moo
firm 7591656 after Ipm

38R. 1 ball,al new kitchen
cabinets & counter tips. 1976 SEARAY, 2211, excelnew carpet & vinyl, ILA lent oondilion, trailer riAKC Chocolate lab pups. 7 basement with washer & cks:led. $7500 753-3614
weeks old, weaned, and dryer, new lib, 8x16
weekdays, 435-4236
shots Ready to go ▪ new paint 602 Vine
354-6045
Street (901) 232-8573 alAKC Chow Chow puppies ter 5pon (Paris Landing)
Low encore Cal 436-2965 38R Mock house on 1 we
AKC Doberman puppies. 1 of land, garage and out- 1 A A-1 Hauling, Wee trimmale, 1 female 753-4549 buildings. Well and septic ming, tee removal, cleanor 759-9828 or leave tank at Crossland, Tn. ing out sheds, attics. & odd
$15,000 Of best offer. jobs. Free estimates
f414111414191
Phone 502-492-8359 or 4362102 Luke Lamb
AKC Miniature Dadishund 901-642-4102 after 6pm
Al IA leaf raking & muichpuppies, black Ready for
Christmas Deposit will 38R brick, excellent condi- rig. light hauling 4362528
hold
Camden tion, 6 miles east of Hazel. ask for Mark.
$65,000. 750-1352.
901-584-4475
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
BIRD dog, male senor, 14 4BR,3 bath, 3400sq ft, 1'4 work, tree removal, mowyears old, just started train- story. /135,000 obo. Wil ing Free estimates
ing, out of At Thor plus trade for a mobile home. 759-1683.
Will sell up to 10 acres. V.
Flaming Star, $200
Al TREE Service. Stump
753-9586 before 5pm, miie south of Coles Camp- removal and spraying. Free
ground Church. Call
753-0292 after 5pm
estimates. 753-0906 after
753-7975.
5pm, 750-9816, 753-0496
CHOW pups,$50/ea, 2 red
LAKE property_ 4br, 2 bath,
females, 1 black male
17004q ft, situated on 1.3
Ready Nov 20th 753-7913
acres, joins TVA. $79,900
Moving, Rearranging
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI- Owner may help *nano..
your present home?
GIDE Recognized safe & Jones & Ross Realty
We can move your
effectNe by US Center For 527-7224 owner/agent.
ap&
furniture
Veterinary Medicine
NEW homes, all city utilipliances along w/
against hook, round, &
ties,
2
or
31a,
1
or
2
bath.
TAPEWORM in dogs &
household
other
range
price
cats. At teed & hardware
products.
$52,000-$62,000, comstores.
plete. Call 753-4444.
Residential &
HAVE an obedient safe
RECENTLY
redecorated
Commercial
dog for show or home.
31x, 2 bath, ful basement
Classes or private lessons.
Service Serving Murray for over home with a 2br, 1 bath
Experienced 4 referrental
house
next
door
for
12yrs 436-2858.
ences available
extra income, near hospiLARGE, 14 yr old, AKC, tal. Shown by appointment
Call 753-0775 for free
male German Shepherd. 759-1293.
estimate. If no answer.
good dog, $100. 753-5958.
leave message.
i 70
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
Motorcycles
ALPHA Builders - Carpen.130
1990 FIR 600 BLACK try. remodeling, porches,
Red
gray & red matching SHOE roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainteEstate
helments, extra parts
nance,,etc. Free estimates.
436-5496
FREE brochure! Lakefront
489-2303.
& acreage land bargain on 1993 KX 125, good condicrystal dear Norris Lake in tion. Most sell. Will make ANTENNA Repair and innorthesat Tennessee. great Christnas present stallation. Replace or install
Nicely wooded spectacular Will take payoff or take over quality Channel Master anviews' Paved roads Excel- payments. Call 4362794 tennas, rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antenna
lent financing. Buy direct after 4:30pm.
Service, Buchanan,
from developer/owner &
901-642-4077.
save thousands! Cal Norris
130
Shores
7
days:
ANTIQUE refinishing, furUsed
800-488-4883. File
Care
niture repair & custom
SO-07019-48-1660.
woodworking. 753-8056.
HOUSE and acreage or 1983 FORD LTD Country APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
sale 753-1300 9am-6pm, Square station wagon, per- Factory trained by 3 major
fect condition. 4364526.
489-2116 7pni-lOpm
manufacturers. All work
KENTUCKY LAKE LOT 1985 CADILLAC Eldorado. and parts warranted. Ask
BARGAIN! $5900 NEAR 1979 Camaro, mint condi- for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
PARIS LANDING Beauti- tion. 436-2799
fully wooded 4 2 acre 1986 BUICK
Skylark, 4cyl, APPLIANCE SERVICE
homages wiprivate access
Sap, new tires and exhaust, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
to boating, fishing, more. In 38mpg,
$ 2000 . Whirlpool. 30+ years exarea of low taxes, low
perience. BOBBY
901-247-5737 after 5pm.
cnme, mid yr round cliHOPPER, 4365848
mate! New
lake 1986 PONTIAC 6000,
development-special pre- loaded, $2100. Cal after BACKHOE Service, complete foundations.
construction prices. Easy 5pm 753-6805.
R.H.Nesbitt, Masonry.
financing. Call now
1987 LTD Crown Vic, at, Phone 492-8516, D.Pager
800-858-1323 Woodland
anOrn, tilt, cruise, pnv, jot/ 762-7221.
Acres
I p/s, brown on brown,
KOPPERUD Realty has looks and runs great, BACKHOE SERVICE.
buyers waiting to purchase $1800 obo. Cal Frankfort 13RENT ALLEN septic lank
or installaton, repair, replacehomes-all price ranges. If 502-874-4050
ment 759-1515.
you are thinking of se&ng- 502-875-1844 (dealer).
contact one of our coune1987 TOYOTA Ceram ST, BACKHOE Service - ROY
ous and professional
excellent condition, 134K HILL. Septic system, driveagents at 753-1222 or stop
miles, $4000 753-6546 af- ways, hauling, foundations,
by office at 711 Main St
etc. 759-4664.
ter 4pm
BAILEY'S Lawn Service.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd 1988 GRAND Pits, $7200
Leaf the leaves to us.
1988
Chevy
Spectrum.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey.
Leaves raked 8 picked up
Bel -Air
Center. $3300 1984 Olds Delta 88,
or mulched. 753-6966.
502 -753 -SOLD. $1200 435-4351
1-800-369-5780.
1988 MERCEDES 190E BOB'S Plumbing Repair
2
3, excellent condition and Service. All work guaranROBERTS Realty: Callois ed . 753-1134 or
loaded
753-5264.
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate 1989 GEO SPECTRUM, 4365/32.
agency For aN your real white with grey cloth, good 'CARPET MAN Wholeestate needs cell them to- tires, auto, p/s. p/b, air, 4 sale carpet 8 vinyl Local
day at 753-1651 1 Syca- cyl, nice car, $2150. Phone installation. 502-474-2796,
more and 12th St.
800-833-4461. Randy Lee.
(502) 875-4050 (dealer).
WANT to buy 2 or 3br home 1989 TOYOTA Supra, Sap. Prop.
under $40,000 WiN be pay- loaded, 44,XXX miles. CARPORTS for cars and
ing cash 354-8542.
trucks. Special sizes for
759-9841.
WILL you Paint? WIN you 1990 HONDA Accord, ex- motor home, boats, RVs
supervise constructon? Do cellent condition, by owner arid etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
you want home quality? Night 753-9778
value Roy Hi 759-4664.
You CAN own your dream
home! Call Miles Homes 1991 MAXIMA SE, loaded, CHIM Chia Chimney
today. 1-800-343-2884, ext one owner car, 36,XXX Sweeps has 10% senior
miles. red with black citizen discounts. We sell
1
leather 753-8678.
chimney caps and screens.
41S
1991 TOYOTA Camry, 435-4191.
Lake
auto, air, stereo, cruise, IN CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
Property
power. Metallic beige, & Building Maintenance
LAKE property 4 wooded 43,XXX miles, extended Commercial or residential.
acres, house in- need of warranty available. Excel- Insured, free esitmates
work, gas heat, quiet dead lent condition $11,950 474-8339.
753-7853_
end road, Aurora
474-8400 or 474-8119
leave' message
Vets

110
Lab
For Sale

1985 DODGE Caravan, rebuilt engine, 12800.
489-2099.

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restric- 1992 RED Dodge Caravan
tions Wooded lob as low with gold trim. Call after
as $5000 to $6500. South- 4pm 489-2196.
west school district natural
gas. city water, cablevision
3 3/10 from Murray city
limits on 94W 753-5841,
753-1566
1987 TOYOTA extended
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi- cab, long bed, air, p/s,
pt,
vision, 100'x 140' topper, good tires, runs &
753-4873 after 5 30pm.
bola groat $4300 obo.
759-9196 after 4:30pni or
759-1100 days

50 ACRES half Mabee,
good road 8 location, east
of Murray $39,500 Terms
750-1922,

1989 FORD F250 Pickup,
V-8, Fl., auto, pis, pob, duel
talks, radio, white wiblue
interior, clean and runs
great, $5750. Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer).

ELECTRICAL-Ron Nall
Hsiang.Cooing & Seceic.
Inc. Swim miss and inanition. (502)4364889.
436-4327.
EXPERIENCED dry wail
finishing Rsisrences amiable. 436-2060
GENERAL Reps, plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding. painting Free ealliWilles 18
years experience Local re
forename. 436-2701
HADAWAY ConsThiceon
Rerricideing, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2062.
HAVE you had Breast Implant surgery? CM Flora
Stuart. attorney, for free
advice,
legal
1-800-732-3178 No fee
unless you vsn THIS IS AN
ADVERTISEMENT
C & C Painting. 753-0884.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulffs Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.

HEATING. Ron Hal Heeling. Cooing arid Smirk
Co. Samos. unit reviewmerit end compiles mail
Ion Licensed gas irateller
Phone 4364600

NEW homes. remodeling.
garages. racing. oonbets
& brick work 1 plumbing
repair D a C Construction
474-8720
KDL Bookkeeping. Compulerized Payroll. taxes, SEWING machine repair
electronic Bing. Pickup and Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
Delivery. 502-474-2796.
SHEETROCK finishing,
1100433-44451
textured ceilings Larry
KITCHEN CABINET RE- Chnsman 492-8742
COVERY emoting doors &
frames with woodgran for- PLUMBING repairman with
mica, all colors Free *Ga- same day service CM
metes Wullts Recovery 436-5255
Murray 4365580
ROCKY COLSON Home
LAWN mowing & leaf Repair Roofing, siding.
mukhing Coleman Ben,- painting, plumbing, concrete Free estinates Ca/
ftel 750-4564..
474-2307
LEE'S CARPET GLEANING. Carpets, furniture WINDOW 1, door repair
Commercial or residential Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
Free mammies 753-5827 aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
LICENSED for electric and prompt IllefV108
gas. 753-7203
SUREWAY Tree 8 Slump
MOBILE Home Repair.
Floof coaling, decks, under- Removal Insured with kill
pinning. General Home Re- line of equipment Free estimetes. Day or night,
pair 750-9236, 7563102
753-5484

-Need Extra
Cash?

CUNNINGHAM'S leasing
and Cooing Service. Complete installation and Derv ice . Call Gary at
750-4754.

Run a Classified. —

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe wont, septic systems, 354-8161 alter 4pm

zittentimi

Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a-handy. dip-

DAVE'S Window Clearing
is now accepting houses for
tall and winter Free 'flimsies. Phone 753-9873.

out section runningch Mon.'''. day en the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

IT

DONALD Finch°, carpet
vinyl & hardwood installation service. 759-1688

Only $5 A Week!

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing cedings. 753-4761.

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
7564690.
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
SENVICO Center, clearingservicing $15; most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOA4 WOODWORKING
AU Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

VRC cleaning 8 repair, reasonable rates. Cal Zeb's
VCR Repair. 492-8116

• Drop by and see our showroom
SUNBURY kAuRRAY Ben.no Bunny Bread)
753-sw
—AI.•

WEST KY Timber Frames
8 Log Homes. 'Complete
packages available. 'Cus
torn design services.'Turnkey construction. Call
437-4017.

WOOD WORKS

'IcSi

WILLIAM Duncan Building
Contractor. Experienced
builder of houses, garages,
pole barns & storage buildings Also remodeling. Call
for estimate 474-8267.

118

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs, Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lenenng, Real
Estate Signs. Office Signage Greeting and Advertising Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs. Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays. Any Custom
Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard & Visa

ONE stop for aN your upholstery needs Cars, funiture,
boats, motorcycles, & etc
Wont guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489-2662
leave message

Public Auction
Sat., Nov. 20th, 1993 at 10 a.m. From Mayfield, Ky. take
Hwy.464.Follow to Hwy.564 turn left or north onto 564
follow approx.1 mile to New Liberty Baptist Church 5th
house on right past church.From Murray take Hwy.121
North to Highway 564 north. Follow to auction. Watch
for auction signs. Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Crawford have
retired and are moving to their lake house.
Old Aladdin lamp with cream colored bowl & stem - other
kerosene lamps & holder - mantle clock - corner what not - blue
carnival glass - hen on nest --small mirror - small wall shelf magazine rack - nice cake stand with glass dome - figurines what not items - brass items - candle holders - stone items hand painted cookie jar - McCoy pitcher - cast iron items Johnson Havoline Bavoria china - other old glass & china pots & pans - flatware - small kitchen appliances - microwave gas cook stove - frost free ref. - Tupperware - mixing bowls - 110
clothes dryer - record player - Kirby vacuum cleaner with
shampoo - card table - electric sewing machine - Bear Cat
scanner - electric heaters - lot of L.P. records - small color t.v. couch & chair - other chairs - coffee & end tables - table lamps 3 piece bedroom suite - queen size water bed with nice
headboard - (2) sets of team gear with brass knob hames electric leaf blower - electric line trimmer - other items not
listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your
auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays'

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!
Ni•

"

MR Chimney chimney
deans, 492-8729
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Nov. 18, the 322nd day of 1993. There are 43
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 18, 1928, the first successful sound-synchronized animated
cartoon. Walt Disney's "Steamboat Willie," starring Mickey Mouse,
premiered at the Colony Theater in New York.
On this date:
In 1865, Samuel L. Clemens published his story "The Celebrated
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" under the pen name Mark Twain .
in the New York Saturday Press.
In 1883, the United States and Canada adopted a system of Standard Time zones.
In 1886, the 21st president of the United States, Chester A. Arthur,
died in New York at age 56.
It 1942, "The Skin of Our Teeth," Thornton Wilder's Pulitier
Prize-winning -comedy, opened on Broadway.
In 1949, Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers was named the
National League's Most Valuable Player.
In 1987. the congressional Iran-Contra committees issued their final
report. saying President Reagan bore "ultimate responsibility" for
wrongdoing by his aides.
Ten years ago: Two days before ABC TV broadcast "The Day
After," a drama about nuclear war, the White House was issuing summaries of President Reagan's position on nuclear weapons and defending his record on arms control. William P. Clark was confirmed by the
Senate to be the new interior secretary, replacing James G. Watt.
Five years ago: President Reagan signed major legislation creating a
Cabinet-level drug czar and providing the death penalty for drug traffickers who kill.
One year ago: President-elect Clinton began a two-day whirlwind
visit to the nation's capital by meeting with President Bush. Roman
Catholic bishops defeated a controversial document on women in the
church, with the issue of women's ordination at the center of their
disagreement.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-comedian Imogene Coca is 85. Former
astronaut Alan Shepard is 70. Alaska Senator Ted Stevens is 70.
Actress Dorothy Collins is 67. Actress Brenda Vaccaro is 54. Actress
Linda Evans is 51. Actress Susan Sullivan is 49. Comedian Sinbad is
37. Singer Kim. Wilde is 33.
Thought for Today: "You simply cannot hang a millionaire in
America." — Bourke Cockran, American politician and orator
(1854-1923).
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Ti. yaws re*
Carrie Huey was the winner of
the Murray Ledger & TMICS
Holiday Cookbook Contest as
announced in the cookbook published today. Her winning recipe
was for Baked Chicken Reuben.
David Jewell of Shirley's Garden Center spoke on "Plenty and
Lawn Care" at a meeting of Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held at Ellis Community.
Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervie Willoughby will be married for 50 years
on Nov. 23.
Claire-Resis of Murray andFrancisco(Pasco) Jobson, student
at Murray State University, born
in Spain, presented a program on
"Spain" at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. Mn. Resig had triyeled in
Spain.
Twenty years ago

be Paul Warw. It 'led rim
injuries sustained in an automobile accident at 8:05 .p.m. on
Nov. 16 at the intersection of
Highway 121 North and Highway
783, Penny-Airport Road.
David J. Gowan*, viola, and
Mary Curtis Taylor, violin, both
of Murray, are members of Nashville Symphony Orchestra which
will be presented in concert
tonight at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, sponsored by Murray Civitan Music
Association.
Estelle Ezell of Ezell Beauty
School is -pictured-being presented keys to the new Chevrolet
Impala she won at Kar:Hill MidSouth Show at Memphis, Tenn.
Ruth Eversmeyer presented a
program on "Making Fall and
Holiday Decorations for Home"
at a meeting of Kappa Department of Murra Woman's Club.

Titkey years age
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College. showed
a special film on "Rotary International" at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Erwin, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Dunnigan. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garland,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otho Vernon McLeod, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Dale Underhill. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Edwards,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Wright, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Boren.
Twenty-eight students from
Calloway County are enrolled at
University of Kentucky this
semester.

Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY
• DEAR SPEAKING: Have I
DEAR ABBY I read with titterever! Read.on for a sample:
i-i your advice to aunts and uncles
to stop sending gins to unappreciaDEAR ABBY: I have given a lot
tive nieces and nephews who never
of thought to the question that was
acknowledge them. AmI alone in
raised in your column concerning
feeling that the same should ;ipply
gift-giving when the recipients
to one's children and grandchilnever seen] III get around to
dren'
-11-99g th"""
' ,""w1
In my pre-mit marriage. IA e "
"
4"4""4-1-41"':4"
kri#
"
/
3
4+1 *4
share six adult
really mean anything to these peochildrt-n. and atter ears of sending
who
take.
Like.
Like,
and never
pie
them gifts for birt Into,s, gradua. and kt 1111(11'ring ""Ilk
t ions. weddings.
I hate been giving kw two genert they had it er been received. I
ations_ but starting in I99-1,I am
tii
gins
quit
sending
decidell tO
going to-send only cards kw altwedIA who_ rim er
dings.- bar mitzvahs and new
IIave you he,ird Friuli others N% hii kibms, and the recipients can spend
hie! as we do about gift -giving
t he ri,-t
the day looking kw the
SPEAKING III T IN F1,010DA

check
AUNT GRANDMA IN
SANTA MONICA
DEAR AUNT/GRANDMA:
You would make your point
more clearly if you tell the
offenders why the gifts have
dried up.

A
-"EQR,BLE
el 5 C..-ASE N CO,J2"L•.•7 NE -4-7 --ZEE
5 7E
....A4 ,reas

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the letter from "Auntie J. in
TWO y('lirS agir. I Married a won.derful man whose family had never
sent a thank-you card in their lives
After our wedding. I sent 25A
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

It had been a wonderfully successful day, and the
dugout was filled with the sound of laughter and the
fruits of their hunting skills. Only Kimbu wore a scowl,
returning home with lust a single knucklehead.

Fax
CATHY
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1 Equip again
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from nar
colepsy and today thought I'd harmed
myself with diet pills. I've never taken
them before because of my condition.
yet quite by accident. I found that if I
took a diet pill in the morning and a nap
after luncti. I would not have sleep
attacks during the day. Could I have
hurt myself if I took two diet pills t)
mistake?
CROSSWORDS
DEAR READER: Narcolepsy (sleep
attacks that occur at inappropriate
times without warning) are ordinarily
treated with prescription stimulants,
as Dexedrine. The affliction usual
such
Answer to Previous Puzzle
shelter
ly does not respond to over-the-counter
42 Two, Roman
UTTER].
medication.
43 Uncanny
USURER
45 Pope's name
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On -every gift-giving occasion — and
usually had to telephone them to
find out if the gifts were ever
received.
I never gave it much thought.
but that's exactly' what I have been
doing.
No more gifts for relatives who
always have their hands out but
seem unable to pick up a pen.
WISED IT IN KITTANNING. l'A

DEAR ABBY: Lydia Palmer
recently wrote that she felt a thank
you note was not necessary if th,
giver_ has already been thanked vei
because' one just throws away
all those thank-you notes.
Not me. I've always saved the
cards. letters and notes I received
from my grandchildren. Now that
ant retired, one of my pet projects',
sorting out all their -thank-you
notes, and making a scrapbook fm:
eiwb gruwichild, piece and nephew
I know they will get a big kick out ot
reading the very touching -- and
sometimes hilarious — notes they
wrote while they were growing up.
VIVIANFAISIDERSONTLIBERTYVILLE. ILI,

SPUN
OW: la

•ti„

B'sad

DEAR ABBY: A great big "thank
you" to:Auntie J. in L.A.- who had
no children of her own, but sent
gifts- to all her nieces and nephew

•• *

ntg

lets
corn

two other daughters-in-law too.
ungrateful.
LISA IN ARIZONA
• * •

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

1-1916

thank-you notes for the gifts we
received.
Later. I was shocked when my
mother-in-law said that by sending
all those thank-yous. I made hcr

•••
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The Kentucky
g trio
Department win place an WIND
cal marker for Nathan B. Stubbly
field in front of the cemetery
where be is Duna! on U S High
way 641 North. The inwnpoon
will read "Nathan B Stubblefield, 1860-1926, Inventor of
Radio." according to Mrs W.P.
Robens of J.N. Williams Chapter
of United Daughters of the
Confederacy.
A Columbian bicyck will be
given away on Nov. 28, the last
day of Opportunity Days Sales
event now underway here.
Kathleen Key and Harper
Stewart Johnson Jr. were married
Oct. 15 at College Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bailey ol
Gallatin, Tenn., have been the
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E.W. Riley and Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Bailey.
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Although you probably wouldn't have
suffered serious consequences from
taking two diet pills, I recommend that
you get on a diet and follow your physi
cian's advice with respect to your nar
colepsy.
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Calorie-Wise Cooking,"
"Winning the Battle of the Bulge," and
"Sleep Wake disorder." Other readers
who would like copies should send $1.25
for each report plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433. New York, NY 10163 Be sure
to mention the title(s)
DEAR DR GOTT I have a friend
who is a diabetic and on medication. We
recently heard that onions are very bad
for his condition. Is this true?
DEAR READER: No, it isn't. Onions
do not worsen diabetes Rather, sugar
and sweets should be avoided
CuSS AerwSPArvi
AMA
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Girls Scouts to keep God in promise

•

•

A vote by approximately 2.000
delegates to the National Council
Session, kept the word "God" in the
Girl Scout Promise (the removal of
which was never an issue) and
allowed individual members to substitute wording appropriate to their
own spiritual beliefs for the word
"God" when reciting the promise.
The Girl Scout Promise continues
in read as follows in all publics;ions: On my honor. I will try:_ To
serve God and my country. To help
people at all tunes, And to live by
the Girl Scout Law.
While belief in a spiritual principle is fundamental to Girl Scouting,
Cul Scouts of the USA recognize
that some religious groups believe
in a motivating spiritual force, but
use words other than "God" to
express that spiritual force. The
vote allows individuals to substitute
s word or words for the word "God"
in the Girl Scout promise as directed
by their spiritual belief. "The vote
was not about removing the word
'God'but about making all girls feel
comfortable" Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council Executive Director,
Joyce Seymour said.
"For example, an American Indian girl might wish to use the
words The Creator' and a Muslim
girls might wish to use the word
'Allah.' This is consistent with the
commitment of Girl Scouts of the
(ISA to serve the increasingly diVerse religious, cultural, racial, and

President.
In the Girl Scouts' 81-year history, there have been six versions of
the Girl Scout Promise. Changes
are not made without in-depth study
and extensive deliberation. As the
society changes, however, it is

ethnic populations of the United
States.Girl Scouts of the USA is a
pnvate, voluntary organization and
makes no attempt to define or
interpret the word "God" in the Girl
Scout Promise. "We believe that
each member must establish for
herself the nature of her belief, and
we recognize that religious instruction is the responsibility of parents
and religious leaders," said B.
LaRae Orullian, Girl Scout National

sometimes necessary for Girl Scouts to reflect those changes in the
Promise.
For this reason, the National
Council also voted to appoint a task

group of local and national representauves to review the wording
of the Girl Scout Promise and Law
Their task will be to ensure that the
language is contemporary and
meaningful to our increasingly diverse, pluralistic society, while continuing to reflect the fundamental
principles of the Girl Scout movement. The task group will present
its recommendations to the next
National Council, which meets in
1996.

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 7594844
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Friday & Saturday

Thanksgiving
Day
Hours 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Country Ham
Breakfast
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It is axiomatic to say that making the contract is declarer's first
consideration,but pursuing this principle in every case is more easily said
than done.
Consider this deal where East
won the opening diamond lead with
the ace and returned a diamond,won
in dummy with the queen. Declarer
now led the queen ofclubs and,when
East showed out, South could no
longer make the contract.
West took the queen with the king,.
played a third round of diamonds to
establish his suit, and South could
do no better than score eight tricks to
go down one.
It is easy to dismiss the hand by
saying that declarer was unlucky to
find %Vest with all four clubs — the
only distribution that could defeat
him. Nevertheless, the fact remains
that South's failure to make the contract is ii violation — albeit unintentional — of the principle enunciated
above.
Declarer's only concern from the
start should he to score four club
tricks. If he does that, he is home —
period Since there is no problem if
t he opposing clubs are divided'2•2 or
3-1, South should shape his play to
cater to the possibility ofeither opponent has mg all four clubs.
Accordingly, he should win the
diamond return with the king attrick
two and play a low club towards
dummy :it trick three. In the actual
case, Wk.,1 finds it imwssible to score
more t h one club trick, whether he
takes th,kingnow or later. In effect,
South makes nine tricks withouttaking a finesse
The outcome is the same if East
is the player with four clubs. He also
cannot take more than one club trick
against the recommended approach.
The safety play in clubs guarantees
the contract regardless of how the
cards are divided.

Men's Suits
and Sbortcoats

Fantastic Ties

25%.

25°/o.

Men's Sportshirts

Rugby Tops

Great Plaids & Sires

Men's Warm-Up Suits Duck's Unlimited
Starting at

Sweaters, Knits it Sesatshuis
$500

Now

All

250/0.

Gotta See Thesel
Jean Shirts

Chaps Ralph Lauren' Pendleton' Sportswear
Great Rugby's & Wovens
$500

t4eVII $500

$250°

on
Quality Apparel For The Han

Off

Now Only
Color Block & Stnpes

Come See Why We're Everybody's Favorite Store!

Tango' Sportswear
Selected Racks

20°10.

Guess' Jeans
$4500

Great Sweatshirts
Color Blocks & Pieced Looks
Now

$20°°

Ea

Union Bay' Jeans

Duck Head Tops

Cutter & Buck
Outdoors

$2650 AU 20°°.. 25%.

From An Extraordinary Store!

This
newspaper
contains
recycled
newsprint.
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Boston Traders
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Downtown

Murray
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
The Right
Road to Follow
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable,
NORTH
•108:3
VA 106
•Q 10
46QJ752
EAST
„ WEST
* Q 765 2
*K4
111.1 95 4 3
gil,Q
•A 4 2
*98763
•—
•K1086
SotITH
46 A .1 9
•K 8 2
•K J 5
•A 94 3
The bidding:
South West North
East
1?ass
3 NT .
1 NT
['ass
nine of diamonds.
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Pork Chops with Orange Biscuits
Melody Parker
6 pork chops
112 tsp. salt
118 tsp. pepper
113 cup packed brown sugar
113 cup orange juice
114 cup water
1 can (23 oz.) sweet potatoes, drained
1 medium orange, cut into 6 slices
2 cups Bisquick baking mix
112 cup orange juice
Cook pork chops in skillet until brown on both
sides. Place in ungreased rectangular pan, 13x9;
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Mix brown sugar,
1/3 cup orange juice and the water. Pour over
pork. Cover and bake 30 minutes at 375 degrees.
Arrange sweet potatoes around pork. Spoon juice
from pan over pork and potatoes. Top each pork
chop with orange slice. Mix baking mix and 1/2
cup orange juice; beat vigorously 30 seconds.
Drop dough by 12 tablespoons onto pork and
potatoes and bake uncovered until biscuits are
lightly brown, about 20 minutes. Spoon juice
from pan over each serving.

Ack41004033162100A00

LOG CABIN
RESTAURANT
EVERY
Friday & Saturday Night
3-10 p.m.
Pond Raised

A Variety of Dishes..
Appetizer
Spiced Pickled Shrimp
Betty A. White
In a crock pot or a large lidded
plastic container, layer alternately 2 lbs. boiled shrimp,5 or 6
bay leaves, & 6 small white
onions sliced thin. In another
container, mix 1 cup oil, 1/2 cup
tarragon vinegar,- 112 tsp. each
salt, dry mustard, and powdered
sugar. Add lemon juice and a
handful of pickling spices.Shake
or blend until thoroughly mixed.
Pour over shrimp and onions.
Cover and refrigerate for 24
hours. Stir occasionally, adding
more salt, and lemon juice, if
needed, (and ACCENT if desired). Serve in a bowl over ice
with toothpicks for cocktails—or
on lettuce if serving as a salad.

Bread
Williamsburg Orange Mufruis
Betty Kirkenmeier
2 cups all purpose flour
I tsp. baking soda
I stick butler
1 cup sugar
2 eggs, beaten slightly
314 cup buttermilk
1 cup golden raisins
1 cup nuts (pecans)
Sauce:
1 cup sugar
Juice and rind of2 oranges and
1 lemon
Sift flour and soda. Cream
butter abd sugar: add eggs. Add
sifted flour mixture and butter-

milk, alternately in thirds. Add
raisins and pecans. Pour into
paper lined muffin tins, 1/2 full.
Bake at 375 degrees for 15-20
minutes. Combine sauce ingredients and pour over muffins
while they are warm. This recipe
may be prepared completely in
most food processors. Yield: 24
muffins or 58 petite size.

Salad
Peach Pickle Salad
Pat Gust
8 pickled peaches, chopped,
drained, liquid reserved
1 (3 ounce) pkg. orange-flavored gelatin
113 cup chopped fresh parsley
112 cup chopped celery
I12 cup chopped pecans
Combine peach liquid with
enough water to make 2 cups,
heat until boiling. Pour liquid
over gelatin and stir until dissolved. Chill until slightly thickened. Add remaining ingredients. Pour into 5-cup mold or
individual molds. Chill until
firm. Yield: 6 servings.

Main Dish
Ginny's Lasagna
Ginny Morgan
1,11-2 lbs. ground chuck
112-1 lb. sausage
1 cup chopped onion
114 cup minced green pepper
2 minced cloves garlic
Cook all of the above together.

iiUBE

0 Minute
Oil Change

Full Order

39
Comes with Slaw, White Beans,
Potato, and Hushpuppies.

Quality, Reliable
Service You Can
Depend On For Your
Car Or Truck.
• No Appointments Necessary •

505 S. 12th St.
. •
'

753-8080

Dine-In or Carry Out

ADD:
1 (I lb. 13 oz.) can tomatoes
I or 2 cans tomato paste
I can tomato sauce

2 cups water
1'12 tsp. salt
112 tsp. sugar
112 tsp. pepper
114 tsp. basil
2 tsp. parsley flakes
114 lb. mushrooms, chop
Cover and simmer 1 hour. Put
in a lasagna dish and arrange in
layers, starting and ending with
tomato sauce. Layers: tomato
sauce, cooked lasagna noodles,
mozzerella cheese, cheddcr
cheese, American cheese (Velvecta), and parmesan cheese.
Bake at 350 degrees for 25-40
minutes. This makes a lot of
lasagna.

Dessert
Carmel Pie
Benita Rudd
2-3 heaping Tbsp. flour
1 cup sugar
2 cup milk
3 eggs separated
Mix dry ingredients. Add
eggs, milk. Cook till very hot.
Stir continually so mixture won't
burn. In cup sugar. Melt in pan.
Will look burnt - golden brown
in color. Stir in first set ofcooked
ingredients. Cook until thick.
Pour into baked pie shell. Add
margarine topping. But under
broiler till topping becomes a
golden color.

A000040:43itai
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CATFISH
FILLETS

•

Two Convenient Locations
641 South
Five Points
753-4462
759-1529

Special thanks
goes to Sally Crass
for judging all the
recipes submitted
for the cookbook.
Crass has been a
home economics
teacher at Murray
High School for
more than 20 years.
In judging the
recipes, she said she
looked at ease in
preparation, nutritional° value, time
required, cost factor
and how different it
was. Congratulations to all the winners, as well as to
everyone who submitted recipes.
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Appetizer Winner

Appetizer
Stuffed Mushrooms
Chris Powers

matoes
tie

1 lb. pork sausage
1 lb. fresh mushrooms
1 16 oz. can tomato sauce
1 large clove garlic, chopped
fine
114 cup dry white wine
Clean and remove stem
from mushrooms,scoop out a
small amount from stem end
with a teaspoon (chop stems
and what you have scooped
out, reserve). Mix chopped
mushrooms with pork sausage
in a large bowl. Fill mushrooms with mixture. Place
on an ungreased baking sheet
and bake for 30-35 min. in 350
degree oven. In a medium
skillet, bring tomato sauce,
garlic. Italian seasoning and
dry white wine to a simmer,
lower heat and continue to
cook for 25 mm.stirring occai..
sionally. Remove mushrooms
from baking with tongs and
place in sauce. Simmer for 10
min., spooning sauce over
tops of mushrooms. Serve
warm. Serves 6-8.
*If mushrooms are large,
they can be cut in half and
served with toothpicks.
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Ham Loaf with Raisin
Sauce
.Evelyn Tapp
3 cup cereal flakes
1 '12 lb. ground smoked ham
'12 Llb. ground chuck
3 beaten eggs
112 cup water
I Tbsp. prepared mustard
112 tsp. coarsely ground
pepper
114 cup dark seedless raisins
2 Tbsp.(packed)brown sugar
2 Tbsp. pineapple juice
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Crush the cereal flakes with
a roUing pin. Combine with
the ham, chuck, eggs, water,
mustard and pepper in a bowl
and mix thoroughly. Shape

into sixteen 16 1 -inch thick
patties. Stand patties on edge
in an 8-inch ring mold and
tuck raisins between patties.
Mix the brown sugar and pineapple juice and spoon over
patties. Bake at 350 degrees
for I hour on mold on serving
platter. Makes 8 servings.
Hot Crab Meat Dip
Betty Kirkenmeier
3 (8 oz.) Pkgs. cream cheese
2(6112 oz.) cans crab meat and
juice
2 cloves garlic, crushed
112 cup mayonnaise
2 tsp. prepared mustard
112 cup sherry
I tsp. onion juice
Lawry's seasoned salt
Heat all ingredients together
in a double boiler until well
blended and cheese is melted.
Refrigerate. Reheat before serving. Serve in a chafing or fondue
pot. Serve with plain crackers,
not salted crackers or chips. 20
servings.
Seasonal Dried Fruit Chips
Melody Parker •
3 apples
3 pears
114 cup cinnamon/sugar mixture (use equal parts of each,
and blend)
You will need ne or two cake
cooling racks. Spray racks
lightly with Pam, and set aside.
Preheat oven to 200 degrees.
Wash and peel whole pieces of
fruit; cut each in half. Holding
the fruit half on one end, slice
evenly lengthwise. Place slices
on racks, and put them in oven.
After 20 minutes, turn slices
over, and lightly sprinkle 'with
cinnamon/sugar mixture. Return
rack to oven, and bake another
10 minutes, or until chips are
crisp. Store in paper bags or
plastic containers (plastic bags
make chips soggy).

Tropical Fruit Fluff
Mary Leonard
1 cup sour cream
114 cup flaked coconut
2 Tbsp. chopped walnuts
2 Tbsp. apricot preserves(cut
up any large pieces in preserves)
Milk
In small mixing bowl,combine sour cream,coconut, walnuts and preserves. Stir well.
Add milk to make dipping
consistency(sm. amount). Stir
will again. Chill. Serve with
chilled fruit dippers (apple
sections. orange sections,
grapes, melon stips, pineapple
chunks).
Petite Broccoli Quiches
Gail Gage
3 oz. cream cheese
112 cup butter
I cup flour
5 oz. frozen chopped broccoli,
thawed
114 lb. (I cup) shredded Swiss.
cheese
1/2 cup half and half cream
3 eggs
1 tsp. salt
I tsp, monosodium glutamate
Comline cream cheese, buuer
and flour in a mixing bowl.
Blend well. Chill dough. Shape
into 24 one-inch balls. Place in
ungreascd tiny muffin tins. Press
dough against bottom and sides.
Drain broccoli well. Into each
cup, spoon about 1 tsp. broccoli
and top with some cheese. In a
small bowl, mix cream, eggs,
salt, and msg. Spoon about 1 tsp.
egg mixture into each cup. Bake
at 400 degrees F.for 25 minutes.
Yield: 24 quiches
Roasted Pineapple with
Lime and Brown Sugar
Carol Harrison
I large ripe pineapple
2tsp. vegetable oil(preferably
(*Rola oU)

Bacon Cheese Fingers
Pat Gust
1 cup shredded swiss cheese
8 slices bacon, cooked and crumbled
3-4 Tbsp. mayonnaise
1 Tbsp. grated onion
112 tsp. celery salt
10 slices sandwich bread,(crusts removed and
cut into thirds)
Combine first five ingredients; blend well.
Spread cheese mixture over each piece of bread.
Bake at 325 degrees for 10 min.

salt and black pepper to taste
2 Tbsp. brown sugar
2 limes quartered
Preheat oven to 500 degrees. Slice off the top and
bouom of pineapple and cut
into 8 slices, each about 1 inch
thick. Rub slices lightly with
oil, sprinkle with salt and
pepper and place in a sinlge
Layer on a baking sheet. Roast
for IS min.,flip slices over and
roast for additional 10 min.
The pineapple should be
lightly browned on.both sides.
Remove from oven and
sprinkle with brown sugar.
.May be roasted up to 2
hours ahead of time, cooled
and covered loosely with plastic wrap at room temperature.
Cut into wedges and arrange

on serving plate, garnish with
lime quarters for squczing.
Mistletoe Madness
Brenda I:imbro
I can (46 oz.) cherry drink
1 can (46 oz.) Ili-C Ecto
('ookr ,Drink
1 cup Sprite
2 pkgs. cherry gelatin
1 can (12 oz.) Minute Maid
l'ineapple Juice
Dissolve gelatin in I cup boiling water. Sur in pineapple
Juice. Don't "dilute." Add
cherry drink, Hi-C Ecto
Cooler and Sprite. ('hill and
serve. Serves 25. Hang a sprig
of mistletoe above punch
bowl.
_
•see Page 4

You'll- need us one day
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Even if you are away from horns all day, you can still enjoy a
WELCOME WAGON visit. Call me, and let's work out a time.
As a Welcome Wagon Representative, I call on new U.S. citizens, brides-to-be, new parents and movers with a basketful of useful
gifts, coupors for FREE Ohs, and information you can use. Absolutely
FREE,and no strings attached.
I'd Ike to cal on you - and will, when we can set a date and
time that's convenient It's a friendly visit and you'll learn where to find
what you need.
Halms ICaltrr Odlard 733-3079 WELCOME WAGON'
INTERNATIONAL. INC
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'Broomstick Skirts
*Sweaters
'Poet Blouses
*Pant Suits
*Vests

*Double Breasted Blazers *Silky Warmups
*Winter Shorts
•Lace Dresses
'Jewelry
'Ethnic Looks
*Cross Necklaces
'Holiday Glitz
'Holiday Wear
*Palazzo Pants
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Appetizers

1 cup mayonnaise
1 cup grated parmesan cheese
1 tsp. garlic powder
Paprika r if desired)

FROM PAGE 3
Egg Rolls
Terri M. Benton
2 bunches of celery or 2
bunches of Chinese Cabbage
2 bunches of green onions
I lb. sausage
.1 chicken breasts
2 cans bean sprouts
soy sauce
Egg Roll wrappers, large or
small
Boil chicken and fry sausage. Debone and skin chicken,
then chop. Drain sausage, set

both aside In large sk dlet, stir
try celery or cabbage and
onions in 4 Tbsp. oil Add soy
sauce betv.een steps Drain
bean sprouts and add to cabbage mixture. Then add meat
to. cabbage mixture and stir.
Roll the mixture in small or
large wrappers, deep fry till
golden brown. Serve with hot
mustard and sweet-n-sour
sauce.
Hot Artichoke Dip
Glenda Wilson
1 can (10 oz.) artichokes

Chop artichokes in food
processor. ('ombine may
chee,e and garlic rx)w or 9
der. Pour into
quihe ,J 141 or baking, dish).
Sprinkle With paprika, if 'desired Place in a 350 degree
tr.en for 15 min. or until
bubbly and sery lightly golden. Serve w ith corn chips.
For large parties double or
triple recipe. Keep warm in
chafing dish.
Fresh Tomato Salsa
Mary Himelick
8 large very ripe tomatoes,
finely chopped
1 large yellow onion, finely
chopped
1 bunch green onions with
tops, finely chopped
1 bell pepper,finely chopped
(ifavailable, use a yellow bell
pepper for color)
1 bunch cilantro (Chinese
parsley) finely chopped
2-5 Jalapeno peppers,minced
(the more, the holier)
2-3 cloves garlic, minced
1 tsp, dried oregano
juice of 112 lime
salt (optional)
Mix and cover tightly. Refrigerate for at least 4 hours or
more before serving. Salsa is
eaten by scooping it up with
tortilla chips. May also be
used on eggs, tacos, and
grilled meats.
Party Cheese Balls
Deborah G. Scott
1 8 oz. pkg. cream cheese

1 112 tsp. seasoned salt
1 small can crushed pineapple (drained)
1 cup chopped walnuts or
pecans

1 4 oz. k
cheese
I 5 o. o English cheese
1 6 vz. roll smoked cheese
1 tsp. salt,
1.'4 tsp. garlic powder
1 tsp. vVorcestershire Sauce
1,8 tsp. tobasco sauce
1 cup patsies,finely snipped
1 cup pecans finely chopped
pretzel sticks

Combine first 5 ingredients
with 1.'2 cup nuts. Form on
large or two small halls. Roll
the nuts. Sers'e
in the re,i
with crackers Serses 20.

Hasc heese at room temperature. Blend well with salt,
garli:: and sauces. Add 1/3 cup
parsley and 1/2 cup pecans.
blend. Chill cheese mixture
until it is easy to handle. Form
into tiny balls about 1 inch in
diameter and roll in reserved
parsley-nut mixture. Refrigerate. Cheese balls will keep
for several days. Insert a pretzel stick in each cheese ball
just before serving.

Shrimp Cocktail
Louellu McConnell
I lb. shrimp per person
2 cayenne peppers, dried
112 cup ketchup per person
Horserculish

Meat and Cheese Dip
Janie Parker
Jib, ground beef
111 cup chopped onion
1 lb. .package mild Mexican
Velveeta
1 16 oz. can stewed tomatoes,
chopped
Brown the meat and onion
together and drain thoroughly.
Add stewed tomatoes and Velveeta cheese. Let mixture simmer on low heat until blended
and smooth, stirring occasionally. Serve poured over corn
chips.
Special Times Cheese
Balls
Georgia Bailey
16 oz. cream cheese (light)
2 Tbsp. purple onion,
chopped
110 cup green pepper

Fill large kettle half full of
water. Crush peppers and add
to water. Bring to a rolling
boil. Add shrimp. Bring to a
boil and cook 2 min. for small
and medium size shrimp, 3
min. for large shrimp, and 4
min. for jumbo shrimp. Watch
closely. Shrimp will boil over.
Pour shrimp and water
through colander and drain
well. Cover with crushed ice
and allow .to set until cool.
Remove most of ice and place
in refrigerator in colander with
bowl underneath to finish
draining. In mixing bowl,
combine 1 teaspoon horseradish to 1/2 cup ketchup for each
serving. Set aside in refrigerator to chill and blend.
To serve: Place cocktail
sauce in small bowls. Place
bowl in middle of salad plate.
Peel shrimp and arrange on
salad plate around sauce bowl.
They will arrange beuer if they
arc all turned the same direction, tails inward. Keep refrigerated until ready to serve.
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HOLIDAY TABLE TOPS

Youl love the difference we will bring to
your table for the holidays or everyday.
COMO Visit WI

Stoneware & Christmas Patterns

•

from...

China, Stoneware & Holiday
trom...Norttake, Masa. Lenox.
Fitz and Floyd

NancyCalhoun.
Pfattgraff and Exclusive Patterns
from Pier 1 imports
•

Thanksgivin4 Feast
Sesawd
lga Thgtoutsgiuing Day bagline.gm at 11:019 tea
.
Feast Incluktis!
all White Natural JbWegi of Turkey
lipasks:
Giblet Orlevy • Cornbread Dreutine,# Jtaffied Potatoes
Craniarry Sauce • Buttered Peak • Doom- Bread
Rue, AU-Yes-Care-To-Bat-Soup, 940d. and Pre* Oar ak.
4nd a Slim 6f Pumpkin Pie meth Whipped nippier
Child'. Ptak (5 to 12) chat:trim (hider 6

$5.99

$2.49

Pier

Crystal, Silver, Stainless
from.. Gorham. Reed & Barton

for a changc
this hcilidaN
= .

University Plash • Choke/ a.• Murray
94 Men -Frt / 94 &WI 14 Son
-Open Weeeistahrs Ill iè the HoOdarsi
753And..ithe eargest

1304.4 Chestnut St • Moms/
104 Nksn.-Sor • 7504e0e
Misroyifraloalve MOS leepktry.
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oxonut Mandarin Orange
Niuffins
Janie Parker
2 cups self-rising flour
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup flaked coconut
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1 stick butter, at room temperature
314 cup sugar
2 eggs
2 Tbsp. finely grated tangerine rind
1114 cup flour
1112 tsp. baking powder
114 tsp. salt
112 cup coarsely chopped walnuts
1 Tbsp. flour
112 cup milk
Preheat oven 350 degrees. Grease and lightly
flour one 81/2 x 41/2 loaf pan or two 53/4 x 31/2 loaf
pans. In a large mixing bowl cream the butter and
sugar. Add the eggs and beat until fluffy and light.
Add the rind.
In another bowl stir together 11/4 c. flour,
baking powder and salt. In a small bowl toss
walnuts with 1 tbsp flour until all pieces are
lightly coated.
Blend flour mixture alternately with milk into
butter mixture, blend well. Fold in walnuts. Pour
into pans. Bake medium loaf 55-60 minutes,
small loaves 35-45 minutes.
Glaze
Heat 3 Tbsp. freshly squeezed tangerine juice
with 3 Tbsp. sugar in small pan until sugar
dissolves. Poke hot loaves with a toothpick in
several places. Pour the syrup over the holes.

Mot these all together.
In a large bowl beat 1 egg and
stir in one cup milk. Add dry
ingredients and 1/4 oil; blend
well. Fold in 1 can mandarin
oranges, well drained. Oranges
can be cut in 4 sections if desired.
Spoon into 12 greased muffin
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Punpkin Bread
Judy Morgan
3 cups sugar
1 cup oil
4 eggs, beaten
1 can (1 pound) pumpk
2/3 cup water
3 1/2 c. all-purpose flour
2 tsp. baking soda
2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. allspice

cit., t

Creuni Nogar and od together.
Add cgs and pumpkin, mix
well. Silt together the dry ingredients. Add dry ingredients alternately with water. Pour into two
(2) well greasedand floured 9" X
5" loaf pans. Bake at 350 degrees
for 1 1/2 hours or till done. Let
stand 10 minutes. Remove from
pan to cool.

Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
and all the trimmings!
Open
Thanksgiving Day
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Thanksgiving Menu Includes
Turkey • Ham
Cornbread and Sage Dressings
Mashed Potatoes • Gravy • Sweet Potato Souffle
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker Fluff
Spiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls • Cornbread
Pies... Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple, Lemon Meringue and Raspberry Cream

Areas Largest Selection of
Gift Tins & Baskets
Flavored Popcorns • Homemade Candies,
Jams, Jellies & Mustards • Imported &
Domestic Cheeses • Imported Specialty
Foods • Coffees & Teas • Super Stocking
Shifters • Sugar Free Candies & Fruit,Spreads
All Shipplit Is Dane .By UPS
10th dr Arcadia
bows *al WM day jot)
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

batter to cans, until each can is
about 3/4 full. Bake one hour, or
until toothpick inserted in the
center comes out clean. Let cool.
Turn can over, and gently slide
cake out. Slice in 1/2 inch pieces.

Bread
FROM PAGE 5
Pumpkin-Chocolate
Bread-in-a-Can
Melody Parker

Low Fat Blue-Bran Muffins
Maryann Pavlick

11/4 cups flour
1 tsp. baking soda
1/4 tsp. salt
1 stick butter, softened
1 cup light brown sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
cups canned pumpkin
1 cup coarsely chopped walnuts
1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa
powde-

1 cup flour
2 tsps. baking powder
1/2 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. cinnamon
1 cup raisin bran
1 cup Wheat bran (Millers
Bran)
11/4 cups 2% lowfat milk
1/3 cup packed brown sugar
1 egg
I cup blueberries

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Grease and flour 2 empty I lb.
coffee or juice cans; and set
aside. In a small bowl, blend
flour, baking soda, and salt, and
set aside. In a large bowl, blend
butter and sugar with a whisk
until fluffy. Beat in eggs one at a
time, beating well after each
addition. Beat in vanilla. Sur in
pumpkin; gradually add flour
mixture, until just combined. Do
not overbeat. Stir in walnuLs.
Transfer 1/3 of the batter (about
11/2 cups) into a medium sized
bowl. Add cocoa and blend well.
Fill each can halfway with plain
batter,(the batter without cocoa).
Then add cocoa batter, divided
evenly, to each can. With a
spoon, swirl batter in each can,
completing one figure-eight Motion. Add the rest of the p)ain

Heat oven to 400 degrees F.
Mix flour, baking powder, soda
and cinnamon in a bowl.
Mix cereal, bran, milk, sugar,
and egg in another bowl. Let
stand 5 minutes. Stir in blueberries (If blueberries are not available. apple pieces may be substituted). Add to flour mixture; stir
just until moistened. (Batter will
be lumpy). Spoon batter into
muffin pan sprayed with no-stick
cooking spray or muffin bake
cups, filling each cup 2/3 full.
Bake 18-20 minutes or until
golden brown. Only 2 grams of
fat per muffin!
Muffins By The Gallon
Georgia Bailey
2 cups 100% bran
2 cups boiling water

Cool 15 min., then remove. For
variety, add 1/2 c. raisins.

1 cup shortening
3 cups sugar
4 cups All Bran
4 eggs, well beaten
5 cups flour
1 'II t. salt
5 t. soda
1 quart buttermilk
1 pound raisins or dates

Italian Bread
Louella McConnell
3 cups bread flour (or all purpose flour)
pkg Rapid Rise dry yeast
1/2 cup olive oil
1 1/4 cup warm water
2 teaspoons salt
3 teaspoons sugar
One package dry Italian salad
dressing

Mix 100% bran, boiling water,
and shortening. Let cool. Add
sugar, All Bran, and eggs. Sift
together and add flour, salt and
soda. Add alternately with buttermilk. Fold in raisins or dates.
Mix,only until ingredients are
blended. Do not stir again after
initial mixing. Keep covered in
refrigerator. Will keep for one
week. Dip out gently by spoonfuls and place in greased muffin
tins. Bake at 350 degrees for 20
minutes.

Mix all dry ingredients
together. Add water and olive
oil. Mix well until no dry spots
remain. You may have to add
more warm water one tablespoon
at at time to reach a consistency
of dough that works well.
Turn dough out onto well
floured surface and knead until
dough is tough. Divide into four
balls. Pull and twist each ball
until you ha% c four long strips of
dough. Lay two strips side by
side and press one end together.
Braid into one loaf. Repeat with
other two strips.
Generously grease two French
loaf pans with Crisco. Place
loaves on pan and gently brash
with olive oil. Cover Iposely with
plastic wrap. Let rise to double.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Bake bread at 350 degrees for 45
minutes.
Slice with sharp bread knife
just before serving.
Cheddar Herb Bread
Sharon Worster

Moist Banana Bread
Nancy Duncan
111d cup sugar
2 eggs
3 ripe bananas, mashed
2'14 cup flour
112 tsp. salt
3/4 cup shortening
4 Tbsp. buttermilk
1 tsp. soda
Cream sugar and shortening
until light and fluffy. Add eggs,
buucrmilk and bananas. Combine dry ingredients and blend
into creamed mixture. Pour into
greased and floured loaf pan.
Bake at 325 degrees for 45 min.
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Congratulations
to
Melody Parker

.

4 cups flour
1/4 cup sugar
2 Tbsp. baking powder
2 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp, celery seed
1 egg
118 tsp, pepper
pinch allspice
3cups cheddar cheese(I pound)
1 bunch green onions w/ tops
13/4 cup skim milk
In large bowl, mix flour, sugar, baking powder, salt and
seasonings. Add cheese and onions, toss to coat. In separate
bowl, beat egg with milk, pour
into dry ingredients. Mix until
blended, batter will be stiff.

Overall Winner —
,

Spoon into 2 greased 9x5 loaf
pans. Let rise for 10 minutes.
Bake at 375 degrees for 45
minutes or until toothpick comes
out clean.
Louisiana Yam Corn Bread
Phyliss Doughty
2 cups sifted flour
2 cups yellow cornmeal
21/i Tbsp. baking powder
2 tsp. salt
1/2 cup sugar
4 eggs
3/4 cup milk
1/3 cup salad oil
PI, cups mashed cooked or
canned yams
Sift flour with cornmeal, baking powder, salt and sugar; set
aside. Combine eggs, milk and
oil in large bowl; beat until
smooth. Add yams; beat until
blended. Add flour mixture, stirring only until flour mixture is
moistened. Spoon into 2 greased
S-inch square pans. Bake at 425
degrees for 35 to 40 minutes or
until breads test done. Cut into
squares. Serve, warm with butter. Yield: 12
Angie's Yum Yum Biscuits
Angela Fortener
2'/2 cups All-Purpose Flour.
- may need 1/4 cup extra
1/3 cup sugar
1 package quirk rising yeast
tsp. light salt
1/4 cup minus I Tbsp. oil
I egg or egg substitute
1 cup potato broth, heat to 125 to
130 degrees
Yields: 12 buscuits
Assemble utensils and ingredients. Mix dry ingredients. Mix
liquid ingredients. Add dry ingredients to liquid In cup at a
time. Mix with electric mixer
after each addition. Dough will
leave sides of bowl, may need 1/
4 cup flour. Turn onto floured
bread board, knead well. Roll to
1n thickness, cut out biscuits.
Place on baking sheet sprayed
with oil. Let rise in warm place
for 1 hour or double in size. Bake
at 400 degrees - 12 to 15 minutes.
Remove from oven and spray
with cooing oil.

IN See Page 8
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For The Cooks On Your List!
'Great Selection of Cookbooks
*Recipe Books and Files
*Kitchen Novelties and morel
Happy Eating This Holiday!
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Fruit Salad
Brenda Kimbro
1
S
6
2
6
2
1
2
2

20 oz. can pineapple
naval oranges
small bananas
cups seedless grapes
oz. cool whip
kiwis
cup sugar
eggs
Tbsp. corn starch

1. Save juice from pineapple
2. Mix all fruit.
3. Mix sugar and eggs in
saucepan. Add cornstarch and
juice. Bring to a boil until thickens. Cool.
4. Mix sauce and fruit.
together. Fold in cool whip.
Pretzel Salad
Georgia Bailey
2 cups pretzels, crushed
I stick margarine, melted
3 Tbsp. sugar
8 oz. cream cheese, softened
9 oz. whipped topping
1 .cup sugar
6 oz. package strawberry gelatin
2 cups boiling water
110 oz. packages strawberries
Mix margarine, pretzels, sugar. Spread in 9"x 13" pan; bake
8 minutes at 400 degrees. Cool.
Combine cream cheese and topping; pour over pretzels. Dissolve gelatin and sugar in boiling
water. Add strawberries; stir
well. Chill until mixture begins
to thicken. Pour over cream
cheese mixture. Chill until firm.
Serves 8 - 10.

Chicken Caesar Salad
Glenda Wilson
1 head romaine lettuce(torn)
Juice of 1 lemon
chopped grilled chicken
2 hard-cooked eggs;chopped
112 tsp. ground pepper
114 cup caesar salad dressing
croutons
Toss lettuce with lemon
juice in large wooden bowl.
Add chicken,eggs,pepper and
salad dressing. Toss lightly.
Top with croutons.
Hot Chicken Salad
Josephine Williamson
4 cups cold chicken
2 Tbsp. lemon juice
314 cup Miracle Whip
1,4 tsp. salt
2 pimentos chopped
2 cups chopped celery
4 hard boiled eggs, sliced
314 cup cream of chicken
soup
1 tsp. chopped onion
1 cup grated cheese
213 cup toasted almonds
1 )12 cup crushed potato chips
Mix all except cheese, almonds and potato chips. Put
rest on top. Bake at 400 degrees 20-25 min.
Holiday Slaw
Janie Parker

100
Salad Winner

1 cup Marzetti Slaw Dressing
Combine the cabbage, apple, and raisins and toss gently
with the slaw dressing. Chill to
let flavors blend. Before serving, garnish with more apple
slices and 1/4 cup chopped
walnuts.
Sunshine Salad
Bonny Stewart
1 pkg. orange jello (mix like
regular jello)
2 bananas sliced
Icon(20 oz.)crushed pineappk—drain juice
miniature
cup
marshmallows
112 cup pineapple juice
1 egg
1 Tbsp. flour
1 cup UMW1

Mik and
argrodwrk 11,Ut`0.x ; pan
Cook last tour ingredients un
u I thit keno!,add small pkg.()I
cream cheese and carton Cool
Whip. Mix. Spread over jello
mixture. Gel.

7
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Marinated Cabbage & Noodle Salad
Vickie Wells
1 3oz. pkg. ramein noodles (chichen flavored)
114 cup salad oil
4 Tbsp. red wine vinegar
114 tsp. salt
1 Tbsp. sugar
Pepper to taste
1 medium to large shredded cabbage or pkg. of
slaw mix
114 cup chopped green onion
114 cup sliced radishes
Green pepper rings
3 "asp. .s livered almond+ (optional)
Break up rameln noodles. -\1i. o I.
,u12.ar, sd!t, pepper and • seasoniml p:wket from
s!ir I() di•soiVe. stir 111 IltiotilL-N, Cabi):112e,
el and chili NCVeral 110111S.
)iiit)11
and
\tu\cr‘e, top %kith
pCppCf
almond,.

III See Page 8

The Sweet Taste Of Success...

6 cups coarsely shredded
green cabbage
1 red apple cut in bite-sized
pieces, unpeeled
112 cup raisins

ay

Begins when you plan
for your future. With
our complete savings
and investment
services, the days

ahead will not only be
bright but profitable as
well. For a taste of
banking the way it
should be, see us today!
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Salad
FROM PAGE 7
Mosaic Salad
Shirley Scott
1 (8.5 oz. can) drained English
Peas
1 cup chopped celery
I cup grated carrots
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
114 cup + 1 Tbsp. cold water
1 cup(any brand)salad dressing
1114 tsp. white vinegar
1 tsp. grated onion
112 tsp. prepared mustard
6 to 8 lettuce leafs

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1993

white vinegar, onion. salt, mustard. Cook over low heat, stirring
constantly, until gelatin dissolves and mixture is thoroughly
heated (don't boil). Pour over
vegetables, stir gently. Spoon
into six lightly oiled individual
molds. Chill until firm. Unmold
onto lettuce lined salad plates.
Serves 6.
Raspberry-Applesauce
Salad
Melody Parker

Heat applesauce to boiling.
Dissolve gelatin in hot applesauce. Add remaining ingredients. Chill intil firm.

Bread

3/4 cup chopped (optional)
walnuts

FROM PAGE 6

Sift together flour, baking
powder, baking soda,salt. Cream
together peanut butter, shortening, sugar, light brown sugar,
dark brown sugar,eggs, milk and
nuts if desired. Add dry ingredients to liquid ingredients, fold
until well mixed then fold in
nuts. Pour into 2 greased 8'/
2.x4'/3x2'/2 loaf pans. Bake in
oven 350 &germs F for one
hour. Cool in pans 10 minutes.
Remove from pans and cool on
wire rack. Wrap in foil to keep
moist so it will be chewy instead
of dry and it is easier to slice.

Ph cups all purpose or self
rising flour
3 tsp. (omit if using self rising
flour) baking powder
1 tsp. (omit if using self rising
flour) salt
1 tsp. (omit if using self rising
flour) baking soda
1/
1
2 cups peanut butter
3/4 cups shortening
1gs cups (substitute Sweet and
Low if a diabetic) sugar
1/4 cup (substitute Sweet and
Low if a diabetic) Light Brown
Sugar
1/4 cup (substitute Sweet and
Low if a diabetic) Dark Brown
Sugar
3 eggs
3/4 cup milk
3/4 cup chopped (optional)
pecans

Pet•

1

I pkg. lemon jello
1 small can crushed pineapple
1 pkg. lime jello
2 Tbsp. Miracle Whip
1 pkg. strawberry jello
I small pkgfrozen strawberries
1 (3 oz.) pkg. cream cheese

Carrot Bread
Wendy Parker
2 cups Bisquick baking mix
1112 cups lightly packed shredded carrots
314 cup sugar
112 cup chopped nuts
114 cup flour
1/4 cup oil

era

siva

Donuts iv Doz. Every Day

2 cups diced ham
2 cups diced turkey
2 stalks celery, chopped
112 cup broken walnuts
114 cup sweet pickle relish
2 Tbsp. chopped sweet onion
112 cup sliced ripe olives
dash of garlic powder
salt and pepper to taste
Mix well with 1 cup or more
of lowfat or fat free salad
dressing (Miracle Whip if you
wish). This salad is delicious
served on lettuce and garnished with hard-boiled egg
wedges, avocado slices and

Combine cream cheese and
preserves in small bowl and beat
on medium speed until fluffy.
Makes 1 1/4 cups spread.
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Mix
all ingredients and beat vigorously 30 seconds by hand. Pour
into greased loaf pan and bake
50-55 minutes. Cool in pan 10
minutes.
Fruit and Nut Bread
Laurie Jo Parker

1/4 cup plus 2 Tbsp. butter or
margarine, softened
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
1 '12 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp, baking powder
Pinch of salt
112 cup milk
2 tsp. grated lemon rind
1 cup fresh blueberries
113 cup sugar
3 Tbsp. lemon juice

2 cups sifted flour
1 tsp. soda
112 tsp. salt
2 tsp. baking powder
112 cup oil
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
1 cup mashed banana
1 cup undrained crushed
neapple
Juice of one orange
2 cups chopped nuts

Cream butter; gradually add
1 cup sugar beating at medium
speed of an electric mixer until
well blended. Add eggs,one at
at a time, beating well after
each addition. Combine flour,
baking powder and salt; add to
creamed mixture alternately
with milk, beginning and ending with flour mixture. Stir in
grated lemon rind; then fold in
blueberries. Pour batter into
greased 8x4x3" loaf pan. Bake
at 350 degrees for 55 minutes

Sift together dry ingredients.

fTh

1
7 70. qi(0)

Large:
I qt. warm water
I pack. dry yeast
I cup sugar
314 cup shortening or oil
1 Tbsp. salt
flour (use extra large bowl)
Small (approx. 30):
2 cup warm water
1 pack. dry yeast
112 cup sugar
113 cup shortening or oil
112 Tbsp. salt
flour

0-(5.71
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For the holidays try our delicious chocolate
cover-up gourmet dipping chocolate,
gourmet teas & coffees.

LAO; tI4 IVY LTD.
1145. 5thSt.
1409 Main St.• Murray (next to Owen's)• 759-1739
Hours: 5 a.m.-8 p.m. M-Sat.; 5 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun.
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753-3225

or until a wooden pick inserted
in center comes out clean.
Combine 1/3 cups sugar and
lemon juice in small saucepan:
heat until sugar dissolves.
Puncture top of bread in several places with a wooden
pick; pour lemon juice mixture
over warm bread, allowing
mixture to soak into bread.
Cool bread in the pan 30
minutes. Yield: 1 loaf.
Refrigerator Rolls
Mydelie Rickman

14-9
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Fruit Salad for DiAbttics
Nancy Duncan

Mix pudding mix with pineapple juice. Mix in all remaining ingredients and chill.

Cream oil and sugar add eggs
and blend well. Add dry ingredients and all other ingredients to
sugar oil mixture and stir until
well blended. Bake in greased
and floured loaf pan at 350
degrees for 60-70 minutes.
Blueberry-Lemon Bread
Terri M. Benton

pi-

tomato wedges.

3 oz. pkg. instant sugarfree
vanilla pudding mix
I 16 oz. can pineapple
chunks, drained
I 16 oz. can chunky mixed
fruit, drained
1 16 oz. can mandarin oranges, drained
2 bananas, sliced(or 1 bunch
grapes, seeded & peeled)

Ham 'n Turkey Salad
Maryann Parlick

2 tsp, ground cinnamon
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. vanilla
3 eggs
Spread for Carrot Bread:
1(8 oz.) package cream cheese,
softened
114 cup peach preserves or orange marmalade

c.
"
7:7

Holiday Cookies - Cakes
Brownies - Baklava

Dissolve strawberry jetlo with
one cup of hot w ater. .Add frozen
strawberries. Pour on top of
middle layer. Chill unt:: firm.

Bottom Layer:
Dissolve lemon jello as directed on package. Drain
crushed pineapple and add to
jello mixture. Use juice from
pineapple as part of liquid in
gelatin. Chill until firm.
Middle Layer
Dissolve lime jello as directed
on package. Add Miracle Whip
and softened cream cheese. Pour
on top of first layer. Chill until
firm.
Top Layer:

I can (1 lb.) applesauce
1(3 oz.) pkg. raspberry gelatin
1 tsp. grated orange rind
7 oz. of lemon-lime carbonated soft drink

Combine first three ingredients in a large bowl, set aside.
Sprinkle gelatin over cold water
in a small sauce pan, let stand one
minute. Stir in salad dressing,

Peanutbutter Cookie Bread
Sherley Scott

Rainbow Salad
Laurie Jo Parkw

1141

Mix water, sugar, shortening,
salt and yeast. Add flour until
dough is about as thick as cake
batter. Cover and let rise 2 hours
in warm place. Stir down and add
all the flour you can stir in.(I use
mixer with dough hooks.) Store
in refrigerator in covered bowl.
Can be rolled out immediately.
Better to refrigerate at least a half
a day. When ready to roll out,
remove from refrigerator about
10 minutes before rolling out
(dough works better). Roll out
and cut sire of rolls desired. Let
rise 2 hours or longer. Bake at
400 for 10 minutes. Remove
from oven and paint top of rolls
with melted butter. Return to
oven to finish baking. If desired,
may bake 15 minutes or longer
until done. (Baking time will
vary in different ovens.) Paint
with butter after removing from
oven. (Melted butter on top optional. Bake all at one time or one
pan each day until all used.)

'
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Li•sagna
%lary Leonard

Main Dish
l'wo Inch Pork Chops
(Amelia %IcConnell
Center cut, well trimmed pork
chops, 2 in. thick
Allegro marinade
1 pkg. dry Italian salad dressing
mix
Seasoned meat tenderizer
Vinegar
Water
Vegetable oil
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Prepare Italian- dressing according to package directions
using oil, vinegar and water. In
sealable marinade pan, pour 1/4
cup Allegro and 1/4 cup Italian
dressing. Punch pork chops several times with a long tine fork.
Place in marinade dish. Pour 1/4
cup Allegro and 1/4 cup Italian
dressing over pork chops. Cover
and place in refrigerator. After 3
hours, turn pork chops over
making sure to coat well with
marinade. Return to refrigerator.
You will need to repeat this
process several times the first
day.
On day two, remove pork
chops to cutting board. Sprinkle
generously with meat tenderizer.
Punch with long tine fork several
times. Return to marinade mixture. Do not turn. Put in refrigerator for five hours. Take out,
turn, and return to refrigerator
for another 4-5 hours. Grill pork
chops on gas grill at low heat
setting for one hour. Turn heat up
to medium for 30 minutes and
allow to brown. This should
produce a tender, juicy pork
chop. If you prefer your pork
very well done, place in microwave for 5 minutes on high just
prior to serving.
Mushroom Quiche
Shirley Scott
1 (9 in.) pie crust
2 cups Whipped Cream
4 eggs
1 M. fresh mushrooms, sliced
114 cup green onions, chopped
114 cup margarine, melted
114 tsp. salt
114 tsp. pepper
Line 9 in. quiche dish with pie
crust. Prick the bottom and sides
with a fork. Bake at 400 degrees
for three minutes. Remove from
oven and gently prick with fork,
then bake additional five minute& Combine whipping cream
and-eggs in a medium bowl,then
setifaide. Saute mushrooms and,
green onions in margarine in
heavy skillet over low heat about
five minutes, stirring frequently.
Stir in salt, pepprr, add mushroom mixture stirring well.
Pour into pie crust, bake at 425
degrees for 15 minutes, then
reduce heat to 325 degrees and
bake additional 35 minutes or
until set. Let stand 10 minutes,

AeAkftocietaijoig.'
Main Dish Winner
Chicken with Grapes & Mushrooms PapitIote
Carol Harrison
4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts
2 cups seedless red grapes, sliced in half
2 cups sliced mushrooms
1 tsp. dried tarragon
114 cup chicken broth
Salt & black pepper to taste
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Prepare 4
papillotes (see directions below).
Place chicken breast on one half of each paper
or foil heart. Distribute grapes, mushrooms and
tarragon over the chicken. Spoon a little broth
over the top of each chicken breast and season
with salt and pepper. Seal the package and place
on baking sheet. Bake 10-12 minutes or until the
packages are puffed. Open one package to check
that chicken is no longer pink inside. Transfer the
packages to individual plates; let each diner open
his or her own package. Serve with wild rice or
rice pilafand side salad. These also make a great
buffet dish.
To prepare a papillote:
Cut parchment paper or aluminum foil into
about 12x16 inches. Fold in half to form an 8x12
in. rectangle, then cut into a half heart shape as
you would a Valentine. Open the heart and
arrange the food in the center of one side of the
heart. Fold the other half of the heart over to cover
the food. Bring edges together and seal the
package by crimping the cut edges together in a
series of small neat folds and bake in 400 degree
oven for 10-12 minutes.

Stove Top Chili
Evelyn Tapp
1 lb. ground chuck
1 can chili beans
112 chopped onion
1 cup catsup
1 cup water
1 tsp. mustard

112 bp. celery salt
4 slices cheese (American)
In a skillet, mash the ground
beef. Add beans, onion, catsup,
water, mustard and celery salt.
Stir for ten minutes. Turn off
stove and top with cheese and
stir.

Sauce:
P.') lb. ground chuck. browned.
crumhltd
I 2
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6 beaten eggs
3 cups milk
Mustard, salt & pepper to taste
I stick butter. melted
1-2 cups crushed cereal or
cracker%

lialtun

hrii• ne.l. crumbled

!F •,,,i

2

1 4 cup rid *int
can% tom,a,,
2 . 12
4 ; 12 I).

i , 1!
.1\ cr haw
and slit..4.,
•C riC
%kith
ci ol brad
5111
niustaid, salt A.: pepper
hhir over k...a..scrole and refrigerate over night. The next
morning, pour melted buuer on
top and sprinkle with crumbs.
Bake 350 degretuft-1 hour.
tM){tIWI

pa Ste

curt% *tiler

7 Mo. crushed haul
1 tsp. oregano
I boleaf
tsp, red pepper
11.1 cup parmesan cheese
1 Tbsp. salt
1 Tbsp. parsley
2 chopped onions
I

Cheese Mix:
2 lbs. ricotta cheese
112 cup parmesan cheese
1 Tbsp. parsley
2 eggs
112 tip. pepper
1 lb. mozarella cheese, grated
1 box lasagna noodles
Sauce. Brown meat, onion,
garlic, drain, crumble meat. Assemble all in large poi Simmer 5
hours. Cheese Mix. Blend ricotta
cheese, parmesan cheese, 2
Tbsp. parsley and eggs.
Cover bottom of 9x13 pan
with sauce. Spread cheese mix
on uncooked lasagna noodles.
Place a layer on top of sauce, top
with sause, then cheese (mofarella),i'Repeat again. Bake 350
degrees,45-50 min. Let stand 10
min. Serves 6-8 people.
Ham & Cheese
Breakfast Casserole
Benita Rudd
16 slices of bread
Thin slices of precooked ham
Mozarella cheese ((f desired)

"One Pot" Dinner
Josephine Williamson
112-1 lb. ground beef
314 lb. bacon,cut in small pieces
1 cup chopped onions
2 cans(1 lb., 15 oz. size) pork &
beans
I can (1 lb.) kidney beans,
drained
can (1 lb.) butter limas,
drained
I cup ketchup
114 cup brown sugar
I Tbsp. liquid smoke
3 Tbsp. white vinegar
I tsp. salt
Dash of pepper
Brown ground beef in skillet;
drain off fat and put beef in
crock-pot. Brown bacon and onions; drain off fat. Add bacon,
onions, and remaining ingredients to crock-pot. Stir together
well. Cover and cook on low 4 to
6 hours. If using a 2-qt. crock
pot, reduce this recipe by half.
II See Page 10

Let us help you
save on holiday cooking!

SAVE•A •LOT
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FREE Nalp In CbPnrç For All My Clank

753-7890 $ a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary
Are your toyed ones protected financially if you died today?
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Main Dish

Healthy Chicken Bake
Maryann Pavlick

FROM PAGE 9
Holiday Buffet Chicken
Glenda Wilson

6 chicken breasts (split)
112 cup chopped celery leaves
and pieces (tops)
112 cup chopped green onions
1 green pepper,sliced into strips
Garlic powder, dill weed, salt
and pepper to taste
112 lemon, cut into wedges

114 lb. country ham (sliced thin)
8-10 single bonekss chicken
breast skinned
I (10'h oz.) can cream of mushrooms soup
2-3 or.. Half & HaV
1-1113 cups grated cheddar
cheese
,
isP• MN

aw.
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Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Line the bottom of a 9x13 inch
baking dish with ham. Position
chicken breast over ham. Combine soup, Half & Half and
pepper. Pour over chicken. Top
with cheese. Cover with aluminum foil and bake for 1,/2 hours.
Remove from oven and allow to
cool slightly.
(Before serving) Sauce thickens as the dish cools. Serve with
a rice casserole or rice. Serves 610. NOTE: If country ham is
used, do not add salt. This dish
can be prepared ahead of time
and baked when ready. Be sure to
have dish at room temperature
before baking. The sauce is
great.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
Remove all fat and skin from
chicken. Place bone-side down
in greased 9x13 dish. Sprinkle
celery, green onion and green
pepper strips onto chicken
pieces. Squeeze lemon wedges
over all. Sprinkle with salt, pepper, garlic seasonings. Sprinkle
with dill weed. Bake at 375
degrees for 30-40 minutes. Serve
with brown rice, green beans and
salad. Serves 4-6.
Chicken with Almonds
Terri Benton
2 Tbsp. onions
114 cup butter
2 chicken breasts
1 clove garlic, chopped
1 Tbsp. tomato paste
2 Tbsp. flour
cup chicken stock
2 Tbsp. sherry
2 Tbsp. slivered almonds

SpacemakerPlusTM
MICROWAVE OVEN

Model JVM130J
• 750 watts of cooking power, extra wide, 1.0 cu. ft. oven cavity.
• Easy to use electronic touch controls with electronic digital
display and clock.
• Time Cook I & II provides and extra measure of convenience for
foods best prepared by two different power levels.
• Word prompting display provides programming iittructions.
• Auto Start Control programs the oven to automatically begin
cooking at a preset time within
a 12.hour period.
• Built-in custom appearance
compliments any kitchen.
• Replaces range hood, includes a
2-speed vent fan and cooktop light.

Murray Appliance & TV
'Tufts. Genet-ill Electric.
212 E. 111;tin St.

41
0**
4
•411.

-lents dtir Dealer"
1534586

Salt
Freshly ground pepper
I tsp. dried tarragon
314 cup sour cream
I Tbsp.grated parmesan cheese
Heat butter in skillet, add
chicken and brown. Remove
chicken, add garlic and onion,
cook over low heat for three
minutes. Add tomato paste and
flour, stir with a wire whip until
smooth. Stir in stock and sherry
until boiling. Return chicken to
pan add almonds, salt, pepper
and tarragon. Cover and simmer.
Transfer chicken to shallow pan,
stir in the sour cream to remaining sauce in pan. Heat thoroughly (do not boil). Pour remaining sauce over chicken.
Sprinkle with parmesan cheese.
Brown lightly under a preheated
broiler.
Braised Sirloin Tips
Betty Kirkenmeier
1 lb. fresh mushrooms, sliced
114 cup butter, melted
1 Tbsp. salad oil
1(3 lb.) sirloin tip steak, cut in 1
inch cubes
314 cup beef bouillon
314 cup red wine
2 Tbsp. soy sauce
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 onion, grated
2 Tbsp. cornstarch
113 cup beef bouillon
1/2 (10'l• oz.) can cream of
mushroom soup, undiluted
Salt to taste
Saute' mushrooms in 2 Tbsp.
butter and spoon into 3 quart
casserole. Add remaining butter
and salad oil to skillet; add meat
and brown. Spoon over mushrooms. Combine bouillon,
wine, soy sauce, garlic and onion; add to skillet, scraping bottom to salvage all particles.
Blend cornstarch with remaining
1/3 cup bouillon and stir into
wine mixture. Cook, stirring
constantly, until smooth and
thickened. Spoon over meat,stirring gently to mix. Cover and
bake at 275 degrees for 1 hour.
Add soup and season with salt.
Return to oven; bake approximately 1 hour, or until tender.
Serve over rice. May be frozen or
prepared in advance. 6 to 8
servings.
Cranberried Baked Ham
Melissa Seavers
7-10 lb. boneless, smoked,fully
cooked ham

1 (16 oz.) can whole cranberry
sauce
112 cup light brown sugar
112 cup peach juice
118 tsp. powdered clove
1(29 oz.)can cling peach halves
(drain)
Combine cranberry sauce.
brown sugar, fruit juice, and
clove in saucepan. Boil until
thickened, 12-15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Spoon sauce
over ham,30 minutes before end
of baking time. Arrange peach
halves in utility dish and heat in
oven 10 minutes. Fill peaches
with remaining sauce and arrange around ham. Serves 12 to
16.
Chicken Waikiki Beach
Georgia Bailey
4 whole chicken breasts
112 cup flour
113 cup oil
1 tsp. salt
114 tsp. pepper
Split chicken breasts and dip
in flour. Add salt and pepper.
Brown in oil. Move to oblong
baking dish. Prepare sauce.
Sauce
20 oz. can pineapple slices
1 cup sugar
2 Tbsp. cornstarch
314 cup cider vinegar
I Tbsp. soy sauce
114 tsp. ginger
I lg. green pepper, cut in strips
I chicken bouillon cube
In sauce pan, combine sugar,
cornstarch, pineapple syrup, vinegar, soy sauce, ginger and
bouillon cube. Boil 2 minutes,
stirring constantly. Pour sauce
(except pineapple and peppers)
over chicken. Bake at 325 degrees, uncovered for 30 minutes.
Add pineapple and green peppers; bake another 30 minutes or
until tender. Serve with rice.
Serves 6 or 8.
Baked Chicken
La venia Stewart
1 chicken (cut alp with skin
removed)
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 tsp. salt
Heat oven to 350 degrees.
Flour chicken pieces, place in
9x13 pan.Cook 30 minutes.Pour
can of soup diluted with water
over chicken. Sprinkle salt over
chicken. Bake about 20 more
minutes or until tender.

Nail Designs
by Deanna
-Manicurist
-Acrylic & Sculpts Nails
•Thursday & Friday
Walk-ins %Volcano
Appolnimonta Suggested

The Beauty Box
Dixieland Center • Chestnut St.
Murray • 753-7132

Sun burgers
Susie Thomas
112 cup grated carrots
112 cup celery, chopped fine
2 Tbsp. chopped onion
1 Tbsp. chopped parsley
1 Tbsp. chopped green bell
PepPer
1 egg, beaten
1 Tbsp. oil
114 cup tomato juice
1 cup ground sunflower seeds
2 Tbsp. wheat germ
112 tsp. salt
118 tsp. basil
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Combine ingredients and shape
into patties. Arrange in an oiled
shallow baking dish. Bake until
brown on top, turn patties and
bake until brown. Allow about
15 min. of baking for each side.
Yield about 4 servings. This is a
healthy alternative to hamburgers!
Harves' Time Short Ribs
Deborah Scott
3-4 lb. beef short ribs
2 Tbsp. flour
1 tsp. salt
112 tsp. paprika
118 tsp. pepper
sm. onion, sliced
I (6 oz.) can Hunt's tomato
paste
1 cup water
I cup carrots, sliced
I cup celery, sliced
I (8 oz.) pkg. noodles, cooked
Trim fat off of ribs.-Combine
flour and seasonings, rub into
ribs using it all. Place in 2V2 qt.
baking dish: bake at 450 degrees
for 30 minutes. Spoon off fat,
lower temperature to 325 degrees. Arrange onion slices over
top,pour tomato paste with.water
on top. Cover and bake 1 1/2 hour.
Last 45 minutes, add carrots and
celery. Skim excess fat. Serve
ribs on platter. Stir noodles into
vegetable and gravy drippings.
Add salt to taste. Serve around
ribs. Makes 6 servings.
French Canadian Meat Pie
Vickie Wells
2 lbs. ground pork
1 lb. ground beef
2 lg. onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic, chopped
2,/a bp. poultry seasoning
2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. celery salt
1/2 tsp. sage
1 cup water
3 met potatoes, cooked &
mashed
2 pie crusts
Combine pork, beef, onion
and garlic in skillet and brown.
Drain. Stir in spices and water.'
Cover and simmer 20 minutes.'
Uncover and simmer 10 minutes.
Remove from beat, stir in
mashed potatoes. Cool, then
spoon into pie shell. Top with pie
crust and put slit in it. Bake at
425 degrees for 15 minutes,then
350 degrees for 25 minutes.
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Dessert
Banana Yogurt Cake
Shirley Scott
2 cups AU Purpose flour
113 cup sugar or substitute
Sweet & Low
3 tsp. baking powder
3 tsp. baking soda
114 tsp. salt
2 cups plain low fat yogurt
112 cup mashed bananas
114 cup Puritan oil
1 tsp. finely grated lemon peel
1 tsp. vanilla
3 egg whites
314 cup sugar or substitute
Sweet & Low
2 Tbsp. corn syrup
114 cup unsweetened cocoa
In a large bowl mix flour,
sugar, salt, baking powder, baking soda and set aside. In a
medium bowl mix yogurt, bananas, oil, lemon peel, vanilla and
set aside. In a small mixing bowl
beat egg whites until soft peaks
form, gradually add remaining
3/4 cups sugar, on high speed
until stiff peaks form. Stir in
yogurt, bananas, oil, lemon peel
and vanilla into flour mixture
until moistened. Fold in 1/4 of
egg whites mixture to moistened,
then fold in rest of mixture. Pour
the batter into a greased and
floured 9x9x2 inch baking pan.
Bake at 350 degrees oven for 45
minutes. Cool for 10 minutes in
the pan on wire rack. Remove
from pan,cool completely on the
wire rack. Place cake in a storage
container or wrap in plastic wrap
and store over night.
Icing
2 Tbsp. corn syrup
2 Tbsp. water
114 cup unsweetened cocoa
powder
Stir corn syrup, water and
cocoa powder, stirring until
smooth. Drizzle chocolate over
cake in a lacey design. Let stand
until set for about 30 Minutes.
Serve with strawberries,blueberries, apples, peaches, cherries,
plums or any fruit (optional).

Loaf Bread Apple Pie
Glenda Wilson
4 slices of white bread
4-5 Apples
1 Tbsp. cinnamon
112 Tbsp. nutmeg
1 cup sugar
1 egg, beaten
1 stick margarine, melted
Slice apples(thin)and place in
a buttered 8 inch square dish.
Mix together cinnamon and nutmeg and sprinkle on top of
apples. Cut each slice bread into
4 strips. Arrange the 16 bread
strips on top of the apples and
spriccs. Combine other ingredients, mixing well.
Pour over bread. Bake at 350
degrees for 45-50 minutes. You
can also use fresh peaches and
strawberries.
Peanut Butter Cup Brownies
Melissa Seavers
1 (23.5 oz.) pkg. fudge
Brownie mix with can ofchocolate flavor syrup
48 chocolate-covered peanut
butler
candies (wrappers
removed)
Heat oven to 350 degrees.
Grease bottom only of rectangular pan, 13x9x2". Prepare cakelike brownies as directed on
package. Spread in pan. Arrange candies in row (8x6) on
batter. Press candies down until
even with top of batter. Bake 35
minutes. Cool 2 hours. Cut into
2 inch squares.
Holiday Cake
Pat Gust
112 cup instant potato flakes
1112 cups boiling water
213 cup butter or margarine
1 cup sugar
1 cup blackberry jam

1 cup cherry preserves
4 eggs
3 cups self-rising flour, flfted
1 tsp. each-cloves, cinnamon,
allspice
1 cup candied cherries, chopped
1 cup candied pineapple,
chopped
2 cups chopped pecans
Heat oven to 325 degrees.
Grease a 10-inch tube pan and
line bottom with heavy greased
paper. Put potato flakes in a
small bowl and stir in boiling
water, allow to cool. Cream
butter and gradually cream in
sugar. Stir in jam, preserves, and
cooled potato flakes. Beat in
eggs, one at a time. Sift spices
with flour and stir into batter.
Fold in fruit and nuts. Turn
batter into prepared pan and hake
1112 hours. Let cake cool completely in pan. If desired, frost
with thin caramel icing. Serves
16-20.
Ambrosia Shortcake
Georgia Bailey
1 large pkg. instant lemon .
pudding
1 can Mandarin orange slices,
drain and reserve juice
1 med. can crushed pineapple,
drain and reserve juice
2 bananas, thinly sliced
1 large canon Cool Whip
1 can coconut
1 medium Angel Food cake
Maraschino cherries
Mix lemon pudding according
to package directions. To this,
add Cool Whip, orange slices,
pineapple and banana slices.
Cover large pan (9" x 13") with
slices of cake. Sprinkle some of
the fruit juices on cake. Add half
of the pudding mixture. Sprinkle
with coconut. Repeat with slices
of cake, juices and rest of pudding mixture. Sprinkle with coconut. Garnish with Maraschino
cherries. Refrigerate over night.
See Page 12

Cooking Made Easy
This Holiday Sdason.
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Dessert Winner
Double Chocolate Mint Cake
Lois May Wilcox
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
112 cup butter or margarine, softened
4 eggs
1'12 cups (16 oz. can) Hershey's Syrup
Heat oven to 350 degrees, grease oblong pan,
13x9x2 inches. In large mixing bowl, beat flour,
sugar, butter, eggs, and syrup until smooth. Pour
into prepared pan, bake 25 to 35 minutes or until
top springs back when lightly touched. The top
may still appear wet. Cool completely in pan.
Meanwhile, prepare mint cream layer.
Mint Cream Layer:
In small bowl, combine 2 cups confectioner's
sugar, 1/2 cup butter or margarine, softened, 1
Tbsp. water, 1/2 tsp, mint extract and 3 drops
green food color. Beat until smooth.
Chocolate Topping:
•
In small microwave proof bowl, melt 6.Tbsp.
butter or margarine, and 1 cup of mint chocolate
chips,or semi sweet chocolate chips on high for 1
to 1 '/2 minutes or until chips are melted and
mixture is smooth when stirred. Cover and chill.
This cake is a family favorite during the
holidays!
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"Death by Chocolate"
Dorothy Robuch
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2 Heath bars, crumbled
1 (12 oz.) container Cool Whip
1 8" pan brownies, homemade
or box mix
1 cup Kahlua, poured over
warm, baked brownies
1 pkg. chocolate mousse, prepared & cooled
Crumble half of brownies into
deep bowl. Place a layer of Cool
Whip, mousse and brownies —
repeating layers ending up with
Cool Whip on top with crumbled
Heath bars. Cover with saran
wrap and chill well before serving. Spoon into dessert dishes.
Serves 10-12.

Fresh Cranberries
Model 564472
1.3 cubic ft- full size • 1000 watts ofcooking
power • Removable Turnabout"' turntable
• Auto defrost by weight•Time of day clock
• 10 power levels

Steele-Allbritten
SOO 8. 3rd St.
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Dessert

soak down in the fork holes. Ref.
for 2 hours. Top with Cool Whip
before serving. Keep refrigerated.

FROM PAGE 11
Milky Way Chocolate Cake
Mydelle Rickman
Bauer
I cup oil
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
213 cup buttermilk
2 tsp. vanilla
112 tsp. soda
2314 cup flour
6 Milky Way bars (I pack)
1 stick butter or oleo
1 cup pecans - chopped
In double broiler, melt candy
bars and oleo and add nuts. Mix
cake batter, and add chocolate
mixture. Bake at 350 and check
after 20 minutes. Do not over
bake. (Makes 3 layers.)..
•••••

Fudge Icing:
2 cups sugar
1 cup Pet milk
1 stick oleo
pkg. chocolate chips (6 or 8
oz.)
1 cup marshmallow cream
Cook first four items until
forms soft balls in cold water.
Fold in marshmallow cream.
Beat and cool until smooth and
ready for cake. (I warm slowly
until chocolate chips melt then
bring to a boil stirring constantly.)

Peach Creme Brulee'
Creme de la Creme
Betty Kirkenmeier
3 cups heavy cream
6 egg yolks
6 Tbsp. sugar
Dash salt
1 tsp. vanilla
314 cup light brown sugar
Raspberryjam - 1 tsp. per peach
half
10-12 canned peach halves,
drained well.
Heat cream in top of double
boiler. Beat egg yolks,sugar and
salt in bowl until light and fluffy.
Add warm cream gradually to
egg mixture. Pour mix back into
double boiler and cook, stir constantly, until custard coats spoon
(do not have water boiling).
Cool. Arrange peach halves in
shallow baking dish and spoon 1
teaspoon jam in each peach center. Pour the cooled cream mix
over peaches and chill overnight.
Next day cover custard with
sifted brown sugar about 1/4 inch
thick. Broil 6-9 inches away
from heat until sugar melts and
bubbles. Be very careful that
sugar does not burn. Refrigerate
until ready to serve. 8-10 servings.
Angel Food Cake Delight
Josephine Williamson

Baxter's Famous Cheesecake
Mary Leonard
Crust:
1'/ cup graham cracker crumbs
114 cup walnuts, chopped
1 tsp. cinnamon
114 cup butter, melted
Combine these ingredients.
Press into bottom of spring-form
pan and 1/4 way up the sides of
the pan.
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1 angel food cake mix
1 small box ofinstant chocolate
pudding mix
1 (12 oz.) carton of whipped
cream
1 tsp, ofinstant coffee,dissolved

Bake angel food cake according to directions on box. Let
cool. Slice into three layers. Mix
instant chocolate pudding, according to directions.
Fold
whipped cream into pudding and
add the teaspoon of instant coffee. Ice between layers of angel
food cake and sprinkle crushed
Butterfinger candy bar on top of
cake. Keep refrigerated until
time to serve.
Pear Crisp
Mary Himelick
5 ripe pears, peeled & sliced
2 Tbsp. butter, melted
•2 Tbsp. brandy
112 cup flour
112 cup firmly packed brown
sugar (light)
114 cup plus 2 Tbsp. butter
112 cup coarsely chopped
walnuts
114 cup golden raisins
114 cup semi sweet chocolate
morsels.
Place pear slices in a 2 qt.
casserole. Combine melted butter & brandy,stir well. Pour over
pears and gently toss. Set aside.
Combine flour & brown sugar,
cut in butter with a pastry blender
until mixture resembles coarse
meal. Add walnuts, raisins &
chocolate morsels - stir gently to
combine. Sprinkle mixture over
pears. Bake at 350 cgrees for
30-35 minutes or until pears are
tender and topping is lightly
browned. Serve warm.
Christmas Casserole Cookies
Gail Gage
2 eggs
1 cup sugar
112 cup flaked coconut

112 cup candied cherries
I cup chopped pecans
1 tsp. vanilla
114 tsp. almond extract
Granulated sugar for coating
Beat eggs, using medium
speed of mixer. Add sugar and
beat thoroughly. On low speed,
blend in remaining ingredients.
Place in an ungreased 2-quart
casserole dish. Preheat oven at
350 degrees, then bake casserole
for 30 minutes. Remove from
oven and while mixture is still
hot, beat mixture thoroughly.
Cool casserole and form into
small balls. Coat the Christmas
balls in granulated sugar. Enjoy!
No Need To Worry Pecan Balls
Alice Like
III4 cups confectioners sugar,
sifted, divided
1/2 cup butter or margarine,
softened
1 tsp. vanilla
1 cup all-purpose flour, sifted
118 tsp. salt
I cup finely chopped pecans
Cream 1/4 cup confectioners
sugar and butter until smooth.
Add vanilla; blend well. Add
flour and salt; blend well. Stir in
pecans. Cover and refrigerate

about 1 hour. Preheat oven to
350 degrees. Lightly grease 2
baking sheets. Shape dough into
1/2-inch balls. Place on prepared
baking sheets. Bake 15 minutes,
or until lightly browned. Remove from baking sheets. Carefully roll each ball in remaining
cup confectioners sugar to coal
Cool on wire rack. Roll again in
confectioners sugar. Store in
airtight container.
Fresh Apple Bars
Sharon Worster
1 box yellow cake mix
I stick butter or margarine
3 med. apples, peeled & sliced
thin
1 egg
1 lg. carton sour cream
114 cup brown sugar
112 tsp. cinnamon
112 cup chopped nuts(optional)
Make a crumb mixture of 1
box yellow cake mix and I stick
butter. Reserve 2/3 cup and press
rest into 9x13 greased pan. Take
apples and place on top of crumb
mixture. Add I egg to the carton
of sour cream, mix and pour over
apples. Take reserve crumb mix
evenly. Bake at 350 degrees for
30 minutes.

Bright Colored

Canister Sets

Speciality

Teas & Coffees

.••

Filling:
2 (8 oz.) pkgs. cream cheese,
softened
3 eggs, beaten
1 cup sugar
114 tsp. salt
2 tsp. vanilla
114 tsp. almond extract
3 cups dairy sour cream
Mix together cream cheese
and eggs. Blend in sugar, salt,
vanilla and almond extract. Add
sour cream,then beat till smooth.
Pour into crust. Bake cheesecake in 375 degree oven for 4050 minutes,depending on oven. Remove, cool. Serve plain or
with favorite fruit topping. Keep
in refrigerator.

Apilco French Porcelain
Microwave-Dishwasher-Oven Proof

•••••3•••

Cook & Serve Sets

Sugar 'n Spice
and Everything Nice...
That's what you'll find on Storey's
menu for the holidays.
Variety of Delicious
Plus..,fresh wholesome values
for your holiday feast —
cranberries, hams, nuts, turkeys
relishes. mincemeat...

Rich Cheeses

STOREY'S
FOOD
.4•GIANT

Jello Cake
Rita Haydn'
Prepare 1 pk. white cake mix
according to directions on box.
When cool poke holes with fork
all over top of cake. Take 1 box
Jell (any flavor) mix with 3/4
cup hot water, add 3/4 cup cold
water.Pour all over top ofcake to

Buttetfinger candy bar

Bel,akir
Center
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